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ABSTRACT

PROJECT REPORT:
DIRECTION OF THE PLAY
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This project entailed the selection, background research and documentation, casting,
direction, and post-production analysis ofNorthgate High School's production of A. R.
Gurney's play, What I Did Last Summer. Documentation includes research and analysis
of the play and an evaluation of the play as a production vehicle for the theatre program
ofNorthgate High School. The analysis also includes a discussion as to the directorial
vision of this production.
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Direction of the Play: What I Did Last ummer
Section I: Preliminary Information
Performance Dates and Parameters
What I Did Last Summer, a play by American playwright A R. Gurney, will be
produced at Northgate High School in Newnan, Georgia on February 13, 14, 18, 20, and
21, 2004. Performance dates were contracted with Dramatists Play Service on March 2,
2003 and royalties were paid on April 25, 2003. Production and performance dates were
submitted and placed on the school's academic calendar in May 2003. The play title was
submitted for approval to the graduate committee in July 2003. Appendix A is a copy of
the Committee and Option Approval Form. Appendix Bis a copy of the Playscript
Approval Form.
Auditions for What I Did Last Summer are scheduled for December 9, 2003 with
call back auditions, as needed, on December 10, 2003. Auditions are open to all
members of the drama department's extracurricular organization, The Northgate High
School Backstage Players and Thespian Troupe 6062. Membership in the extracurricular
organization is open to all students of Northgate High School. The primary recruitment
and enrollment period is during the months of August and September, but students may
join at any time during the year. Membership dues are set at ten dollars, but are waived
in the case of student hardship or other extenuating circumstances.
Productions by the Northgate High School Drama Department (hereinafter
referred to as the drama department) are self-funded, except that royalties may be paid by
school system instructional funds when such funds are available. The balance of funds
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for a production is met through ticket sales, participation fees, concessions, and
extracurricular activity funds. A tentative budget of $1910. 00 is proposed for this
production. See Appendix C for a breakdown of proposed income and expenses.
One full-time drama teacher staffs the drama department. There are no
designated assistants. The drama teacher is responsible for teaching between six and
eight sections of theatre arts courses during the academic year, producing at least two
productions including a competitive one-act play and a full-length musical production,
and assisting the choral music department in operating sound equipment for choral
concerts. For past productions, the drama department has hired outside assistance
including a costumer, accompanist, fight coordinator, musical director, musicians, and
technical consultants. For the production ofWhat I Did Last Summer, the department
will hire the services of a costumer for period clothing not in the school's inventory. The
teacher and students of the drama department will complete all other work for the
production.
Northgate High School has a diverse and growing fine arts program. In addition
to drama, the school offers courses in band, chorus, visual arts, and dance. However, in
spite of the diversity of the fine arts programs, the school has no performance facilities.
Performances of dramatic and music productions are typically held in the school's
cafeteria, an 80-foot by 80-foot open room with a 13-foot ceiling. For large concerts, the
school's gymnasium may be employed, but the room is not air-conditioned and the
heating system can be extremely noisy.
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Consideration has been given to performance facilities outside of the school
building. A 999-seat performing arts center is under construction for use by the twentyseven schools in the system, but is not scheduled for completion until the end of February
2004. There is an auditorium at a neighboring high school, but the facility is used for a
variety of classes during the instructional day and is not secure for leaving set, costume,
and technical equipment unattended. The Coweta County government owns and operates
a 325-seat auditorium, but that facility is currently under renovation to install bathrooms
and running water in the dressing room area. None of the performing spaces in the
vicinity of the school will prove satisfactory for this production.
In an effort to address the lack of adequate performing space, the drama
department recently began a three-phase project to renovate the drama classroom into a
fifty-seat black box theatre. The room is 28-feet long by 32-feet wide with a 12-foot
ceiling. Phase one of the project involved building and installing basic structures in the
room. Three tiers of audience seating were built into one side of the room using rigid
platform and stepped-leg construction. This free-standing structure holds thirty chairs.
An additional twenty chairs can be added to the room by using a temporary platform and
existing floor space. The empty space beneath the audience seating is used for storage of
furniture and large props. A space approximately four feet wide and sixteen feet deep is
available for performing space. A variety of arrangements are possible from open floor
to a small false-proscenium stage. In the comer of the room, a technical loft was erected.
The loft sits seven feet off of the floor, is accessible by a staircase, and can seat four
technicians who operate lighting and sound equipment. The three structures completed
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during phase one were inspected and approved by Coweta County maintenance
personnel. Phase two of the project will include painting the walls and ceiling of the
room black or dark gray to cut down on light bounce, carpeting the audience risers to
eliminate noise, raising the ceiling above the technical loft an additional two feet, and
installing pipe over the house and stage to allow greater flexibility in mounting lighting
fixtures. Phase three of the project will include installing permanent audience seating,
adding additional storage space under the audience risers, and adding additional electrical
circuits to the room for increased lighting capacity. Appendix D shows the room in its
configuration as a classroom. Appendix E shows the room configured for a performance.
Appendix F shows the room as it appeared for a production of The Effect of Gamma
Rays on Man-in-the-Moon Marigolds in February 2003.
The drama department is only three years old, but has been able to acquire a basic
stock oflighting equipment. The department owns eight American DJ Opti-Pars, four
six-inch Fresnels, and four Source Four Junior ellipsoidals. Three NSI DDS6000+ digital
dimmers power the fixtures and are controlled by an NSI MC 7016 sixteen-channel, twoscene channel preset control board. Lighting units and dimmers can be mounted on one
of the department's two twelve-foot Ultimate lighting trees or on a twenty-five foot box
truss and lift. Control cables and a wide assortment of power extension cords have been
purchased as well.
A significant amount of stock scenery has been constructed. Platforming includes
twenty-four four by eight rigid platforms and a variety of odd-shaped and triangular rigid
platforms of various sizes. An assortment of stepped legs has been constructed to raise
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platform stages to heights of sixteen or twenty-four inches. The department also owns
six thirty-two inch tall four foot by four foot and two twenty-four inch tall four foot by
four foot continental platforms. Scenic flats include four foot by eight-foot hard wall
flats and an assortment of hard wall plug flats and headers of various sizes.
Miscellaneous stock scenery includes step units, doors, benches, and rehearsal blocks.
The drama department has access to sound equipment through the choral music
department. Sound equipment available for use includes a Fender eight channel mixing
amplifier, a Mackie sixteen channel mixing board, a two channel amplifier, eight EV-100
wireless lavalier microphones, four Shure wireless handheld microphones, six AudioTechnica overhead cardioid choral microphones, a Sony compact disc player, a Technics
cassette deck, two loudspeakers, two wedge monitors, and an assortment of cables and
patch cords.
All rehearsals for What I Did Last Summer will take place outside of class time.
The tentative schedule proposes 129-1/2 hours of rehearsal time, divided as follows: 10
hours of text work, 13 hours of preliminary blocking, 55-1/2 hours of scene work, 7-1/2
hours of memory and costume checks, 14-1/2 hours of running rehearsals, 9 hours of
technical rehearsals, and 20 hours of dress rehearsal. The rehearsal period runs from
December 11, 2003 through February 12, 2004. Several major school events that will
take away rehearsal time as scheduled during this time period as well, including first
semester exams, winter holidays, second semester progress reports, the Georgia Thespian
Conference, and the Martin Luther King Holiday. There are extra hours of rehearsal built
into the schedule to allow for last minute schedule conflicts with the school's master
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calendar and for conflicts of cast members. Scenery will be constructed during the
school day by each of two stagecraft classes that meet each semester. Appendix G is a
tentative rehearsal schedule as presented to the school administration for consideration.
Permission of the Hiring Authority
What LDid Last Summer was submitted to the administration ofNorthgate High
School in March 2003 as a proposed production for the 2003-2004 school year.
Appendix His a letter dated August 4, 2003 from Dr. Therese Reddekopp, principal of
Northgate High School. This letter is documentation of the permission granted by the
hiring authority to produce the play at the school.
Evaluation of the Play as a Production Vehicle
There are several limitations on the drama department in producing What 1 Did
Last Summer. The first is the previously addressed lack of a permanent performance
space. The classroom space that is currently undergoing a conversion into a black box
theatre will address this issue and provide a suitable performance space. Additional
lighting equipment may be necessary, especially in order to provide adequate side and
back light. Production of this script will require the purchase, rental, or borrowing
fixtures, pending the final design used in lighting.
Another limitation in producing this script is the appropriateness of the text of the
play for a high school. It is a policy of the drama department to make revisions in
portions of a script that contain profanities, sexist language, ethnic slurs, and references
to sexual organs or acts. A related concern is that the local community is very sensitive
to the use of religious terminology in a secular setting. This is taken into consideration
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when editing scripts. For example, words such as "god" and "Christ" are only used to
refer to beings or when a character is in an act of prayer. Such terms are edited from
scripts when they are used as exclamations, condemnations, or swear words. There is the
need for editing of some harsh or obscene language in the script in order to make it
acceptable to community standards, but changes will be minor and will not affect the plot
or theme of the play.
A third limitation is the challenge involved in the conceptualization of designs for
What I Did Last Summer by student committees. It is the philosophy of the department
that plays produced in the extracurricular program should offer students the opportunity
to apply and extend classroom learning. The student committees are comprised of
students enrolled for a second or third year in Stagecraft, a course offered in the drama
department. Students enrolled in Stagecraft master shop and tool safety procedures, stock
scenery construction, and the basics of theatrical design and implementation. Students
enrolled for a second or third year in the Stagecraft program have previous experience
designing scenery, costumes, and make-up plots for class projects and, in some cases, for
live performances. Students will be given the opportunity to apply classroom skills with
this production of What I Did Last Summer.
Director's Concept Statement
A bridge can be looked at two ways, as "a structure carrying a pathway or
roadway over a depression or obstacle," or as "a time, place, or means of connection or
transition." (Webster's) Because of its literal and figurative relevance to the script, the
bridge is the artistic concept for this production of What I Did Last Summer.
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Literally, the family in the script is staying at a summer home on the Canadian
shore of Lake Erie. In order to get to their Canadian home from their upper-middle-class
residence in New York, they must cross the Peace Bridge. The Peace Bridge is a 3,600
foot steel truss bridge connecting Buffalo, New York with Fort Erie, Canada. It was built
in 1927 as a cooperative effort between the two countries (Peace Bridge). The bridge is
referenced specifically at the end of the play when the family is beginning their car
journey home. The oldest child, Elsie, says, "Oh look. There's the Peace Bridge"
(Gurney, Summer 62).
Figuratively, the bridge represents the coming-of-age struggle of the main
character, Charlie. Over the course of the summer, he increasingly comes under the
influence of Anna, an outcast, bohemian art teacher who forces him to question his
comfortable upper-middle-class existence. It is left up to Charlie to bridge these two
cultures in order to complete his journey to manhood. Gurney writes of this:
By the time the play is over, I would hope we had the sense that Charlie, through
the process of writing this work, is finally managing to build a bridge between the
two worlds that have almost torn him apart: the world of genteel respectability,
represented by his mother, and that of a more open-minded bohemianism as
shown by Anna. ( ove Letters x)
Supporting Visual Interpretation Materials
In an unpublished interview with Arvid Sponberg, Gurney said that What I Did
Last Summer, along with his plays The Old Boy and Another Antigone, "was the closest
[he's] come ... to a quasi-Elizabethan fluidity." He goes on to say that in a successful
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scenic design "there is normally an anchoring space," and that those spaces are often
difficult for the designer to define. He adds, "In What I Did Last Summer, there's that
house where they live, but then also there is the intruding space of Anna Trumbull and
the space [Charlie] goes to but that's all on the same stage." Gurney acknowledges that it
is difficult to find "a defining visual metaphor . . .. How do you reflect the fluidity of
American life, the geographical variety of American life, and still keep the concentration
that the theatre requires?" (15-16)
The initial scenic concept for this production attempts to provide the three acting
areas Gurney calls for, Grace's house, Anna's house, and a neutral space for Charlie,
while allowing easy flow to, from, and among each of the spaces. In addition, there has
been an attempt to visually interpret my concept of a bridge in the scenic design. The
upstage area will be shaped in large arches, mimicking the double steel arch of the Peace
Bridge. Also, the stage floor will be painted in a way to blend the cooler colors of
Grace' s porch with the warmer colors of Anna's dock to find a fresh golden green for
Charlie's space at midstage.
A series of early sketches are represented in Appendix I. A scenic color plot is
shown in Appendix J. A preliminary front elevation is shown in Appendix K. A
preliminary ground plan is shown in Appendix L.
The drama department uses an educational cooperative approach to scenic design
and construction. Through the department's Stagecraft courses, students are introduced
to the basics of design theory. Students are also guided through numerous design
projects, including the creation of visual concepts, sketches, scaled drawings, scenic
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renderings, and scale models. It is the philosophy of the department that students learn
by solving real-world design challenges. Therefore, scenic, costume, make-up, lighting,
sound and publicity design are, to the greatest extent possible, developed and executed by
students.
Typically, the director of a show defines a production concept. The concept is
then developed in committee with students and the instructor to reach consensus on the
direction of the visual and technical elements. Students will then work in committees to
produce plans and plots in the pre-production period, all subject to the approval of the
director. Finally, with the guidance of the instructor, students execute their designs using
techniques taught in the stagecraft programs. Using this process, there has never been a
production totally designed or executed by the teacher, but there have been several
designed and executed by students.
Project Schedule
This project will encompass the period of time from November 25, 2003 through
February 21, 2004. A breakdown of dates and activities is shown in Appendix G.
Auditions are scheduled to take place on December 9, 2003 . Callback auditions are
scheduled for November 10, 2003, as needed. Appendix M is a copy of the packet given
to students interested in auditioning for the cast or staff positions in the production. The
main rehearsal period will run from December 11, 2003 through February 4, 2004.
Several school holidays and other events are known conflicts during the rehearsal period,
but adjustments have been made to the schedule to accommodate them. Appendix N is a
copy of the working rehearsal schedule, or call sheet, given to company members upon
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the start ofrehearsals. The production is expected to be in dress rehearsals February 8
through 12, 2004. Performances are scheduled from February 13 through 21, 2004.
Committee deadlines are also set ahead of time. Stage Managers and Director's
Assistants for all of the department's productions during the 2003-2004 school year will
be determined by September 1, 2003. At that time, each pair will meet with the director
to determine a committee schedule and deadline chart. For What I Did Last Summer,
preliminary designs are anticipated to be due by September 30, 2003. Final designs are
expected to be due by October 31, 2003. It is anticipated that construction plans will be
completed by November 21, 2003
Section II: Pre-Production Analysis
Given Circumstances
Environmental Facts
Geographical location. What I Did Last Summer is set in the Rose Hill
community of the town of Fort Erie (Gurney, Summer 54), which is located on the
Canadian shore of Lake Erie, near Buffalo, New York (5).

The play occurs during the

summer months, and reference is made to the change of season from summer to fall (57).
Date. The time of the play is the summer of 1945 (Gurney, Summer 4). The play
opens at the beginning of summer (7) and closes on Labor Day (57). This year 1945 is
significant, as Peter Schrag points out in the book The Decline of the WASP. Speaking as
a WASP himself, Schrag posits that "the year 1945 was the last time we were together,
the last time we had genuine confidence in the integrative, Americanizing qualities of the
old WASP ideal" ( 51).
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Economic environment. The Higgins family is in the upper middle class. The
family owns 2 houses, one in Buffalo and a summer house in Canada (Gurney, Summer
7). The children study Latin and have been taught that it is impolite to talk about money
(35). While Bonny and Charlie want to spend the summer sailing boats, Ted, a working
class youth, spends the summer cutting grass (9) . The other character, Anna, is a
bohemian artist who appears to have no significant income. Bonny tells Charlie that her
mother said that Anna has no means of support (10).
Members of the Higgins family refer to rationing, a wartime practice which
conserved stores of gas (Gurney, Summer 8, 12, 16), meat (8), butter (15), and eggs (11),
among other household items. The federal Office of Price Administration instituted a
policy of wartime rationing in January 1942 (Tuttle 127). In addition to the items
mentioned in the script, sugar, coffee, cheese, shoes, and canned goods were also
rationed, while the sale of new cars and trucks was banned outright (Ad Access).
Children complained the most about the lack of "bicycles, gasoline, butter, nylon
stockings, cigarettes, bubble gum, pencils with erasers, and most of all, sugar, meat, and
shoes" (Tuttle 127).
While the economy of Buffalo is in a boom with war production, Anna reveals to
Charlie that the prosperity is based on crooked deals and backroom politics (Gurney,
Summer 41-42). The boom will not survive the end of the war, as Ted points out when
he tells Charlie that, "Toronto is going up and Buffalo is going down" (56). To prepare
for the shift in fortunes between Buffalo and it's Canadian neighbor, Ted is going to
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school to study electronics (56) and be a member of the post-war technology boom
mentioned by Anna as she bids Charlie farewell at the play's end (60).

In fact, Buffalo's economy had been on a downward spiral since the Depression
(Goldman 224). Unemployment had decreased to the point that by 1932, more than
100,000 people in Buffalo were receiving federal relief (225). When mobilization of
industry began for World War II, companies such as Bell Aircraft, Curtiss Wright, and
General Motors opened or expanded plants in Buffalo (233). For a time, it seemed that
Buffalo might survive shifts in the American economy. The war years have been
described as "the halcyon period of urban industrial society, a time when everybody
worked and most everybody felt good about their community" (293). However, the
opening of the Saint Lawrence Seaway in 1959 diverted industrial trade from the city,
effectively decimating its once thriving economy (293).
Political environment. The play is set during the final days of World War II
(Gurney, Summer 5). Charlie's father is fighting in the Pacific, causing Grace to worry
about the possibility of a kamikaze attack on her husband (8). Members of the Higgins
family express pride in their father's endeavors, but wish for his safe return. In his book
"Daddy's Gone to War" : The Second World War in the Lives of America'

hi.ldren,

William Tuttle notes, "fathers of dependent children were classified IIIA and exempt
from the draft until October 1, 1943. By April 1944, more than [one-half] of inductees
were fathers" (31 ).
Anna has a different take on war. She says, "there are no men to be found. And
where do you think they are? Shooting, maiming, killing each other in all four comers of
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the globe." (Gurney, Summer 17) Still, the war is ever-present in the background of the
play. Grace compares her campaign to win Charlie back from Anna to the marine's
victory at Iwo Jima (25). One of Charlie's early attempts to create art consisted of
paintings depicting scenes of war (30). Anna makes reference to Hitler, saying that even
he had the ability to discover his potential (31). Yet another reminder of the war occurs
when Charlie and Bonny are released from the hospital on VJ-Day (57). "V-J Day,
August 14, 1945, was celebrated across America with the sounding of church bells,
factory whistles, and car horns" (Tuttle 212).
Other governmental or political items in the play include references to driver's
licenses and driving laws (Gurney, Summer 13, 53) and the fact that Anna's eventual
downfall is brought about when Bonny's father alerts the local government to back taxes
owed on Anna's property. (58)
Social environment. Gurney' s play is set among the members of the white AngloSaxon Protestant community of the northeastern United States, the so-called WASPs. In
her book, The Last Fine Time, Verlyn Klinkenbourg offers this description of the kind of
neighborhood from which Charlie and his family come:
Parts of Buffalo turn out to be so orderly they make you want to pray. Grass so
neatly shaven, curbs so keenly swept, homes so high above your sense of
household that it leaves you breathless. The doorbells on these mansions must go
'Pssst' when rung or better yet 'Ahem.' These avenues are where the city stores it
silence, iced among the juniper and holly. Each object here is picked out in its
detail, as if someone burnished all the shadows nightly, as if a window had been
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lifted and the pane no longer blurred the scene's relief. Beneath this canopy of
boughs the time must always feel like early morning. (114)
In Charlie's opening monologue, he intends to spend the summer in traditional
WASP pursuits, such as studying Latin, sailing boats, driving, and playing tennis
(Gurney, Summer 5). Other matters of importance to the WASP community include the
use of proper table manners (25), attending parties and social occasions (3 9), and getting
into the proper boarding school (40, 58). Schrag points out that while a good school was
associated with "making it, with upward mobility and economic opportunity," in practice
they were a "selective mechanism which chose people in and out according to
background" (32). Schools were a means of maintaining the insulated WASP status quo.
In anticipation of Grace's visit to her home, Anna gives a description of a typical
WASP housewife preparing for an evening visit.
Oh, no. She'll be here. After all, this is the perfect time for a powwow: The
witching hour ... the children's hour . . . lately what's known in town as the
cocktail hour. This is when she'll come. First let her get the casserole in the oven.
And wash the lettuce. And comb her hair. Then she'll be on her way. (Gurney,
Summer 45)
The dark side of the WASP lifestyle is revealed as Anna discloses her knowledge of
Grace's adulterous affair (49) and in the way that the Bonny' s father brings the power of
the government down on Anna, rather than confronting her himself (59 - 60).
World War II is constantly in the background of the play. Gurney suggests using
standard pop songs from the era in between scenes of the play. Tuttle writes that the
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music of this era "was intensely patriotic, with hit titles including, 'God Bless America,'
'I'll Never Smile Again,' 'When Johnny Comes Marching Home Again,' 'Don't Sit
Under the Apple Tree,' and 'White Cliffs of Dover' (152). Rock-n-Roll was yet to be
created, so young people enjoyed the music oflarge swing bands who played "a style of
blues and jazz orchestration ... that was bold, exciting, and danceable" (''Music" 1). The
popular recording stars of the era included Tommy Dorsey, Benny Goodman, Harry
James, The Andrews Sisters, Bing Crosby, and Frank Sinatra (1).
Charlie and Ted first appear playing war games that escalate into an actual fight
between the two (Gurney, Summer 5). Elsie participates in a war relief effort, Bundles
for Britain (7). At the opening of the play, it is revealed that it has been over five weeks
since the family has heard from father (11). Elsie, who is 19, remarks in her first
monologue that all of the boys her age are away at war (16). Grace frequently seeks to
control Charlie's behavior by reminding him of his father's expectations for him while he
is away at war (28). Perhaps the most effective reminder of the war's looming presence
occurs in Act II when the phone rings in the middle of the night. Elsie is certain that it is
bad news about her father, only to discover that the call is about Charlie's accident (54).
Tuttle writes, "the issues of how to raise children with a father in the military and of what
to tell them and when became main topics of psychologists and family magazines" (34).
Mothers who read these articles "were advised to speak frankly and often about father,
his likes and dislikes, hobbies, and 'quaint sayings' to make him real to the children"
(36).
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Social, national, and racial tensions of the era are present in the script. Schrag
observes that Americans were told they all must pull together for the war effort and
become a team to defeat the German and Japanese forces . He observes that in practice,
this was not the case:
The metaphor of the team was loaded ... with the possibilities of social and
ethnic integration. Things, of course, were always supposed to have been open,
but every smart kid soon learned better. Now suddenly there was, or seemed to
be, a new invitation. The W ASPs were still in charge, but we all started to work
our tails off to look, act and become like them. We were all patriots then, and we
knew just how a patriot behaved. (50-51)
In an early scene of the play, Charlie calls Ted a "canuck" (Gurney, Summer 8), a
term which is considered offensive. Later, Charlie calls Ted a "townie hick" (36). In his
Act I monologue, Ted addresses the class differences between the working Canadians of
the town and the Buffalo WASPs in town for the summer (24). Anna frequently refers
her Native American heritage and uses stereotypical phrases from American literature
and lore in her descriptions. At their first meeting, Anna calls Charlie "a lost boy from
the fort" (18) and tells him to go "back to the stockade" (19). Later, when it is becoming
clear to Anna that her teaching days are soon to be brought to an end, she tells Charlie
"the cavalry is coming" (31). In her meeting with Grace, Anna speaks of the men in
town who have "put their wagons in a circle" (49).
Reference is made to several other aspects of the social setting. In Grace's
opening monologue, she tells of her efforts to protect her children from polio (Gurney,
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Summer 8). "Poliomyelitis, also called polio or infantile paralysis, was a major concern
of parents" during the 1940's (Tuttle 190). Polio epidemics would increase in the summer
months, especially during the war years (191). In an effort to reduce the number of new
cases, "cities closed swimming pools, postponed school openings, and closed movie
theatres" (192). Still, the epidemic continued to grow, with cases numbering in the tens
of thousands. Tuttle describes one particularly bad summer in Buffalo:
1944 was especially hard . .. . Three children died in July of polio. In
Lackawanna, south of Buffalo, health officials closed playgrounds, movies, and
pools. Buffalo schools delayed opening until October. Still, by mid-September, a
total of sixty-three people in Erie County had died of polio. (193)
The characters make reference to several popular Hollywood movies of the era,
including Mrs. Miniver (Gurney, Summer 14), Dumbo, and Now Voyager (37). Tuttle
reports that during the war years, "movie attendance skyrocketed. In 1942, weekly
attendance was estimated at 100 million at a time when the population of the United
States was only 135 million" (154).
Both Ted and Charlie make reference to reading comic books (Gurney, Summer
11, 31, 55, 56, 57) and pepper their conversations with comic book expressions (6, 8, 36).
The vast majority-more than 90%-of children, boys and girls, read comic books
during the 1940's (Tuttle 158). Parents were often curious about why comic books were
so popular with children:
Comic books were successful in the 1940s, as they provided cheap, exciting
entertainment. Superheroes flourished during a time in which evil was all too real
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in the world. Captain Marvel, Captain America, Batman, and other heroes like
them did battle with evil and fed the imagination of the youth of the United States.
("Media" 2)
Religious environment. While no characters in the play make directly religious
statements, much is made of the Protestant work ethic, especially when Charlie
announces to his mother that he's going to get a job (Gurney, Summer 12). It is only
when he reveals with whom he is to seek employment that she forbids him. Schrag says
of the Protestant work ethic:
. . . the Protestant ethic created more confidence in becoming than in whatever
was to follow. It was rural, individualistic (in rhetoric if not in practice) and
demanded considerable self-denial. It did not say much about situations of
abundance, or about life in large cities, nor did it assume anything other than
WASP standards: American Indians found it altogether incomprehensible, and so,
later, did the rebellious children of the WASPSs themselves. (32-33)
In addition, Anna makes a reference to Christ when she lists herself among the
great, dangerous teachers of history (31).
Previous Action
In the days immediately before the opening of the play, the Higgins family moved
from their home in Buffalo, New York to a summer home in the town of Fort Erie,
Canada. In the weeks before the opening of the play, Charlie failed Latin in school. A
year and a half prior to the events of the play, Father was sent overseas to fight in World
War II. Some year to a year and a half before father's departure, Elsie obtained a driver's
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license after her father taught her to drive the family car. In the years preceding that
event, Charlie befriended Ted, a Canadian boy who's father was the caretaker of the
Higgins family's summer house, and Bonny, another American who vacations in Canada.
Approximately twenty years before the events of the play, young Grace
Anderson, a rebellious youth, was married off by her parents to Charlie's father, a
member of the Higgins family of Buffalo. In the years just before her marriage, Grace
was a student of the bohemian art teacher, Anna Trumbull. Approximately twenty years
prior to having Grace as a student, Anna was a young woman who rejected her family's
adherence to WASP culture, took a lover, moved onto former pig farm, and became an
art teacher.
Polar Attitudes
Charlie's attitude changes from contentment in the insular world of WASP youth
to exploring the world at large with a curious mind. In his opening monologue, he lists
his summer plans:
That was the summer I planned to sit around the house ... and study Latin, which
I flunked in June ... and sail my dad's catboat in the races every Wednesday
through Saturday . .. or practice driving my mother's car in the driveway . .. or
play tennis on the Wilson's clay court .. . and then after a game, me and my
friend Ted Moffatt ... would run down to the beach ... (5)
At the end of the play, he encourages Anna to, "keep plugging. And so will I" (61).
Charlie then tells of his later artistic pursuits, "So I tried photography in boarding school.
And took up writing in college. And finally, last summer, I wrote this play" (62).
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Grace's attitude changes from believing that she is alone to being a member of a
family unit. In her lengthy opening monologue, she details everything with which she is
dealing in single sentence:
This is also a play about me, trying to run a house, trying to run two houses, one
in town, trying to keep things clean, trying to keep things going, trying to give
two children a good healthy summer, away from the city, away from the polio
scare, even during the war, with gas coupons, and meat rationing, and you name

it, while my husband is away, overseas for eighteen and a half months,
somewhere in the Pacific, cooped up on a destroyer escort, when any minute
some Kamikaze pilot could dive down and blow him to smithereens! ... that's
what this play is about, if you ask me! And if it isn't, it should be. (8)
Her change is shown at the end of the play when the family is reloading the car and she
lets Charlie into the front seat of the car, saying, "That's all right, Elsie. We're all in this
thing together" (61).
Anna's attitude changes from confidence in her abilities as a teacher to feelings of
failure. When she first meets Charlie, she makes him the following offer, "I will root out
your talent, wherever it lies. I will teach you to express your feelings with your hands"
(20). In an early art lesson, she describes her teaching, saying,".. . I'm a great teacher.
And all great teachers are dangerous. Such as Socrates. Or Christ. Or me." (31). At the
end of the play, Charlie remarks that he never found his potential, to which Anna replies,
"that's all right. I seem to have lost mine. (61).
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Elsie moves from a pervasive feeling of fear to one of confidence. In her opening
monologue, she says of the play, " ... it's not about how someone can miss her father
terribly, and how she dreams about him at night, and how he taught her to drive a car, and
gave her the confidence to do it, and now he's not around, she's scared even to try" (16).
In Act II, when Grace gets a late night phone call about Charlie' s accident, Elsie says,
"Mother. Come on! Pull yourself together! Get dressed, and while you're doing that, I'll
call Doctor Burke, and ask him where the hospital is, and he can meet us there, and I'll
even drive, Mother" (55).
Bonny moves from an attitude of things happening to her to taking control of her
situation. In her Act I monologue, she says that, "all sorts of important things are
beginning to happen" (22) and then she lists the things her mother and father allow her to
do. At the end of the play, she goes to see Charlie, saying of her father, "I put my foot
down" (56).
Ted's change in attitude is from a feeling of being second best to one of upward mobility.
In his Act I monologue, he describes himself as, "a Canadian kid who hangs around
Americans while his dad takes care of their summer homes" (24). At the end of the play,
he tells Charlie of his plans, " . .. I'm going to technical school and learn about
electronics . . . . I won't be around next summer" (56).
Significance of the Facts in the Total Meaning of the Play
The years following the end of World War II represented a turning point in the
history of the WASP culture in America. Those years saw the end of WASP dominance
of the culture and the beginning of the assimilation of WASP youth into the culture of the
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working class. Schrag summarizes, "Given the WASP ideal, World War II was the
Moment Supreme. It was the last great ritual, the last time that we believed-really
believed-in the possibilities of the America that we learned about from the textbook"
(Schrag 47).
Analysis of Dramatic Action
Pages 24 - 44 will consist of a section of the director's prompt book for the show,
which includes units of action, numbered scenes, titles for beats, express actions for each
character per beat, blocking notes, and technical notes.
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Character Analysis
Each of the characters in What I Did Last Summer desires the same basic thing, to
realize his or her potential. While the character of Anna is the one who raises it, "this
issue is the throughline of development for all of the characters" (Miller 67). Each will
achieve it in a different way, though, often throwing their worlds into conflict. One
technique that Gurney uses to reveal the character's conflicts to the audience is
monologue. At various points in the script, five of the six characters step out of the play
to briefly explain to use why the play is or is not about them. Only one character, Anna,
never speaks directly to the audience.
Charlie
Charlie desires to fulfill his potential by becoming a man. A clue to this is in his
name. Charlie is the pet form of Charles ("Charlie"). Charles is the Latinate form of the
Germanic name Kar~ which is derived from a word meaning, "man" ("Charles").
Charlie is fourteen years old. His father is :fighting in the Pacific. He lives with his
mother and older sister. While his friend Ted influences him there are no adult male role
models for him. He attempts to become a man economically by obtaining a job, socially
by learning to drive a car, and romantically by winning the affections of Bonny.
Charlie is a strong-willed character. While he may not always know the most
productive means of obtaining his desire, he will persevere. Elsie says of Charlie's
ignoring his mother in the opening scene of the play that, "he wouldn't get away with that
if Daddy were here" (Gurney Summer 6). Charlie's attitude at dinner in an early scene of
the play prompts Grace to comment that,"... Somebody's feeling his oats a little these
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days. Am I right? Somebody is full of beans these days" (25). While Charlie is pushing to
become a man, the boy in him frequently comes to the fore. When Anna initially refuses
to hire him for summer work, he complains.
Which means I got to go back to Rose Hill and tell everybody and his uncle I
couldn't get a job, and take a lot of crap from my mother and sister, and listen to
Ted sling the bull all summer, and feel like a baby in front of Bonny! Darn it!
Darn it all! Damn it! Goddammit to hell! (20)
When his mother attempts to dress him properly for a social occasion, Charlie complains
childishly.
I don't want to go away to school, either! I don't want to go to any school, ever
again! I want to stay out here, all year round! With Anna! I want to live in her
barn, and eat her tomatoes, and realize my potential any time I want! And you
know what I want to do now? I want to go down to the lake and dive under the
water and get clean, really clean, CLEAN. (44)
A similar type of childishness occurs when Charlie first meets with Bonny following the
automobile accident.
CHARLIE. Never! I'll never drive, I'll never go out with girls, I'll never fall in
love, I'll never get married ...
BONNY. Oh gee ...
CHARLIE. I'm a goner. I'm a chump. I'm just a dumb juvenile jerk. I'm a creep.
I'm a weird, twerpy, stupid, fairly, pipsqueak slob of a son of a BITCH! (57)
His arguments may be childish, but they are strongly expressed.
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Charlie's moral world is in flux. He is tom between the formal rules of behavior
of his mother's WASP world and Anna's bohemian lifestyle. Charlie has difficulty
taking responsibility for his actions. Grace points this out to him early in the play.
GRACE . ... And you're not much help around the house, either. You leave your
breakfast dishes all over the kitchen, you use twice as much butter as you're
supposed to, and I find damp, sandy towels all over your bedroom floor. And
I notice that Hitchcock chair by your bed is broken again.
CHARLIE. I'll fix it, Mom.
GRACE. You can't, Charlie . . .. (15)
Anna recognizes this dilemma in Charlie and notes his "expressive hands" and "strong
feelings" (20) as reasons to give him art lessons and help him realize his potential. Grace
writes to her husband about Charlie's weakening moral fiber and then reads a portion of
his response in which he concludes, " . . . Sounds to me as if the boy should go right off to
boarding school. Sounds as if he's lost his bearings. I was sent to Saint Luke's when I
was fifteen, and it shaped me right up . Send him away" (40).
Charlie is fourteen years old, he is described as being dressed "in khakis, T-shirt,
and old sneakers" (5) when he first appears on stage. Later in the play, he appears in a
summer uniform of the WASP," . .. seersucker jacket, clean khakis, a striped tie, a blue
Oxford-cloth button-down shirt . .. and a pair of loafers" (41 ). Another significant item
of clothing for Charlie is a neck brace, which he wears following the automobile
accident.
Charlie's opening monologue tells us much of what the WASP world in which he
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has been raised.
This is a play about me when I was fourteen, back during the war, when we had
this house at a place called Rose Hill, on the Canadian shore of Lake Erie, near
Buffalo, New York, where I was born ... That was the summer I planned to sit
around the house ... And study Latin, which I flunked in June ... and sail my
dad's catboat in the races every Wednesday and Saturday ... or practice driving
my mother's car in the driveway ... or play tennis on the Wilsons' clay court ...
and then after a game, me and my friend Ted Moffatt ... (5)
Charlie's youth is the topic of several comments by other characters. Elsie, his
older sister, has many disparaging descriptions of Charlie, including "immature," (7)
"slob," and "disgusting" (11). Anna ridicules Charlie because of his young age when he
asks for a job, taunting him by asking, "What can you do?" (17). She calls him, "a babe.
A mere babe" (18) and also, "A lost boy. From the fort. Who's wandered into Indian
territory" (18). When planning a trip to ride a roller coaster, Ted echoes these sentiments
when he says of Charlie that, "they won't let him on, he's too young" (22). Charlie
learns by the end of the play that while he may be fourteen, he doesn't have to behave
like a child. When offering to take Bonny to the amusement park in a car he has
borrowed from Anna, he says," ... Listen, Bonny, one thing I've learned around here this
summer. One thing I've learned. You're sixteen, if you feel sixteen. And if you feel
sixteen, you act sixteen. And when you act sixteen, people treat you like sixteen. That's
what I've learned" (54).
Additional Research Relevant to the Character of Charlie. Peter Schrag, in his
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book The Decline of the WASP, quotes Henry James' description of the typical WASP
man-the man Charlie is supposed to become:
A powerful specimen of an American. But he was not only a fine American; he
was, in the first place, physically, a fine man.... His usual attitude and carriage
were of a rather relaxed and lounging kind, but when, under a special inspiration,
he straightened himself, he looked like a grenadier on parade .... He had a very
well formed head, with a shapely, symmetrical balance of the frontal and the
occipital development, and a good deal of straight, rather brown hair. His
complexion was brown, and his nose had a bold, well marked arch. His eye was
of a clear, cold gray, and save for a rather abundant mustache, he was clean
shaved .... our friend's countenance was supremely eloquent. ... it had that
typical vagueness which is not vacuity, that blankness which is not simplicity, that
look of being committed to nothing in particular, of being very much at one's own
disposal, so characteristic of so many American faces. It was our friend's eye that
chiefly told his story; an eye in which innocence and experience were singularly
blended.... Frigid and yet friendly, frank yet cautious, shrewd yet credulous,
positive yet skeptical, confident yet shy, extremely intelligent and extremely
good-humored, there was something vaguely defiant in its concessions, and
something profoundly reassuring in its reserve. (22-23)
Schrag also provides a description of the typical WASP boy-the boy Charlie was
expected to be-as an amalgam of hundreds of boys who were the heroes of WASP
literature by the likes of Mark Twain, Thomas Bailey Aldrich, and William Dean
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Howells. Schrag quotes Henry Steele Commager:
Every boy was mischievous but few were vicious .... He was brave, stood up for
himself, fought for his rights and fought fairly, learned to take a dare and a risk,
scorned a coward, a tattletale, a sissy, and a skulker. He was gregarious, played in
gangs, was loyal to his playmates, and rarely cherished enmities. He was
chivalrous toward women, respectful to grownups, indifferent toward girls until
adolescence, and then romantic about them. He was thoughtless rather than
unkind, collected pets indiscriminately, and unfailingly was attached to some dog.
He had a lively imagination which found expression chiefly in games; and learned
much from the town ne'er-do-wells who told him tall tales but rarely corrupted
him .... He was fair in his dealings with others, a good loser in games, would not
take too sharp an advantage, and scorned every form of meanness. He was simple
and democratic, knew few distinctions of class or color, resented snobbery or
affectation, made friends readily with the poor and the shiftless, and was
uncomfortable in the presence of wealth. (26-27)
Schrag adds that it is, "hard to find a better description of how the official American
wanted his kids to grow up, or how he liked to think of his own childhood. The selective
memory, part Boy Scout manual, part English boarding school, part fiction" (27).
Gurney has made many comments that relate to the character of Charlie. In an
interview with Karl Levett, Gurney noted that beginning in the 1940's, "the traditional,
so-called 'bourgeois' values are being challenged by the younger generation" ("A. R.
Gurney" 6). Charlie uses writing as a means of building a bridge between two worlds.
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Gurney writes, "By the time the play is over, I would hope we had the sense that Charlie,
through the process of writing this work, is finally managing to build a bridge between
the two worlds that have almost torn him apart: the world of genteel respectability,
represented by his mother, and that of a more open-minded bohemianism as shown by
Anna" (Introduction x). Gurney adds, "whether he'll stick with it, or be any good at it,
we don't know" (xi).
Grace
Grace is aptly named. Her name is derived from the Latin gratia ("Grace"
Behind) and implies beauty of form and manner, virtue, merit, or a condition of favor
granted by God. But it can also be used to describe "behavior that is put on to seem
attractive, as in ... airs and graces" ("Grace" Webster).
Grace's desire is to realize her potential as a WASP wife and mother by
preserving her family's status quo while her husband is absent. To do this, she will fight
off outside influence and meet the challenges of wartime shortages while putting forth the
face of the devoted housewife.
In Grace's opening monologue, she presents herself as a strong-willed woman.
She represents the brave wife of the soldier, keeping the home fires burning. She knows
what is expected of her and she tells of the many tasks involved in her role.
This is also a play about me, trying to run a house, trying to run two houses, one
here, one in town, trying to keep things clean, trying to keep things going, trying
to give two children a good healthy summer, away from the city, away from the
polio scare, even during the war, with gas coupons, and meat rationing, and you
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name it, while my husband is away, overseas for eighteen and a half months,
somewhere in the Pacific, cooped up on a destroyer escort, when any minute
some Kamikaze pilot could dive down and blow him to smithereens! .. . that's
what this play is about, if you ask me! And if it isn't, it should be. (7 - 8)
To Charlie and his peers, Grace is a tough mother who sets limits and shows little
negative emotion. Charlie complains that Grace is "a real wet blanket" and argues to her,
"You never let me do anything" ( 14). When learning that Grace has cried about Charlie's
decision to live with Anna, Bonny says, "It's hard to imagine your mother crying" (53).
Yet, in Act II, Anna points out that Grace has not always been the strong image of WASP
womanhood that she first appears to be. As a girl, she too was a student of Anna's.
When faced with her wedding to an upstanding member of the WASP community, she
weakened and attempted to return to Anna' s for refuge. Still, she insists that she is now a
woman who is happily filling her expected role.
GRACE. I was a confused young girl!
ANNA You were a courageous young woman! Before your parents yanked you
out of my studio, postponed the wedding, and dragged you kicking and
screaming across half the continent of Europe!
GRACE. Well I'm glad they did! I'm happily married now!
ANNA You are, eh?
GRACE. Yes I am, Anna. And I've got two wonderful children to prove it! (48).
As her conversation with Anna progresses, though, it is revealed that she is not as sure of
herself as she professes, and in fact has sought comfort in an affair with a married man.
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She confesses her weakness of will to Anna, saying that she is, "hanging on by my
fingernails" (49).
Grace appears to be a woman of high moral standing, but is in fact a woman filled
with doubt and confusion. Anna sums her up, saying, "All I know is that you were a
woman of pride and promise, and you chose a shadow of a life when you left me!" ( 49).
Grace has hinted at this moral weakness in an early scene in the play when she
reprimands Charlie his negative attitude toward her friend, Mr. McAlister while in the
grocery store. Mr. McAlister turns out to be the man with whom Grace is having an
affair. She also reveals an aspect of her weakened will when she says to Charlie," ...
Honestly, Charlie, I'm at the end of my rope. I miss Daddy so much, I'm trying hard to
keep things going, and the last thing I need is you being rude to my friends or swearing at
me in the car" (14). Grace is a woman who once valued art and literature, and now seeks
the strength to carry on with a life that is not the one she planned. She wanted to be an
artist, to realize a different potential, not unlike Charlie's quest. When she protests to
Anna that she would not have been successful as an art student, Anna disagrees, saying,
"You were the best. You could have done anything. And you settled for a Still Life" (4 7).
Grace seeks validation of her choice in life by trying to see to it that Charlie chooses as
she did and accepts his role in WASP society. She says to Anna, " ... I don't think I've
lived a shadow of a life, Anna. I love my family, and I've worked hard, and I'm proud of
what I've done. And ifl had to choose again, I'd choose this. And I think Charlie will,
too! Blood is thicker than water, after all" (51).
For all of her weakness and self-doubt, Grace does appear to be the WASP ideal
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of the woman on the home front. When she first appears on stage, she is described as "in
her late thirties, attractive, in a simple summer dress" (5). When going out to meet Mr.
McAlister, she carries her purse and a sweater. She knows how to dress properly for a
party. When she receives an emergency call in the middle of the night, she puts on her
bathrobe prior to answering the phone.
Additional Research Relevant to the Character of Grace. Several parallels can be
drawn between the character of Grace and Gurney's own mother. In an interview with
Arvid Sponberg, Gurney described his mother:
My mother never went to college, because in that time, in that town, going to
college was considered a little middle class. She really regrets it because she
would have been an excellent scholar. She regrets that her parents never
encouraged her to go to college. She got caught up in the party life. It was in the
late twenties and she just thought, well, it'd be more fun to just kind of goof
around. She got married quite young, too, nineteen or twenty when she married
my father. But she kept up her reading .... So she passed on that passion to me
and my sister, I think, more than to my brother." (Sponberg "A. R. Gurney" 7)
Debra Mooney, who played the role in the New York production, had this to say
about her perception of the spine of Grace's character:

If you think of that time, World War Two, [her husband is] off fighting in the
Pacific, and she's left with the children to raise, and of course this play takes
place at a crucial time in the son's life. It's a coming-of-age play, in a way, for
him. And so there [laughs] she is trying to deal with it all, and it's quite wonderful
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in the sense that you feel like this woman's frustration, and at the same time she's
hanging on valiantly, you know, doing her part for everything, and trying to keep
all those balls in the air, and at the same time you know this woman must be
terribly lonely and wish he would just come home and help solve things. (2)
Finally, Alvin Klein, in his review of a regional production of What l Did Last Summer,
had this to say about the character of Grace, especially as enacted by a particular actor:
Choking everyone around her with cliches and keeping cool during all crises,
Miss Stadt's composure subtly suggests suppression. She gives us a peek at a
woman who is as ready to erupt as she is to rationalize her 'shadow of a life' and
a poignant moment when she talks about her 'lonely summer.'" ("The Summer of
'45")
Anna Trumbull
The name Anna is the Latinate form of Hannah ("Anna"), which is from the
Hebrew name Channah, which means grace ("Hannah"). That this character's name
should imply the same salvation as does Grace's is no coincidence.
Anna's desire is to realize her potential as a great teacher by teaching Charlie to
appreciate her bohemian world of art. Anna is probably the strongest-willed person in
the play, as she proudly tells Charlie. When discussing teaching and molding the young,
Anna tells Charlie that her days of teaching are numbered. When Charlie asks why, she
explains.
ANNA. I'm too dangerous.
CHARLIE. Yeah, dangerous. That's a good one, dangerous.
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ANNA. I am, Charlie. Because I'm a great teacher. And all great teachers are
dangerous. Such as Socrates. Or Christ. Or me. (31)
Grace offers to pay Anna to stop giving Charlie art lessons, to which Anna replies, "I
never stop. It's against my religion" (47).
Anna claims to have no concern for what others say of her. Still, the other
characters have much to say, especially about Anna's morals and values. Ted implies
that Anna is a woman ofloose morals when he observes, "I hear she doesn't wear any
underpants" (9). Bonny adds that her mother says that Anna is "an immoral woman"
(10). When noting that Anna is part Native American, Bonny says, as if that alone were
not an indictment on her character, that Anna's "got mixed blood. And she's an artist
manque" (10). Anna does not value material possessions, as noted when Bonny quotes
her mother yet again, saying," Mother says she's just hanging on, with no visible means
of support" (10).
Of all of the characters, it is Grace who has known Anna the longest and perhaps
the best. She refers to Anna as, "a disturbing woman" who "likes to rock the boat" (13).
She observes at the end of the play that Anna "shouldn't be living around here any more.
Confusing the minds of the young" (58). Grace particularly expresses her concerns about
Anna's morals and values when it comes to the issue of family. In one exchange, she
argues with Anna's philosophy of family, expressed in the person of Charlie.
GRACE .... if Miss Trumbull complains about your time, you tell her that your
first responsibility is to your family.
CHARLIE. She says my first responsibility is to myselfl
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GRACE. Well she's wrong.
CHARLIE. She says the family is a dying social unit!
GRACE. She is just plain wrong!
CHARLIE. She says family pressure causes half the misery in the world, and you
ought to know it more than anyone! (29)
In a late scene of the play, Grace pays a visit to Anna and calls into question Anna's
artistic integrity and work with the young.
And what can you do, Anna, really, when the chips are down? What have you
ever made? When have you ever been shown? When have you ever received even
the smallest signal from the outside world? Oh come on. You're a captivating
teacher, and you excite the young, but this is amateur night around here, and you
know it. You and Charlie have been playing in the mud, and now it's time for
everyone to clean up and go home. (49)
Anna has quite a bit to say about her own moral code, though. She does not
value, nor does she wish to be a member of the WASP culture. She tells Charlie that she
likes the name Pig Woman, saying, "It sets me off. It makes me different. Does that
frighten you?" (18). When Charlie tries to negotiate time for sailing races in his work
schedule, Anna balks, saying, "I refuse to accommodate myself to the leisure class" (19).
Anna does not deny any loose morals hinted at by Ted. She speaks several times of her
lover, Doctor Holloway, and makes suggestive comments about him. She tells Charlie
that they will swim daily, adding, "Bring your bathing suit or not, as you see fit. I don't
wear one myself. I find them inhibiting. Do you?" (20). Anna is a pacifist in a time of
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high patriotism. She speaks of men "shooting, maiming, killing each other in all four
comers of the globe" (17). She also tells Charlie that she "did not come into this world to
encourage young people to portray death and destruction" (30). But for all of her
separateness and railing against the WASP culture, Anna was a member of it herself, at
one time. She says that she thinks of Buffalo "with all the passion of an exile" (21 ).
When Charlie complains about having to go to a social occasion, Anna tells him of her
days as a debutante.
I used to go myself Years ago, when my family had money. Oh sure. I was on the
list. I went. I came out. I wore white. I carried flowers. Yellow roses and Baby's
breath. I danced. I was the belle of the ball. Can you imagine? Me? Anna
Trumbull, the Pig Woman, dancing till dawn? .. . I didn't enjoy it, though. I saw
too much. I saw into the kitchen and under the rug. I gave it up. (41)
More than anything, Anna values her ability to mold the young. When Charlie asks her
why he never sees her creating anything, she responds, "I'm making something right
now" (31).
Gurney gives a more vivid description of Anna than any other character in the
play. When she first appears, he describes her in some detail, writing that "she wears an
old, paint-spattered smock, sneakers with holes cut in them for her corns, ankle socks
falling around them, and a strange bandana on her head. Her hair is cut in bangs, and
straight all around. Her skin is swarthy and sunburned. There is no way of telling her
age" (16). At the end of the play, as Anna is preparing to leave her home, he describes
her thus, "she wears an old raincoat and a hat. She looks strangely suburbanized" (59).
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Anna makes a great deal of her Native American heritage, noting that her greatgrandmother was "a Tuscarora Indian princess" (18). She even shares some of the
unpleasant myth held about the Native Americans when she says that, due to her heritage,
she has "a weakness for alcohol" (21).
Additional Research Relevant to the Character of Anna. Since he has been known
to draw from his own life when creating a character for the stage, Gurney was possibly
influenced by memory of his maternal grandmother. He told her story to Arvid
Sponberg:
My mother's mother is a very interesting story and I'm just beginning to think
about her more. She was married to a Spaulding ... She fell in love with his best
friend. And just suddenly left. Just ran off. ... She didn't run very far away. She
ran out to a place in the country near Buffalo where she lived with this guy....
She was totally ostracized by Buffalo society. All her friends would not speak
to her. She lived out there with this guy and was frantic for the kind of social life
that she once had in this small but, at that time, energetic town.... She didn't pay
much attention to her children, but ... she was very concerned about her
grandchildren. (Sponberg "A. R. Gurney" 3)
Debra Mooney observes that, "Pig Woman is such an interesting character and
almost inexplicable by our standards because she really is of the same sort of background
that Grace is but has chosen a different life. And to Grace and her set that's almost
unfathomable." (Mooney 2)
Finally, Laura Miller points out that, "Anna is the only character never to engage
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in direct address with the audience, and she is the only one who never claims the play is,
or should be, about her own situation" (Miller 66). Miller points out, though, that Anna
is the character who truly drives the action forward and, ''though she never claims the
honor, the play is about Anna as much as it is about Charlie" (66).
Ted
The name Ted is the short form of Edward or Theodore ("Ted"). Edward is a
name from Old English which means "rich guard" ("Edward"). Theodore is from the
Greek name Theodoros, which means "gift of God" ("Theodore"). Both of these name
derivations hint at the character of Ted, the son of the caretaker who makes a gift of
superhero comics to Charlie.
Ted's desire is to realize his potential as a first class citizen instead ofremaining
the second class friend of the rich kids. Ted is a strong-willed character. He actively
pursues Bonny and succeeds in winning a date with her. Even though he is only sixteen
years old, he is sure of his future. He tells Charlie that he is "going to technical school
and learn about electronics" (56). He compares his future to that of Toronto, a city on the
verge of economic success
Ted is the embodiment of the Protestant work ethic so valued by the WASP
culture. He works hard on a daily basis taking care of other people's property. When
given the chance to go on a date with Bonny, he first asks for the day off, rather than just
not showing up for work. This behavior is compared to that of his best friend Charlie,
who frequently avoids chores and is frequently reprimanded for not following through
with assignments. Through hard work and determination, Ted is headed for a career in
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electronics, which history has shown is an industry that boomed following World War II.
Ted has a strong sense of identity, as evidenced by the insult he expresses when Charlie
calls him a "Canuck" while the two play war games (8). However, he is concerned with
the impressions the members of the WASP community have of him. Bonny says to
Charlie that Ted is "getting very sarcastic" (10) when he battles for her attention. When
Charlie complains to Grace that Ted is allowed to drive, she responds, "He's Canadian.
They do things differently" (13). Ted sums up his feelings in his act one monologue.
Lookit, someday somebody ought to write a play about a Canadian kid who hangs
around Americans while his dad takes care of their summer homes. Here's the
story: First, he's friends with those kids, trading comics with them, playing tennis,
horsing around on the raft. Everything's hunky-dory. Then he starts growing hair
on his nuts, and what do you know? The plot thickens. Suddenly when he shows
up at the tennis courts, he gets the fish-eye from Mrs. Putnam for even sitting
down and watching, for Christ sake. And soon he feels creepy even going down to
the beach, like now it's out of bounds, or something. And then suppose he wants
to take out an American girl. My God, suddenly it's like he wants to French kiss
her, and bang her, and carry her off to Saskatchewan, all on the first date! I dunno.
All I know is somebody ought to write about it sometime. (24)
Ted is vaguely described in the script as "sixteen, Charlie's friend (4). In one
scene, he is dressed "in old clothes" (5) and later he is "dressed for a visit" (55). He
speaks in working class slang, using expressions such as "give you a charge," (9)
"copasetic," (22) "lookit," "I dunno," (24) and "buster" (36).
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Additional Research Relevant to the Character of Ted. William Tuttle describes
children's games common during the World War II era:
It is natural that children's play would turn from 'cops and robbers' and 'cowboys
and Indians' to war games. 'One side would be the Americans,' wrote Larry Paul
Bauer, who lived in Cleveland, 'the other side the 'dirty Japs' and Nazi's. In our
scenario,' as in those of other homefront children, 'the Americans always won in
the end.' ... Moreover, children in all parts of the country were shouting 'Bombs
away' or 'Bombs over Tokyo,' as they pretended to be airplanes. 'Arms
outstretched and vocal cords straining, we raced around pretending we were
bombers or pursuit planes .... ' (Tuttle 136)
He adds, "child psychologists urged mothers not to worry-this was normal and
preferable to children remaining passive and silent" (137).
Elsie
The name Elsie is the pet form of Eliz.a.beth ("Elsie"), from Elisabet, the Greek
form of the Hebrew name Elisheba meaning "God is my oath" ("Elizabeth").
Interestingly, Elsie invokes the words "God" and "Jesus" over ten times as oaths or
exclamations when discussing Charlie's behavior.
Elsie's desire is to realize her potential as an adult by being free from fear brought
on by her father's absence. Elsie is one of the weaker-willed characters in the play. She
rarely describes herself as the master of her own destiny and frequently makes reference
to how much easier and safer her life will be once her father returns from the war. One
way in which Gurney makes this evident is through Elsie's aversion to driving. Early in
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act one, Elsie protests to her mother to this effect.
ELSIE. That's because I can't drive, Mother.
GRACE. You can drive, Elsie. You've even got your license. You just won't,
that's all.
ELSIE. I get nervous, Mother.
GRACE. Well you're not too nervous to pick on your brother every other minute.

(7)
In her first monologue, Elsie develops this idea.
Oh boy. I'll tell you one thing this play is not about. It's not about me. It's not
about how it feels to grow up during a war when all the boys your age are away.
And you can't even go visit your friends from college because "this trip isn't
really necessary." And it's not about how someone can miss her father terribly,
and how she dreams about him at night, and how he taught her to drive a car, and
gave her the confidence to do it, and now he's not around, she's scared even to
try. So what does she do with her summer? She sits around, and gripes, and reads,
and smokes, and argues, and EATS! And turns herself inot a big, fat slobby PIG! .
. . That's what this play is not about, if anyone wants to know. (16)
While Elsie describes herself as being overweight, there is no indication in the
author's commentary that this is in fact the case. He vaguely describes Elsie as
"nineteen" (4) and that she "wears rolled-up blue jeans and a baggy man's shirt" (6).
Later, she appears dressed "for the party" (41) or in pajamas.
Bonny
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Bonny is a name that means "pretty." It comes from the Scottish word bonnie,
which was derived from Middle French bon, meaning "good" ("Bonnie"). The first time
she appears in the play, Bonny is described by Gurney as "pretty and young, wearing an
informal summer dress" (8). She is fourteen (4), Charlie's age.
Bonny's desire is to realize her potential as an adult by making her own choices.
Bonny is a relatively weak-willed character, relying on others to determine her actions. In
her Act I monologue, she tells some of the activities her parents allow her .
. . . Sometimes I think this play is secretly about me. That's what I secretly think.
Because, for me, this is a crucial summer. All sorts of important things are
beginning to happen. My father's letting me skipper the boat occasionally. And
my mother says I can smoke, as long as it's in front of her. And I've got a paid
baby-sitting job three times a week. ... (22)
Later, Bonny tells the audience, "Oh God, I'm lying more and more! Is this what it means
to become a woman? And why is it we women are always drawn to such dangerous men?
I feel like Juliet, in Shakespeare's play of the same name. Who says this whole thing isn't
secretly about me?" (52).
Ideas of the Play
This play is about a boy who begins to unlock his potential as an artist and as a
man during a summer spent with a bohemian art teacher. The title, What I Did Last
Summer, refers to one of the final lines of the play when Charlie says, "So, I tried
photography in boarding school. And took up writing in college. And fmally, last
summer, I wrote this play." (62) However, the events of the play occur over a summer
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many years prior while the narrator was still in school. So, the title is also a reference to
a typical first-day-of-school assignment given in schools across the country, an essay
entitled, "What I Did Last Summer."
Themes
The major theme of the play is realizing one's potential. Charlie is on a quest to
realize his potential as a man, guided by Anna who is seeking a student who will allow
her to realize her potential as a teacher. Grace is trying to realize her potential as a wife
and mother in the WASP culture. Elsie and Bonny are both realizing their potentials as
women, though at different stages of maturity. Ted is preparing to realize his potential as
a productive earner in the post-war economy.
Another theme of Gurney's play is the effect of war on the home front. World
War II is constantly in the background of the play. Every character in the play either
talks about, is affected by, or is present during a significant event relating to the war.
Debra Mooney, in an interview with Arvid Sponberg, spoke about this aspect of Grace's
character:
[The husband is] in the Pacific and ... I felt that Grace would be vitally interested
in what was happening to him, where he is, not knowing. As I [found] out, you
didn't really know. Everything was censored so much, you never knew where
they were. And I think you have to have that edge of where you don't even know
where your husband is, and you're terrified that he may be dying. (3)
She made particular mention of a scene in Act II, following Charlie's automobile
accident,"... when the phone rings, you kind of think that her first thought is [that her
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husband's] been killed .... You cannot forget that the war's going on in that play" (3).
An interesting theme is that of the absent father as an offstage force controlling
much of the action on stage. Charlie's father is overseas, yet Grace attempts to manage
Charlie's behavior by reminding him of what his father expects of him. Charlie's father
takes control over the onstage action in Act II when his letter instructs Grace to send
Charlie to a boarding school, writing, "Sounds to me as if the boy should go right off to
boarding school. Sounds as if he's lost his bearings. I was sent to Saint Luke's when I
was fifteen, and it shaped me right up. Send him away." (40) Ted's father exerts much
influence over his son's future when he moves his family to Toronto and enrolls his son
in technical school to study electronics. Bonny's father makes telephone calls to the
government in Toronto leading to Anna's eviction from her property. This mirror's an
incident year's before when Grace's father offered Anna a sum of money in exchange for
stopping Grace's lessons. When Anna refused, he spread word to the other fathers about
how dangerous a teacher she was and she lost all of her students.
Conflicts
There are at least four major conflicts in this play, and numerous minor ones. The
first, and most obvious, is Charlie versus Grace, a representation of the conflict of child
versus parent, played out in Charlie's need for independence versus Grace's desire to
maintain the status quo in her family. This conflict has already begun at the opening of
the play, as evidenced in the frrst scene of Act I when Charlie ignores his mother's
command to do chores. The conflict between mother and son continues to build in a
series of scenes in which Charlie becomes increasingly resistant to his mother's
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expectations. Brenda Murphy writes:
A climax comes when Charlie is being pressured by Grace to go with her to a
party where he can make connections that will 'smooth the way' [for] him at the
boarding school where his parents are sending him to curb his rebellious
tendencies. After much tension between the two of them, Grace finally explodes
and slaps Charlie, and he rips off his father's tie, and then the rest of his clothes,
and runs down to the lake to dive in naked and get 'really clean.' ( 107)
Laura Miller adds that, "It is this slap, the spectacle, in this genteel world, of body
language of an extremely powerful nature, that causes the major scene in the play to
ultimately occur: the confrontation between Anna and Grace" (74). Charlie leaves
Grace's house and moves in with Anna. By the end of the play, Charlie has returned
home and will be sent to boarding school.
An equally important conflict is Grace versus Anna. This conflict is one of

structure versus anarchy and is embodied in Grace's desire to have Charlie return to the
rules and mores of the WASP community versus Anna's desire to continue instructing
Charlie in the ways of bohemian freedom. The inciting incident for this conflict occurs
when Grace attempts to discuss with Charlie appropriate behavior when dealing with the
sensitive topic of nocturnal emission, sending him to Anna's for a job. Anna and Grace
build the conflict through their manipulations of Charlie, using him as a sounding board
for their different views ofresponsibility, freedom, and of what it means to be a man.
The turning point of this conflict occurs in Act II when Grace visits Anna's house to
retrieve Charlie. Miller notes the significance of this moment in the play:
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This is the scene in which the views are all aired regarding the two disparate
lifestyles being examined in the play. The slap leads to this ' obligatory scene' and
because Charlie does not know what transpires in the scene-he is offstage and
his choices are being made for him-he loses focus as the protagonist. (74)
In the end, Grace trusts Anna to let Charlie decide for himself whether to return to his
comfortable WASP lifestyle or live in the woods with Anna. This conflict reaches its
high point when Anna offers Charlie her car, a symbol of adult freedom. The resolution
of the conflict is that, while Charlie is returned to his family, he does so with a box of
artwork and a packet of seeds, the symbolic seeds of the ideals of freedom espoused by
Anna.
Another conflict is Charlie versus Ted. This conflict represents the unequal
standing of the members of the WASP community versus the blue-collar working class.
It is embodied in the competition between Charlie and Ted for the affections of Bonny.
Both boys try to impress her with what they have to offer, Charlie an advanced
knowledge of sailing and Ted an inside line with the boys who work at the amusement
park. While Charlie attempts to become more like Ted by driving Anna's car and
behaving like a working class youth, he crashes the car and ends up in the hospital in a
neck brace.
A fourth conflict is Charlie versus himself. This is the conflict of childhood
versus adulthood as represented by the adolescent stage of development. Charlie
increasingly seeks adult independence and freedom, but is unable to let go of the security
of childhood protection. He lives at Anna's in a seeming artistic bliss, but returns home
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so that his mother can do his laundry. He reads classic adult stories, such as A Tale of
Two Cities, but in comic book form.
Metaphors
Driving cars is used as a metaphor for adulthood throughout the play. Charlie
longs to learn to drive, but his mother says he is too young. Elsie has a driver's license,
but refuses to use it because she feels insecure with her father overseas. At the end of
Act II, she overcomes her insecurities and drives her mother to the hospital to visit
Charlie. Ted is viewed as too old to be friends with Charlie and Bonny because he has
obtained his driver's license. Anna offers Charlie the chance to repair an old automobile
that she has in her garage. He uses it to drive Bonny to the amusement park. As he
dangles a set of car keys in front of her, he says, " ... Listen, Bonny, one thing I've
learned around here this summer. One thing I've learned. You're sixteen, if you feel
sixteen. And if you feel sixteen, you act sixteen. And when you act sixteen, people treat
you like sixteen. That's what I've learned." (54) Charlie and Bonny are in a car crash,
sending them both to the hospital shortly thereafter. Their attempt at an independent
adult activity failed. According to Mark Giesler:
That [Charlie] equates his entry into manhood with his chance to drive is
significant, given his father's consistent associations with driving throughout the
play. His driving Anna's car becomes the means for him to make the transference
complete .... With the accident, Charlie's new self 'dies,' again he becomes a
boy in search of manhood. (78)
Comic books are :frequently used as a metaphor for childhood. At the opening of
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the play, Ted and Charlie are playing childish war games, making comic book noises as
they play.
CHARLIE. Shazam!
TED. Pow!
CHARLIE. Ooof!
TED. Whammo!
CHARLIE. Banzai!
TED. Die, Yankee dog! (8)
Just two scenes later, Grace reprimands Charlie for keeping a stash of "funny books" (11)
under his bed. She then goes on to encourage Charlie to act less childishly and behave
more like an adult. Interestingly, in an interview with Arvid Sponberg, Gurney said that
his own parents were," . .. always discouraging us from reading comic books, which
were the equivalent of junk tv today" (6). Near the end of the play, Ted brings Charlie
his comic books when he visits the hospital. Ted refers to the stack of old comics as his
"permanent collection" (55). Charlie offers to return the books, but is told by Ted, "No,
keep 'em. I got to give 'em up. We're moving" (56). Ted then tells Charlie that he is
going to Toronto to enroll in electronics school.
Raising tomatoes is used as a metaphor for raising children. Near the end of Act
I, Grace and Charlie are working in her tomatoes. In the following conversation, Grace
refers to the nurturing of tomato plants, but could just as easily be voicing her opinion on
child-rearing.

ANNA Generation by generation ...
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CHARLIE. (With more enthusiasm.) And they'll last beyond you, too ...
ANNA. Exactly. Because they're perennials. See? All the little buds are
beginning. Soon we'll have flowers, and then fruit. Most people do what at this point?
CHARLIE. They pinch them and stake them and prune them.
ANNA. But not me ...
CHARLIE. You let them grow any way they want ...
ANNA. And all, all will bear fruit, as long as they get plenty of water, plenty of
sun and plenty of ...
BOTH. Good, honest shit! (32)
The study of Latin is used as a metaphor for indoctrination into the WASP
culture. Charlie has failed Latin class at the beginning of the play and is to tutor in Latin
over the summer. He gives up Latin instruction for art lessons with Anna. Charlie
echoes Anna's philosophy when he says to Grace that, "Latin is the language of the
leisure class.... We all study Latin just because the poor people don't have time to"
(26). Grace counters that, "Latin is the basic building block of western civilization" (27).
Grace is able to get Charlie into a boarding school, "Latin or no Latin" to continue his
education (40).
Symbols
Tomato seeds are a symbol of potential. In Act I, Anna details how she received
her seeds from her family and that they go ''way, way back" in her lineage (32). She tells
Charlie that she plans to give him some of her seeds so that he too may raise them. In an
exchange near the end of the play, Charlie has received a box of his artwork from Anna.
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CHARLIE .... I never found my potential, did I?
ANNA. That's all right. I seem to have lost mine.
CHARLIE. (Rummaging in the box.) What about my tomahtoe seeds?
ANNA. (Automatically.) Tomaytoe seeds.
CHARLIE. You promised me some in June.
ANNA. They're in there. (61)
Another major symbol is Anna's car, which stands for adult freedom. The fact
that the car crashes when the brakes fail symbolizes the price one pays for freedom
without responsibility, what Gurney calls, ''the danger of unbridled Dionysian freedom"
(Murphy 107).
Mud is used as a symbol for creation in the scene in which Anna attempts to teach
Charlie to sculpt. Anna refers to the clay she dug from the lake bottom as, ''the muck of
life ... the primal sludge" (30). While Charlie works with the clay, the conversation
between Anna and him turns to creative potential.
CHARLIE. Then how come I never see you making anything?
ANNA. I'm making something right now.
CHARLIE. Huh?
ANNA. Work that clay, please. (31)
Later, mud is used as a symbol for Grace's adulterous relationship with a married man.
When Grace visits Anna's house to retrieve Charlie, she enters into the following
exchange.
GRACE. ... You and Charlie have been playing in the mud, and now it's time for
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everyone to clean up and go home.
ANNA. Home, is it? Some home! Seems to me that while your husband has been
laying down his life for that home, and while your children were fast asleep in
that home, you've been sneaking down the beach to the gold star home of Bob
McAlister. (Pause.)
GRACE. That's vicious and vindictive and cruel!
ANNA. Yes, well, look who else has been playing in the mud. (49)
The neckbrace in which Charlie is placed at the end of the play is symbolic of
restraint, that is, restraint forced from the outside, not from self-control. Charlie has
broken the rules of WASP culture by playing with a role for which he is not yet
intended-that of an adult, capable of independent thought. After his car accident, which
is symbolic of his inability to handle adult responsibility, he is placed in the neckbrace as
part of his rehabilitation. Miller writes:
At the end of the play, Charlie is trussed up in a hospital, having risked his own

life as well as Bonny's: he is no longer in a position to make choices. He is
literally in a brace, his 'chains,' and the spectacle of [what Ted calls] 'that thing
on your neck ... armor' is critical. (201)
Gurney adds:
I tend to write a lot about young people and the young people are free but there's
always the sense that the world's going to close in on them-the net is going to
fall. They're going to have to behave and conform, tighten their belts and wear
their neckbraces-they're free until the responsibilities and stem obligations of
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age and Puritan tradition begin to descend. (Levett "A. R. Gurney" 7)
Other symbols in the play include the the lake, which is used as a symbol for
cleanliness or clarity. Also of note is the necktie that Charlie attempts to put on in Act II.
The tie is a symbol of his absent father, and also of Charlie's growing into his accepted
role in the WASP culture. Geisler extends the symbolic relevance of Charlie's father:
Charlie's father is linked with the ideal of 'manhood.' ... Elsie's vision of her
father's manhood encompasses a sense of protection, security.... Grace's
connection with her husband invokes idealized WASP mores.... Anna equates
Charlie's father with all that is antithetical to her peaceful lifestyle and its origins.
. . . Charlie seems to maintain the most conventional relationship with his father
throughout the play. Images of sailing, a necktie, a razor, a regular job, and a car
that Charlie would like to fix all fit into the orthodox view of WASP father
passing manhood on to WASP son. (Geisler 65-67)
Philosophical Statements
Anna makes virtually all of the direct philosophical statements in the play. Those
that are not made by her are her words echoed by or argued against by other characters.
Anna speaks of men playing at games of war or cowboys and Indians. When she meets
Charlie, she says, "There are no men to be found. And where do you think they are?
Shooting, maiming, killing each other in all four comers of the globe" (17). Later, she
says to Grace, "One thing about men: they put their wagons in a circle, but there's always
one who's willing to sneak out after dark," adding pointedly, "as you also seem to have
discovered, recently" (49).
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On artistic work, Anna says to Charlie when she describes his job, " ... But in the
afternoon, we will get serious. We will create things together. We will seek patterns, we
will make shapes, we will fabricate visions of a better world" (21 ). She extends this idea
later when she says to him that, "Cars come and go. Planes rise and fall. I want you to do
something more permanent" (30). Anna tells Charlie that everyone has some artistic
potential,"... Even Hitler. But most people never find the right way to work it out. And
then there's trouble" (31 ).
When first meeting Charlie, Anna teaches Charlie that, "grass came directly from
the English aristocracy. They thought it up, in order to play their silly games. They bred it
and fed it and put signs on it saying keep off it. Got the picture? Wherever there's grass,
there's class" (17). At one point she tells Charlie why she considers herself particularly
dangerous," ... Because I'm a great teacher. And all great teachers are dangerous. Such
as Socrates. Or Christ. Or me" (31 ).
Charlie echoes Anna's philosophy when he tell Grace, ''She says my first
responsibility is to myself1 ... She says the family is a dying social unit! ... She says
family pressure causes half the misery in the world... " (29). Anna challenges Charlie to
determine his own future, saying, " ... It's a choice, and at your age, all choices are
important. They tell you who you are" (38).
Grace also voices some direct philosophical statements, but they tend to be in the
form of WASP platitudes. Grace says to Charlie that, "You can always tell a gentleman
by his linen and his leather" (41 ). On the subject of family, she says to Anna that, "Blood
is thicker that water, after all. Or mud" (51).
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Purpose and Use of Each Scene to the Play
Act I, Scene 1 introduces Charlie Higgins, the narrator, his mother Grace and his
sister Elsie. It establishes the convention that characters in the play will address the
audience directly when both Charlie and Grace deliver monologues. This scene lays the
foundation for one of the major conflicts: Charlie's desire for independence vs. Grace's
desire to maintain order. Act I, Scene 2 introduces the characters of Ted and Bonny and
sets up the conflict between Charlie and Ted for the affections of Bonny. It is here that
Charlie first announces his intentions of getting a job with Anna. Ted and Bonny express
negative opinions about Anna. Act I, Scene 3 deepens the conflict between Charlie and
Grace. Grace, while praising Charlie's desire to get a job for the summer, objects to him
going to Anna Trumbull for work, describing her in negative terms. By the end of the
scene, Charlie runs from the vacation colony to the backwoods where Anna's shack is
located. Act I, Scene 4 is Elsie's first chance to address the audience and expound on
some of the stresses felt by children left behind when fathers are sent away to war. Act I,
Scene 5 is the introduction of Anna and her bohemian ways and philosophies. By the end
of the scene, Anna hires Charlie, who agrees to accept art lessons as payment for his
labors. Act I, Scene 6 features Ted and Bonny and serves to deepen the rift between
Charlie and Ted. This scene also gives Bonny and Ted their first opportunities to address
the audience. Act I, Scene 7 is the dinner at the Higgins' house when Grace attempts
unsuccessfully to win Charlie back into the family fold and remove him from Anna's
influence. Act I, Scene 8 is an art lesson between Anna and Charlie in which Anna
discusses the concept of potential and her role as a teacher. Tomatoes and tomato seeds
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are first mentioned. Act I, Scene 9 is the date between Ted and Bonny, who has asked
Charlie to come along. The conflict between Ted and Charlie reaches a high point, and
Charlie flees for Anna's house. Act I, Scene 10 is a closing montage for Act I in which
Grace and Anna are unsure of how to deal with Charlie, Bonny rejects Ted's attention,
and Charlie and Anna pursue other avenues of potential fulfillment.
Act II, Scene 1 takes place in two locations and times simultaneously. While
Charlie is in his room getting dressed to attend a cocktail party with his mother and sister,
he is reliving an earlier conversation with Anna about society and the dirty secrets of
everyone in town. The two forces pull at Charlie until, at the end of the scene, he strips
naked and runs to the lake to "dive under the water and get clean, really clean, CLEAN"
(44). Act II, Scene 2 takes place the next day. Charlie is at Anna's house and Grace is
coming to bring him home. This scene serves to deepen the conflict between Anna and
Grace. The scene appears to end with the two women reaching an understanding about
Charlie, but it ends when Anna bribes Charlie with a car that needs repair. Act II, Scene
3 is a monologue for Bonny as she awaits Charlie's arrival for their date. In Act II,
Scene 4, Charlie arrives and, though he is under age, offers to drive Bonny to the
amusement park. Act II, Scene 5 opens with a phone ringing at night. It serves as a
reminder of the war and the family's fear ofreceiving bad news. When it is revealed that
Charlie has been in an auto accident, Grace seems to lose all strength. Elsie steps in and
takes charge of the situation. Act II, Scene 6 occurs in the hospital on the day that
Charlie and Bonny are to be released. Ted brings Charlie his comic books and tells of his
departure for vocational school to study electronics. Charlie is reunited with Bonny and
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as they kiss, bells ring marking the end of the war. Act II, Scene 7 is a transitional scene
in which Grace delivers a monologue to the audience detailing much of what happened
following the automobile accident, including Anna's downfall. The family loads the car
to leave for Buffalo, but as they pass the road to Anna's house, Charlie demands that they
stop. Act II, Scene 8 is the concluding scene. Charlie asks for his artwork and some
tomato seeds. He says good bye to Anna and returns to his family with his box of
"personal stuff'' ( 61).
Previous Reviews
What I Did Last Swnmer was produced as a play-in-progress at the Circle
Repertory Company in New York City in November 1981. Debra Mooney, who played
Grace in that production, described the process in an interview with Arvid Sponberg:
We had play readings every Friday. And then a play that was read was chosen.
Then if that play was something that the people who had the say were interested
in working on, then you could take it to what was a called a "pip," play in
progress. Then it was done for two weeks, and the author worked with you and
changed and rewrote, and then you presented it for the subscribers as a staged
reading or acting as much of it as you could.... And then their comments were
invited, and then the playwright re-wrote more, and then you had a third reading
of it. And then it would go into production, with any luck. (1)
After the play-in-progress, What I Did Last Summer toured the country in stock
productions, including a single staged reading of the play by the Seattle Repertory
Theatre on February 22, 1982 ("Stage and Screen"). On August 9 of the same year, a
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more trying either to change or to grimly hold on to its values. And I think the
audiences I write for are much more outside that world, and my job is to make my
people relevant to that audience, make my characters have some general appeal so
somebody who comes from a very different background can go to my play, even
though my characters may be talking about cocktails and dining rooms, [and] say
to themselves, "Yes, that's me, too. I have equivalent things in my own life." (8)
His WASP heritage has done more than provide him with characters and plots, however.
The very WASP culture about which he writes was instrumental in his choosing to write
plays for a living. He has said, "I think it was the very fact that these tight rules were
imposed that made me turn to drama, where the rules are also tight. I learned to dance in
chains" (Henry 3).
John Cheever. Gurney is often compared to the novelist John Cheever. This
seems to be largely due to the fact that both write with "an insider's view and a strong
identification with the white Protestant communities in the Eastern United States"
(DISCovering Authors 1). Gurney acknowledges Cheever's influence and has based two
of his plays on Cheever's short stories (Murphy 95). Gurney has said, "I knew him, but
not well.... His sense of dialogue always fascinated me. We both deal with somewhat
the same subject matter, about ostensibly affluent people with a sense of
disappointment." (Morris)
John Cheever was born in 1912 in Quincy, Massachusetts ("John Cheever" 5).
Cheever's stories and novels typically portray "an affluent, socially prominent, and
emotionally troubled upper-middle-class WASP" (2). His characters are often in conflict,
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but he does not judge his characters. He satirizes the WASP lifestyle, but not the WASPs
themselves. Critics have noted that "since Cheever's characters are ambivalent in their
desires, so the stories themselves are ambiguous, presenting no clear resolution" (2).
They have been described as "isolated slices oflife briefly illuminated" (2). Cheever
died in 1982 (5).
Cheever's characters tend to live conflicted lives and the stories are often filled
with pessimism. But Gurney places similar characters in similar conflicts and produces
stories that are more comic in effect. In a review of one of Gurney' s play, Rebecca
Morris notes that his characters, "gradually become aware of their circumstances, even if
they are reluctant or incapable of change." She also quotes Gurney about his influences,
"People always ask you who your influences are .... Mine include Thornton Wilder, for
his experimental devices, and Phillip Barry. But I keep returning not to a playwright, but
to Cheever."
Thornton Wilder. Gurney has said, "Thornton Wilder is a very important
influence on me in his attempt to clear the slate" (Gurney, Interview with Sponberg 9).
Many of Wilder's staging techniques have been employed by Gurney, including
pantomimed stage business, direct addresses to the audience, self-references to the play,
and the manipulation of time and place. Sponberg notes that among successful American
playwrights, Gurney and Wilder are among the few that were both professional
playwrights and educators (1 ).
Thornton W~lder was born in 1897 in Madison, Wisconsin. His father was an
editor, and later the American consul general in Hong Kong. Wilder attended Oberlin
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College where he participated in theatrical presentations. After two years, he transferred
to Yale, his father's alma mater (Johns 2). After graduation, Wilder took a teaching
position at Lawrenceville School in New Jersey, but he continued to write (3). The
publication of his Pulitzer Prize winning novel, The Bridge of San Luis Rey, in 1927
brought him the financial security he needed to quit his teaching job ( 4). A few years
later, though, he took a part-time position at the University of Chicago (5). In 1931,
Wilder published The Long Christmas Dinner. The play was set in the dining room of an
American household over a period of ninety years, while the characters represent family
members from successive generations. Wilder successfully portrayed ordinary American
life with nonrealistic theatrical techniques (6). He ultimately resigned from his teaching
duties in 1936, shortly before the publication of his masterpiece, Our Town. The
experimental techniques, including pantomimed stage business, did not initially play well
with theatre critics. He continued to experiment with theatrical technique in subsequent
plays, including The Skin of Our Teeth and The Matchmaker. Wilder died in 1975 (16).
Phillip Barry and S. N. Behrman. Gurney is often compared to American
playwrights Phillip Barry and S. N. Behrman. Gurney does not necessarily object to
these comparisons, and has said of Barry and Behrman, ''they influenced me very much"
(DiGaetani 117). However, Gurney notes that while both Barry and Behrman chose the
upper-class WASP community as their subject matter, they wrote "from the outside
looking in ... trying to decode the world they wanted to get into" (Murphy 95). Gurney
describes himself as one who ''was there" and is "kind of glad to be a little bit out of it"
(95). In an interview with Sponberg, Gurney elaborated on the differences between his
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work and that of either Barry or Behrman:
I know I'm put into that category but I don't think I have the same attitude. I'm
[not] trying to present an amusing, cultivated world for the audience to enjoy .. . .
That's what Barry and Behrman were trying to do because they had that audience
to talk to. But that audience is no longer there. I'm much more of a cultural
anthropologist in the way I work. (8)
Phillip Barry was born in 1896 in a lower-class neighborhood in Rochester, New
York to Irish Catholic parents. Barry was drawn to the rich and the well-born in his
work. He found them interesting, cultivated with good manners and good looks. (Gill 4)
Barry wrote like a member of the middle-class observing so that he might learn how to
behave like a member of the upper-class. (5) He was a sickly child with poor eyesight
and a propensity for childhood diseases. (9) Eventually, he graduated from Yale and
went on to earn a Masters in English from Harvard. (19) Barry had twenty-one plays on
Broadway in a period of less than thirty years. They were mostly drawing room
comedies, such as The Philadelphia Story. Later in life, he attempted darker,
experimental plays that failed with the critics. (37) He died in 1949 in his Park Avenue
apartment in New York City (4).
Samuel Nathaniel Behrman was born in 1893 in Worcester, Massachusetts to
Lithuanian immigrants who were Orthodox Jews (Reed 19). He was sick and weak as a
child and so turned to academic pursuits. He was particularly interested in music, the
works of Shakespeare, and writing (22). He dropped out of Clark College for failing
physical education, but enrolled in Harvard, graduated, and went on to earn a Masters
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from Columbia. Soon after graduation, he began selling short stories to magazines (25).
He was a prolific playwright, screenwriter, and essayist (27). One of his major themes
was the ascendancy from poverty (106), though he dealt with other issues including,
marriage (109), politics (110), and conflicts between the generations (116). Typically, his
plays were set in elegant, cultured environments and were written in a talky style with
ironic, often pleasant endings (127). Behrman died in 1973 (22).
Alan Ayckbourn. Gurney has also listed the English playwright Alan Ayckbourn
as one of his influences. In an interview with Sponberg, Gurney described the similarities
and differences between his work and that of Ayckbourn:
I feel in some ways very close to Ayckbourn. He and I both love to experiment, to
challenge the limitations of theatre, and also constantly to call the audience's
attention to the fact that it's theatre. And we both have a certain sardonic attitude
toward middle-class life. What makes me American and Ayckbourn English is the
fact that there is in my work, I think, a kind of idealism that is not in his. There is
always either a lost city on a hill, a lost community that was once good, or a
possibility of a better world that we strive for where there isn't in Ayckbourn.
Ayckbourn always seems to end his plays with a kind of dark shrug. (6)
Notable Plays by A. R. Gurney
Love in Buffalo (1958). Love in Buffalo is a farce about a young man who has
recently left the Navy and is unsure of whether or not to get married (Sponberg
"Introduction" 17).
The Comeback (1964). This retelling ofthe Odysseus legend is set in the WASP
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community, "superimposing sailing and skiing, cocktail parties and servant problems,
[and] such appurtenances to modem life as bongo boards and Madras dinner jackets"
("The Comeback").
The Open Meeting (1965). In this absurdist play about power among academics,
three faculty members attend a meeting ''that is really controlled by a fourth, offstage,
character, Dick" (Murphy 98).
The David Show (1966). The Old Testament story of David and Bathsheba is set
in a television studio. The play satirizes the "l 960's political-social reality, including the
New Left, the Great Society, and the changing relationship in America between Jew and
Christian, black and white" ("Gurney, A(lbert) R(amsdell), Jr." 377).
The Golden Fleece (1968). An updated version of the Medea story is told by "a
suburban couple, friends of Jason and Medea, whom the audience never sees" (Strachan).
The Love Course (1970). Power struggles among academics teaching a course
called "The Literature of Love" is the theme of The Love Course. "While the male
Professor Burgess exercises his control over the female Professor Carroway in the
Curriculum Committee and a tenure vote, she conquers him by the power of art and love"
(Murphy 98).
Scenes from American Life (1973). This is a play about the changing fates of
members of the WASP community ofBuffalo from the 1930's through the 1960's, that
then imagines what the 1970's and 1980's will bring (Gold "Gurney's Orwellian
Vision"). "With a small cast including an onstage-pianist linking scenes, it uses an almost
cinematic technique of dissolving and overlapping scenes to build up a series of WASP
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life ... " (Strachan).
The Old One-Two (1973). Set in a New England college, the play is a comedy
modeled on the plays of Menander. A professor seduces his female student "by having
her read book six of the Odyssey. On the brink of his resignation, the dean discovers a
birthmark that reveals him to be the professor's long lost child; the student decides to
move in with her boyfriend; and all the students are given the freedom to take any course
they want" (Murphy 98).
Children (1974). Based on John Cheever's story, "Goodbye, My Brother,"
Children deals with the aftermath of a violent confrontation between two brothers during
a July 4 th weekend at a WASP family's vacation home. The confrontation and one of the
brothers, the eldest and the primary cause of family tension, remain offstage (Strachan).
Who Killed Richard Cory? (1976). Based on Edward Arlington Robinson's
poem, "Richard Cory," tells the story of a troubled WASP lawyer whose suicide
culminates in a search for the reason by his family, friends, and acquaintances. The play
is noted for "its fluid use of vignettes and, thematically, for its strong suggestions of
cultural unease and decay among the upper middle class" ("Gurney" 377).
The Middle Ages (1977). The action of the play takes place "in the trophy room
of a sedate men's club in a large city and spans the era from the mid-1940's to the late
70's. The plot concerns two long-term relationships" (Beaufort "Engaging"). The play is
a fable about "love and propriety, or the lack thereof," among members of the WASP
community (Gilman 552).
The Wayside Motor Inn (1977). The play is set in a room ofa suburban motel on
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a spring day in the late 1970's. The play is about five separate couples, each facing their
own conflict, but presented "side by side, and in some cases, simultaneously on stage"
("Gurney, A(lbert) R(amsdell), Jr." 378).
The Golden Age (1981). The Golden Age is set in the Manhattan townhouse of
Isabel Hastings Hoyt, "an aging, but still charming recluse ... who, it is rumored [was]
the model of Daisy in The Great Gatsby." Tom, a young academic, seeks her out as he
believes that she "possesses an unpublished chapter from Gatsby which depicts
passionate love-making between Gatsby and Daisy." Mrs. Hoyt sees Tom as the chance
to secure a marriage for her troubled granddaughter, Virginia ("The Golden Age").
The Dining Room (1982). "An old-fashioned dining room with stiff-backed
chairs, a sideboard and a long, highly polished table" serve as the setting for the play
(Gilman 552). This setting ''represents many such rooms in different places and times
from the Depression to the present" and is acted on by a cast of six which represents "a
large canvas of characters-children, patriarchs, servants, and adulterous adults alike"
(Strachan).
What I Did Last Summer (1983). This play is "centered around an adolescent boy
spending a wartime summer with his mother and family on the Canadian borders,
befriending a dynamic eccentric woman while the family's father-another of Gurney's
potent offstage presences-is away in the Pacific" (Strachan).
The Perfect Party (1986). The Perfect Party is a comedy of manners "set in the
house of a college professor hosting what he plans as 'the perfect party' reflecting late
20th-century American life." The event is ''to be reviewed by a critic from 'a leading New
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York newspaper,' [but] the play spirals into Wildean comedy as the professor, to keep the
beautiful critic's interest, finds himself embroiled in a plot [which] echoes [that] of The
Importance of Being Earnest" (Strachan).
Sweet Sue (1986). "A middle-aged woman ... becomes infatuated with her son's
college roommate. Each character is portrayed by two actors who appear onstage
simultaneously" ("A(lbert) R(amsdell) Gurney, Jr."). Each of the actors for each of the
characters offer a different perspective on the situations portrayed ("Sweet Sue.").
Another Antigone ( 1987). "A WASP classics professor at a technical university in
New England [is brought] into conflict with an uppity Jewish student trying to bend his
rather unbending rules .... Judy Miller, the student, is stunned to discover that she isn't
the first to submit to Prof. Harper a new, up-to-date version of Antigone in place of a
research paper. She's even more upset when he insists on treating hers exactly as he has
the others-as unacceptable substitutes for the assigned paper" (Gold "Gurney's
Owellian Vision").
The Cocktail Hour (1988). Gurney's autobiographical play is "a social comedy in
the Philip Barry tradition based on a playwright's return to his Buffalo family to tell them
about his new play, based-to some resulting consternation-on that family, a visit
which opens up some old resentments and secrets" (Strachan).
Love Letters (1990). "Two actors seated at a desk read letters over a 40-year
period between a WASP couple, a buttoned-up man with political leanings and a more
Bohemian, mixed-up woman." The play documents "the pair's relationship, beginning
with formal notes after childhood parties and following them through marriages, her
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divorce and love affairs and their own brief affair to her death" (Strachan).
The Snow Ball (1990). The play is "centered [a]round the final revivals of the
tradition of the Snow Ball, a winter dance in Buffalo, New York. Through the various
characters the play traces across several decades--its central pair comprise the socially
different Jack and the rich girl Kitty, champion dancers whose lives go separate waysGurney again subtly conveys the changes in a city and a culture" (Strachan).
The Old Boy (1991). The Old Boy is "an unsettling piece, handling its time-shifts
with considerable skill, in which a WASP politician revisits his old private school and
has to face the truth, which might compromise his career ambitions, that his old
roommate died of AIDS" (Strachan).
The Fourth Wall (1992). The play "is an absurdist twist on the ... witty, wellmade comedy.... [The] heroine, a well-off housewife named Peggy, has deliberately
decorated the living room of her Manhattan apartment to face a blank wall-which is, of
course, the fourth wall separating the stage from the audience .... But the play that Peggy
has set in motion begins to take on a life of its own, as [the characters] begin behaving
like characters in a Phillip Barry comedy." (Williams).
Later Life (1993). The hostess of a cocktail party is intent on reuniting a banker
named Austin ''with Ruth ... , an old flame he had gently turned down 30 years ago
despite their mutual affection, saying he didn't want to involve her in his life because of a
deep-seated feeling that 'something terrible' was destined to happen to him in later life"
(Williams).
A Cheever Evening (1994). "Adapting no less than seventeen of Cheever's most
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funny and moving of stories, Gurney probes the affairs of [WASPs] who once felt in the
majority but soon found themselves in the twilight of their power and at the mercy of a
changing world .... Cheever's separate stories of a fragmented and lonely universe
combine into a whole and resonant portrait-that of a culture which, while teetering on
the brink of extinction, combats loss with humor, wit and feeling" ("A Cheever
Evening").
Sylvia (1995). Greg and Kate's marriage is in jeopardy when he "brings home a
dog he found in the park-or that has found him-bearing only the 'Sylvia' on her name
tag. A street-smart mixture of Lab and Poodle, Sylvia ... offers Greg an escape from the
frustrations of [his] job and the unknowns of middle age. To Kate, Sylvia becomes a rival
for affection. And Sylvia thinks Kate just doesn't understand the relationship between
man and dog .... After a series of hilarious and touching complications, Greg and Kate
learn to compromise, and Sylvia becomes a valued part of their lives. ("Sylvia")
Overtime (1995). "Overtime begins where Shakespeare's The Merchant of Venice
ends, but now we are in contemporary times and Venice feels very much like America"
("Overtime"). The play explores struggles between the upper-, middle- and lower-classes,
gay and straight, white and nonwhite, native and immigrant, and other factions of
American society.
Labor Day (1998). "John is an established older playwright [whose] latest work ..
. he views as his best ... Dennis, the bright young director to whom John has given the
play, shows up on the Labor Day holiday at the writer's house in rural Connecticut to ask
for essential changes .... John's family has gathered for the holiday, and when they find
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out the play is primarily about them, they also criticize the enterprise. It is soon obvious
that the playwright-and aging father-doesn't really know either his family or himself.
("Labor Day")
Darlene (1998). Angela and Jim, a suburban couple, "are mulling over a letter that
was stuck under their car's windshield wiper. Jim is shocked by the explicit language and
sexual innuendo, but Angela is titillated. She eventually admits that she wishes the letter
had come from him.... This view oftwo-empty-nesters who must admit to an empty
marriage is as poignant as it is atypical" ("Darlene and The Guest Lecturer").
The Guest Lecturer (1998). "A regional theater that once had the resources to pay
two dozen actors in You Can't Take It With You now finds that even the two-character
The Gin Game is beyond its means. So it goes back to the bare bones that theater once
was: a singular speaker, Hartley, who will lecture on drama" ("Darlene and The Guest
Lecturer").
Far East (1999). The play "looks at who Americans were in the mid-1950s--a few
Americans, anyway--and how they behaved out in those vast stretches of the world over
which they had sway, and what their songs and movies and slang expressions and values
were. The story centers on four US Navy people (one a Navy wife) stationed at a base in
Japan in 1954 and 1955" ("Far East").
Ancestral Voices (1999). "Five actors sit in stiff-backed chairs and read their lines
from lectern-supported scripts. There are no props. Gestures are minimal. The emphasis
here is on the story.... The narrative ... takes place in Buffalo, in the 1930's and 40's,
and concerns the socially shocking second marriage of a young boy's maternal
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grandmother" (Lemon).
Buffalo Gal (2001). "The comedy tells the story of Amanda, a successful
television actress who, fallen on hard times, returns to the stage in her hometown of
Buffalo, hoping to recharge her career and connect with her roots. Art imitates life as she
prepares the role of Madame Ranyevskaia, a character from Chekhov's The Cherry
Orchard who returns home after many years absence" ("Buffalo Gal").
Human Events (2001). "Porter Platt is an associate professor at an esteemed
Boston college. He meets Englishman Christopher Simpson, and is impressed by his Eton
and Oxford education. Simpson wants a job at the school, and Platt does yeoman work to
get him one. Soon, Simpson is rising in the department, while Platt is not. Simpson also
takes a shine to Platt's wife, who's attracted to him as well" ("Human Events").
0 Jerusalem (2003). "The story revolves around Hartwell Clark, a privileged
white male who ... finds himself appointed 'deputy assistant secretary of state for near
Eastern affairs' at the beginning of 2001. While overseas, he renews an acquaintance
with his former lover, Amira, a Palestinian woman.... Amira's son, active in the radical
Islamic resistance organization HAMAS, brings news that ... the U.S. will be the target
of a major terrorist attack on its home soil. ... As O Jerusalem progresses, [a] digital
screen changes accordingly to clue the audience in as to how much time is elapsing
between scenes, with the dates drawing inexorably closer to September 11, 2001"
(Bacalzo).
Recurring Themes in the Plays of A. R. Gurney

WASP Lifestyle. Frank Rich of the New York Times has described Gurney as "a
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keen-eyed chronicler of the vanishing folkways of the American WASP ." Gurney agrees.
In an interview for a 1983 article in the British journal, Drama, he said:
I think you have to write about what you know-I happen to come from an uppermiddle class background. I'm writing about a particular group and how they're
attempting to see themselves and integrate themselves with what it means to be an
American. The Wasps have been insular for a number of years, but they're not
anymore. They're trying to reach out and either join the rest of the world or
measure up to standards their parents or grandparents have imposed upon them.
(Levett "AR. Gurney" 7)
Karl Levett, the interviewer for the article, added that, "Gurney' s art is that he presents
this world with clinical accuracy but also with affection. He paradoxically exposes and
defends at the same time" (7).
Virtually every one of Gurney's plays are set in the WASP world of the
northeastern United States during the middle to late twentieth century. Those plays that
are set in other times and places more than likely will center on a character from the
WASP world. Sylvia Gold, in her review of The Cocktail Hour, described Gurney' s
WASP world in this way:
. . . we are in WASP country, Bush-and-Quayle land, where adults are called
things like "Pookins" and "Jigger"; where malaise can always be blamed on ''the
servant problem"; where psychiatry, FDR and Fiberglass boats are still considered
somehow disreputable; and where the cocktail hour is sacred. (1)
Arvid Sponberg described these people in different terms; "Gurney writes about people
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who restrain their emotions" ("Foreword" x). Quoting theatre director John Tillinger,
Sponberg adds that Gurneys characters, "have the same feelings as everybody else, they
just express them in a different way . . . they try to keep their manners ... they tend to be
non-confrontational . . . but that saves peoples feelings and keeps the boat from turning
upside down." (x)
Gurney has presented this population on stage for almost fifty years. He has
chronicled changes in the WASP's world and he has explored forces in the world at large
that have left the WASP changed. He has documented "the erosion of antiquated yet
admirable values [and] the loss of the 'civil' in civilization. To which more than a few
critics have responded, 'So what?"' (Williams 2). While that culture and theatre are
changing, the WASP culture remains the largest segment of the population of the United
States (Gilman 552). Further, Gurney adds:
Yes I write about so-called Wasps, but I must say that the Wasps are the only
ethnic group in America (if they are an ethnic group and I suppose they are-we
are) you can malign without impunity. You can make all sorts of cracks about the
Wasps and no anti-defamation league is going to get you. (Levett "A. R. Gurney"

7)
Some of the more notable plays that explore the WASP world include Gurney's
first full-length play of note, Scenes From American Life, which is a collection of
vignettes ofWASPs going about aspects of their daily lives over a fifty year time period.
He used a similar approach in his first commercial success, The Dining Room. In some
plays, such as Far East and What I Did Last Summer, he takes WASP characters and
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removes them from their comfortable enclaves. One of the best examples of the WASP
genre is The Cocktail Hour, in which a playwright returns to his family's home to get
permission to produce a play based on their lives. Cocktails are served, old family
rivalries are renewed, and there is some concern over the servant problem.
Classic Literature. Gurney has called the theatre "a celebration of community"
(Interview with Sponberg 16). He adds that his use of classical references-from theatre,
literature, poetry, fihn, and culture-is designed to engage the community and to try "to
hook them into myths, such as the Antigone myth or the David myth or the Medea myth
which once spoke to a community" (17). He wants to create in the audience the feeling
that ''we're all in this thing together" (17). Gurney has also alluded to the use of classical
references and source material as the "bass clef' of his work, on which he "can build up
all sorts of ironies and contrasts around [a] basic theme" (DiGaetani 117).
Gurney has pulled plots and themes from classical material for many of his plays.
The Comeback tells the story of the Odyssey. The David Show sets the biblical story of
David and Bathsheba in a modem television studio. Overtime attempts to tell what
happens next in Shakespeare's The Merchant of Venice. Besides classical literature,
Gurney has also pulled plots from poetry (Who Killed Richard Cory?) and from film
(Human Rights, based on the film All About Eve).
One example of the use of classical literature is Gurney's early work, The Golden
Fleece. A suburban couple are on stage telling the story of their friends, Jason and
Medea, who have had some marital difficulty, but may be getting back together. In a
series of monologues relating offstage action, they tell the story of Jason's betrayal and
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Medea's revenge as seen through the eyes of modern WASPs.
Experimentation with Structure and Form. While many critics characterize him as
a "conventional, realistic playwright," Brenda Murphy points out that ''very few of
Gurney's plays fall within the mode of realistic drama, and he has experimented
throughout his career with both dramatic form and theatrical technique" (109). Gurney
has said that he is not primarily interested in plots, but in ''ways of shifting the audience's
interest and expectations from time to space, from the sequence of events to the locale in
which they take place" (105). He often includes in stage directions and introductory
notes to his works that he wishes them to be presented without black out or interruption,
without the use of conventional staging techniques, and sometimes without elaborate
settings, costumes, or props. Murphy concludes that "he wants [his plays] to be seen as
self-consciously metatheatrical, self-referential, or as he prefers to put it, self-reflexive"
(100). Murphy quotes Gurney's view of what he is trying to accomplish by placing his
typically WASP characters in these non-traditional settings:
These characters struggling to break the bonds of the world they were born into
and these plays pressing against the limitations of their own form, give my work, I
hope, a theatricality which undercuts the conventions of realistic drama and the
complacencies of the upper-middle-class milieu which I tend to write about. (100)
One technique Gurney uses to accomplish this is the vignette. He will frequently
structure the play as a collage of scenes that flow into and out of one another in an
attempt to explore theme, instead of chronological structure. This technique is used in
many of his earlier plays, such as Scenes from American Life, Who Killed Richard Cory.
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and What I Did Last Summer. This non-traditional approach is clearly exemplified in
The Dining Room, which tells the story of WASP life from the Depression to the
present. The entire play is enacted by six performers playing numerous characters each
and is staged on one setting-an upper-middle-class dining room featuring a large,
highly-polished dining table. The scenes bounce back and forth in time, but are roughly
organized by the time of day in which they occur, from morning to evening.
In addition to his use of few actors to portray numerous characters, he makes use
of other non-traditional approaches to character. In Sweet Sue, the two characters in the
play are each portrayed by two actors. In Sylvia, a human actor is used to portray the title
character, a dog.
Gurney also experiments with presentational styles of theatre. In Love Letters, no
setting is employed, instead actors sit at side-by-side tables and read a series of letters
from bound scripts. In Ancestral Voices, he uses a similar technique, with five actors
sitting in chairs reading from scripts held on lecterns.
Offstage Forces. Gurney frequently includes offstage forces in the form of
characters and events to drive the action visible on stage. Mark Giesler, in his 1991
dissertation, reported that "in eleven of his thirteen full-length plays, and in many of his
earlier one-acts, an offstage character or characters serve as significant catalysts to the
action onstage" (2). Gurney has said that he is "as much concerned about what to leave
out in a play as about what to put in," adding that "offstage characters and events give
pressure and resonance to what is shown onstage" (DiGaetani 115).
The offstage forces in Gurney's plays have been likened to the influence of the
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gods in Greek plays (Bryer "Introduction xiii). Gurney has said the offstage characters
are placed in "the position of God. They have additional power by not coming on when
they're talked about" (Interview with Sponberg 19). Giesler reports that in a 1974
interview with Peter Ansorge, Gurney said, "Whenever I tried to introduce any of these
'Gods' onto the stage, I found they really had very little to say. It's better that they speak
through the characters" (2). In addition, Gurney points out a practical reason for using
offstage characters and events:
There's another very simple economic reason. You tend to get your plays put on
more if you have smaller casts. So I tell other younger writers when I've had the
chance, "Playwriting is not only construction, but it's learning how to know if you
really need that character," It's learning how to just simplify, boil it down.
(Gurney Interview with Sponberg 19)
Offstage forces have an impact on the protagonist in many of Gurney' s plays,
including The Golden Fleece, What I Did Last Summer, Love Letters, and O Jerusalem.
One other example of this use of the offstage force is the play Children. The eldest son of
a WASP family instigates a violent confrontation with his younger brother, throwing the
family into turmoil. The audience sees neither the older brother nor the altercation,
though the brother does appear in silhouette through a doorway near the end of the play.
The tension in the play is built through the other family members perceptions of and
reactions to the confict.
The Sexes. Arvid Sponberg has pointed out that the women in Gurney' s plays
tend to be ''wives and mothers [who are] concerned with the well-being of the
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community, [and who serve as] the sustainers of the community" (Gurney Interview with
Sponberg 24). This is certainly true in numerous plays, such as Children, What I Did Last
Summer, Sweet Sue, Sylvia, and Ancestral Voices. Numerous examples of these WASP
women are presented in the vignettes of Scenes from American Life and The Dining
Room.
Another theme that emerges in a study of Gurney' s plays is noted by Albert
Williams. He refers to ''the gulf between a cautious, eminently logical, emotionally
repressed man and a vital, questing, possibly unstable but fascinating woman" (3). In
The Playwright's Art: Conversations With Contemporary American Dramatists, Jackson
Bryer asked Gurney about this observation. Gurney responded:
I don't know what it says about me but I do think it says more about American
society that the men, as least as I see men, tend to be more rigid. They tend to
frame the world in a more rigid way and are less eager to adapt, to respond, to
change. I'm writing about cultural change-which is what I'm really writing
about all the time--and women seem to be able to respond to change in a way that
men can't. Men tend to be obsessed with the past, with their own constructs, their
own ideas. (98-99)
This dichotomy of the rigid man and the vital woman can be seen in such plays as
The Golden Age (Tom, the academic, and Elizabeth Hastings Hoyt, the aging flapper),
W11at I Did Last Summer (Charlie, the WASP boy, and Anna, the bohemian art teacher),
Sweet Sue (Jake, the handsome college student, and Sue, the infatuated housewife), and
Love Letters (Andrew, the repressed politician, and Melissa, the unstable artist) .
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Family. "Family feelings have been an important part ofmy own life, and I think
they are central to most people's concerns," Gurney has said (DiGaetani 117). The
interaction of the family is important in many of his plays. In Love in Buffalo a young
man seeks his family's advice on marriage. In The Golden Fleece, the marriage of Jason
and Medea is deconstructed by a suburban couple. Children concerns the near-destruction
of one family. Scenes from American Life and The Dining Room present a myriad of
WASP families in their many forms. Preserving the family are important themes in What
I Did Last Summer and Ancestral Voices.
Brenda Murphy has also pointed out that Gurney' s plays often deal with parent
and child conflicts, which she characterizes as "a parent and two sons in a Cain and Abel
configuration" (96). Gurney often draws from his own childhood in crafting the Cain-like
character, as he "played the 'prodigal son role' in his family, ... starving for attention
and approval, while chafing against his parents' demands and values" (96). This conflict
is evident in the plots of Scenes from American Life, Children, The Middle Ages, What I
Did Last Summer, and The Cocktail Hour.
Academia. A sizable number of Gurney's plays are set in academic
environments. The Open Meeting, The Love Course, The Old One-Two, Another
Antigone, and Human Events are all set on college campuses and feature professors as
main characters. Professors are also central characters in The Old Boy and The Perfect
Party.
Other plays deal with aspects of education not related to the college campus. In
The Golden Age, one of the main characters is a literary researcher. In both Scenes from
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American Life and The Dining Room, young people attempt to raise money to pay for
school. In What I Did Last Summer, boarding school and finishing school are the
destinations of the WASP children. In Sylvia, the wife is an inner-city English teacher.
In The Old Boy. a politician makes a visit to his alma mater.
The Theatre and Playwrights. Gurney' s self-reflexive theatricality enters the plot
of several of his plays. The Golden Fleece takes place during an interactive lecture with
an audience, as does The Guest Lecturer. In Buffalo Gal, an actress returns to her
hometown to prepare for a play. In The Fourth Wall, a living room becomes a stage
setting in a theatre as the line between life and art blurs and finally shatters.
In at least three of Gurney's plays, the main characters are, or will become,
playwrights. In both The Cocktail Hour and Labor Day. a playwright faces opposition
from his family regarding a play he has just written. In What I Did Last Summer, we
discover at the end of the play that the main character has realized his artistic potential by
becoming a playwright.
Politics. Gurney frequently explores political issues in his plays. The David Show
explores leftist politics in a talk show format. In Scenes from American Life, published in
1971, the playwright imagines an oppressive regime dominating American society in the
1980s. Andrew, in Love Letters, is a WASP with political ambitio°' while the main
character of The Old Boy is a politician faced with a crisis that could destroy his career.
0 Jerusalem explores Middle East politics and the Palestinian issue in the days leading up
to September 11, 2001.
Race and Religion. Several ofGurney's plays move outside of the customary
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enclave to explore the interaction of WASP characters with those from different cultures.
The David Show includes exploration of Jewish and Christian relations. Scenes from
American Life has several vignettes that question who does, and who does not, belong to
the WASP community. In What I Did Last Summer, the WASP family is threatened by
the influence of a Native American. Overtime deals with a myriad of issues related to
race, nationality, sexuality, and religion, in exploring stereotypes in WASP culture. Far
East is set in occupied Japan during the 1950s. 0 Jerusalem includes themes dealing with
Islamic extremism and Palestinian independence.
Other Information- What I Did Last Summer as Captivity Narrative

In the introduction to Love Letters and Two Other Plays: The Golden Age and
What I Did Last Summer, Gurney wrote:
I tried to make What I Did Last Summer echo the old plots that were once popular
in early Puritan literature: the Captivity Story, where a child is stolen from the
community by Indians, initiated into a different way of life, and finally returned to
'civilization,' which absorbs and benefits from his more 'natural' habits. This
structure enabled me to dramatize the tension between the 'stockade' life of duty
and obligation and Anna's life of freedom and self-expression .... (xi)
Captivity stories, or as they are often called, captivity narratives, have been published
since the seventeenth century. They tell of Europeans and Americans who were captured
by the native peoples of North America and held for a period of time as slaves to or
members of the native tribe. The early Puritans used them as tales of religious salvation.
Later, they were employed as propaganda in support of manifest destiny of the white
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peoples in North America. Eventually, they occupied the newsstands as gruesome penny
dreadful tales. Captivity narratives are popular subject matter in films and novels even in
the present day. (Ebersole 2)
No matter the purpose for which they were published, the stories contain certain
common features that make them a unique form of American literature. Probably the
most interesting of these common features is the appearance of the archetypical hero, the
same sort of character Joseph Campbell called, The Hero with a Thousand Faces. This
hero takes an archetypical journey that has been likened to mythic tales of death and
rebirth. In the book The Indian Captivity Narrative: An American Genre, Richard
VanDerBeets describes the journey of the captive hero:
This archetype is manifested in the captivity pattern of Separation (isolation from
one's culture and symbolic death), Transformation (a series of excruciating
ordeals in passing from ignorance to knowledge and maturity, accompanied by
ritualized adoption into a new culture), and Return (symbolic rebirth with a sense
of moral or spiritual gain). It is such acts and patterns as these, patterns of great
meaning and appeal to humanity, and the psychic responses they elicit that
subordinate and synthesize the historical and superficial cultural significances of
the captivity narratives and that provide them their essential integrity as a genre.
(x)
VanDerBeets emphasizes that the captivity experience will include "first a ritual
initiatory ordeal, followed by a gradual accommodation oflndian modes and customs
( especially those relating to food), and finally a highly ritualized adoption into the new
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culture" (43).
In What I Did Last Summer, Gurney has woven many elements of the captivity
narrative into what appears at first glance only to be the coming-of-age story of a WASP
youth. Charlie's entry into Anna's world was not easily accomplished. Anna challenges
Charlie with a series of rejections and taunts upon their first meeting. Her first word to
him, "Scram," is followed in rapid succession by accusations of teen mischief and
mockery of WASP war efforts (Gurney Summer 16). It takes three full pages of dialogue
before Anna offers Charlie a job, and another page yet before negotiations are complete.
In that time, Charlie is insulted, berated, ordered to leave, mocked, and broken to the
point of a temper tantrum. Gurney has not allowed Charlie a typically professional
WASP job interview.
Food plays an important part of Anna's conversion of Charlie. In his initial
interview, she tells him that he will be provided a lunch that ''will consist of homemade
bread, unprocessed cheese, and fruit in season. And one glass of good red wine" (21).
Later, Anna educates Charlie in growing tomatoes and in the sensual nature of eating
them from the vine-an experience so different from the mannered table dining of the
preceding scene with Charlie and his family:
Some day, some other summer, you will have the pleasure of picking a ripe
tomatoe from one of my plants. First you will simply weigh it in the palm of your
hand. Then you will admire its shape and color. Suddenly you will close your
eyes and mash it into your mouth. You'll let the juice spill out, and the meat roll
around on your tongue, and then you'll swallow-meat, juice, seeds, and all. And
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then you'll open your eyes, open them wide, and give out a great, loud warwhoop of praise to life, and the noble tomato, and to me, Anna Trumbull, the Pig
Woman, who introduced you to it. (32-33)
The lack of tableware, napkins, and silver makes this anything but a WASP-like dining
experience. Combine that with the "loud war-whoop of praise to life" and the eating of
tomatoes becomes a native ritual to be repeated every summer, as long as Anna's seeds
continue to grow.
In the captivity narrative, the captive undergoes various forms of mental and
physical abuse and deprivation, whether mild or severe. Frequently, they are hungry,
impoverished, confined, and have lost all personal identity and power. Gary Ebersole, in
Captured by Texts: Puritan to Postmodern Images of Indian Captivity. points out that the
very nature of captivity lends an existential air to the narratives. He posits that they ask
eternal questions of mankind, including, "Could one lose one's identity? Or, to pose the
question positively, was it possible to transform one's self fundamentally and thus escape
from the bounded nature of a given sociohistorical identity?" (190). The second question
ties directly into comments made by Gurney in an interview with Karl Levett in the
British journal, Drama, at the time What I Did Last Summer was running in New York.
Gurney said:
The WASPs have been insular for a number of years, but they're not anymore.
They're trying to reach out and either join the rest of the world or measure up to
standards their parents or grandparents have imposed upon them . ... The W ASPs
aren't dying, they're modifying, they're coming out of their shells, they're coming
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out of their clubs. (7)
Ebersole points out that "captivity was not a negative experience for everyone"
(4). Many who were captured experienced freedoms never known in the white world.
They gained opportunities for independence and self-reliance never made available to
them before. Ebersole points out, "returning to the white world after living with the
Indians was easier said than done" (5). Charlie experiences for the first time in his life
freedom of expression in art and in his language. He brings this language back to his
home and is reprimanded for it. As he grows more comfortable with Anna's rules, he is
less able to cope in the WASP world of his mother, leading to incidents such as the
dinner table scene, when Grace walks away from Charlie, and the necktie incident, when
Grace slaps Charlie. In the end, it is because of the freedom that he is given that Charlie
is involved in the automobile accident and ends up in a neck brace--a symbol of
restraint.
Captivity narratives often include a strong maternal figure, especially those tales
of"males who had been abducted as children" (Ebersole 210). These tales placed
women in the civilizing roles, as the ones "who smoothed the rough edges of the male
and otherwise softened or ameliorated the potentially destructive consequences of his
brutish nature" (211). Anna fills this role for Charlie, though he still interacts with his
mother, Grace. She provides him with food, education, and eventually, shelter. Anna
also provides Charlie with moral instruction, which many captivity narrative authors
described as, "of great value and even superior to that found in white society" (215).
Many writers of captivity narratives found that when they did return to white
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society, they were the victims of sexual gossip by their white counterparts. This is
certainly true of Charlie, who is questioned by Ted about Anna's underwear in the scene
where the three teens are driving to the amusement park.
The captivity narrative, therefore is "an account, usually autobiographical, of
forced participation in Indian life" (Vaughan and Clark 2). Popular for a long time as
religious instruction, moral lessons, political propaganda, or popular thrillers, they were
often "designed to lead the reader to reflect on larger issues of the meaning of life"
(Ebersole 9). In using the captivity narrative as the framework of his play, Gurney is
placing Charlie in the position of the archetypical hero who, having been abducted or
lured into the dark world, is transformed and returned to the light world, but bringing
with him some knowledge that will improve his culture. Much like the WASP youth
Gurney spoke of, Charlie represents that change that will bridge the gap between the
insular WASP world and the more ethnically and philosophically diverse one of
mainstream America. Anna, the mother figure of Charlie's journey, is the Native
American who plants the seeds for that transformation.
Learning Goals
Learning goals for participants have been defined for four areas of the production:
acting, designing and producing, researching, and analyzing. The thirteen learning goals
are adapted from those included in the National Standards for Arts Education as devised
by the Consortium of National Arts Education Associations, an organization sponsored
by the John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts. The chosen goals are also
correlated to the State of Georgia Quality Core Curriculum in the areas of Fundamentals
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of Drama, Advanced Drama, and Technical Theatre and Design in order to assure
curricular validity for public school students.
Acting_,_
•

Students will analyze the physical, emotional, and social dimensions of their
characters.

•

Students will demonstrate the ability to score scripts with goals, objectives, beats,
actions, blocking, and other information necessary to create and sustain their
characters.

•

Students will create and sustain their characters through active participation in
rehearsal.

•

Students will demonstrate effective vocal technique throughout production.

•

Students will demonstrate the artistic discipline necessary to achieve an ensemble
through active and positive participation in rehearsal and performance.
Designing and Producing.,_

•

Students will explain the basic physical and chemical properties of the technical
aspects of theatre, including light, color, paint, and makeup.

•

Students will collaborate with the director to develop designs that use visual and
aural elements to convey an environment that clearly supports the text of the play.

•

Students will apply technical knowledge and skills to collaboratively and safely
create functional scenery, properties, lighting, sound, costumes, and makeup.

•

Students will create and maintain coherent stage management, technical, and
directorial records.
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•

Students will collaborate with the director to develop a unified production concept
that conveys the director's concept and metaphor for the play.
Researching.,_

•

Students will identify and research cultural, historical, and symbolic clues in the
text, and evaluate the practicality of the information to assist in making artistic
choices for the production.
Analyzing.

•

Students will analyze and critique the whole and the parts of the production and
constructively suggest alternative artistic choices.

•

Students will constructively evaluate their own and others' collaborative efforts
and artistic choices in the production.
Section III: Post-Production Materials
Production Journal

Thursday, December 11, 2003
Auditions were held today. They have been delayed twice already. The first
delay was from the original date in November until this past Monday. That was due to
our fall show running longer than expected. The second delay from Monday until today
was because of illness. I've been out with the flu and missed a week of school. This was
my first day back and it was fairly hectic, but I didn't feel I could put off auditions any
longer. The audition materials were ready and the kids had been told to come in today,
so we went ahead with them.
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I have to mention here that I have chosen one student to serve as both director's
assistant during rehearsals and stage manager. Tom Waddington is a tenth grader who
has worked on every show that we've done since he started the ninth grade. He took an
immediate affinity to technical work and has already been stage manager on two shows,
including our fall show, Nunsense. Tom prepared the materials for rehearsal, organized
the room, and took care of all of the audition paperwork this afternoon.
I had a total of 4 men and 7 women show up for auditions. They had to prepare a
monologue from a contemporary play and do a cold reading at the rehearsal. I am
confident that I will be able to cast Charlie, Ted, Elsie, Bonny, and Grace from the kids I
saw today. I am concerned about the role of Anna. I didn't see anyone quite bold
enough today, but I did have 3 girls who I think could do the part. I gave each of them a
brief scene to read over tonight and have called them back at 8:00 am on Friday. The
scene is Charlie and Anna's first meeting, so I'm also calling back the boy who I'm
considering for Charlie. I'm going to try coaching each of them several different ways to
see how big a risk each will take and what kind of chemistry each has with Charlie. My
goal is to have a cast in place by Friday afternoon.
Friday, December 12, 2003
Call backs were this morning. All three girls (Becky, Rachel, and Melissa) and
the Charlie candidate (Kevin) attended. I asked Becky to read about 2/3 of a page of
dialogue from the scene where Anna first meets Charlie. I then directed her to play
stronger actions, and to try to run Charlie off. Then, I had Rachel back up about halfway
through the part that Becky had read, and then continue for another 1/3 of a page or so. I
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directed her to strengthen some actions and coached some stage movement. Then, I
asked Melissa to back up to the new part that Rachel had covered and continue for
another 1/3 page or so. I coached her on some vocal things, such as not punching
pronouns and choosing which words to play in a line. I then gave all three girls a few
minutes alone and then saw each do the whole scene of about 2 pages. It was interesting
seeing who picked up from what I gave the others to do. All three did well, but I feel that
Becky brought the most vocal energy and depth to what she did. She also seemed to
incorporate more of the notes I gave the others into her reading.
I'll post the cast list this afternoon. It is as follows.
Charlie ........................................................................ Kevin Work
Ted .... ................................ ........... .............................. Zac Gardner
Grace ............... .. .... ................ ............................... Melissa Murphy
Elsie ....................................................................... Meagan Owens
Bonny ........................................ .. .. ....... ....... ......... Mallory Femiano
Anna ........................................................................ Becky Moody
I've worked with all of these students before in class and in productions. They have
different amounts of experience coming in, but I'm confident that this is the right cast for
this show.
Monday, December 15, 2003
Today was the first meeting and reading for the cast. I started by putting on a cd
of music from the WWII era about 15 minutes before the reading was to begin. As the
cast came to the table, I talked a little about some of the recording artists of the time and
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played a few seconds each of some of the songs that they might recognize. I gave a brief
talk about why I liked this play - things like the intelligent writing, the presentational
style, the opportunities for pantomime and addressing the audience - and a bit about
Gurney - his reputation, his recurring theme of WASP identity. We then went through a
few edits to the text to remove some vulgarities. After, we began reading the play. This
is a very intelligent cast who read very well and it was nice to hear them put voices to
these lines. Several of them had read the play before auditions, and this may have helped
a bit. We read through the whole play today, with plans to spend time in depth on Act I
tomorrow and Act II on Wednesday. We finished the reading with about 10 minutes left,
so we looked at a few pictures from the era to note hair and clothing styles.
Tuesday, December 16, 2003
Today we read Act I more closely. I provided historical background on WWII
and some definitions of some of the terms used in the play. We listened to a couple of
novelty songs from the 1940's and started learning the words to a couple, like Mairzy
Doats and Pistol Packin' Mama. I showed the kids some reproductions of war posters.
I'm trying to get them interested in the culture and attitudes of the era so that they will do
some independent research over Christmas to prepare for their characters.
Wednesday, December 17, 2003
Act II was read more closely. As with yesterday, I provided historical
background and definitions of terms. There was one surprise this afternoon when Zac,
who plays Ted, did not show up for rehearsal. Apparently, he had to go to court to pay
for a speeding ticket and was unable to be at any ofrehearsal. We spent a few minutes
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talking about characters from tv and movies of whom the character's in the play are
reminders.
Friday, December 19, 2003
Today was the final reading of the script as a whole group. Today we read for
beats and were able to get the entire script marked. We also talked through actions for a
couple of the more difficult scenes, such as the one in which Anna gives Charlie
permission to work on her car. The kids are picking up on themes and symbols pretty
quickly and are showing an understanding of the story. We discussed comic and tragic
elements of the script and began identifying some of the laugh lines. It was a very
productive rehearsal and we actually finished about an hour early.
Saturday, December 20, 2003
Today was a long rehearsal day. We held two sessions of blocking, one from
10:00 AM until 2:00 PM then another from 3:00 PM until 7:00 PM. In between the two,
the company went to lunch together at Wendy's. The morning session was spent doing
preliminary blocking on Act I of the script. We taped down a rehearsal floor and pulled
some benches and blocks to serve as set pieces. I explained to the cast that I see
preliminary blocking as a dot-to-dot picture. My purpose is to establish the dots - the
pictures and compositions that I want at certain moments of the play. Their job as actors
is to figure out how their character will connect the dots - move from picture to picture to complete the arrangement. I also explained that one of the purposes was to acquaint
them with the character's environment so that as they worked on lines at home, they
could recreate it. I always encourage the cast members to move the furniture around at
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home, in the basement, or in the backyard and actually memorize their lines in a
recreation of the set. I feel that it helps the young actor to learn in context of the
performing environment.
Actually, Tom, my director's assistant/stage manager read my explanation to
them. In the aftermath of the flu, I have totally lost my voice. It was already weak when
I came back to school, but, like a fool, I've abused it somewhat by not shutting up. I
could tell last night that this was going to happen, but my efforts were too little, too late.
We came up with some methods to work around my missing voice, though. One of them
came from an infamous activity that George used in his directing class. I took six
aspirins and wrote each characters initial on one of them. Then, using a quarter inch
scale diagram of the set, I was able to chart out the pictures I had planned for each scene.
Every couple of beats I would call them over, point out places in the script, and show
them on the diagram the pictures I was hoping for. As we worked them out, I would
write adjustments to Tom, who again would speak for me.
I was amazed at how cooperative and attentive the cast was. It was as if they
understood just how hard I was working not to talk and they compensated. We actually
finished preliminary blocking of both acts today. I sent them away with the "dot
schedule," as the students have come to refer to the call sheet for working rehearsals. I
let them know that my expectation is that from this point on, they will always come into
rehearsal with lines memorized and actions written into their script. I think that they're
excited enough about the possibilities of the play that they will actually spend time over
the holidays working on their lines. That remains to be seen.
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Friday, January 2, 2004
Today we had another two-in-one rehearsal day. The first session ran from 10:00
until 2:00 and the second ran from 3:00 until 7:00. Each rehearsal began with Tom doing
a quick speed-through of dialogue to check for memorization. For a speed-through, the
cast sits back-to-back in a circle and goes through the dialogue as quickly as possible.
The emphasis is not on actions, dialect, or anything else. It's all about dumping the
words out as quickly as possible. In both rehearsals, I was really pleased that everyone
pretty much had all of their dialogue down.
During the morning session, we worked on scenes 1:1 and 1:2. I started with the
monologue sections for Charlie on page 5 and Grace on page 7 and 8. I felt it was
important to start by helping Kevin and Melissa do some character work, since they are
the least experienced of the actors in the cast. Both were very conscientious about having
their dialogue memorized and that made things easy. In both cases, I ended up giving
them a prop to work with. Kevin is using a towel, since Charlie is preparing to go to the
beach. Melissa is using a pair of Charlie's sneakers that Grace has just picked up from
the ground. We began exploring body centers and leading centers for the characters.
Also, I tried to pay attention to diction, particularly word endings such as It/, Id/, and /ng/,
which tend to get swallowed up in our little classroom/theatre.
We reviewed our basic blocking by stepping through the scene in between the two
monologues. I'm trying to make sure that any non-conventional staging that I plan to use
later in the play also happens in these first two scenes so that the audience is introduced
to our theatrical "vocabulary" early in the play. Specifically, I watched for four things.
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First, I looked at the shifting of scenes from one location to another, as from Charlie's
front yard to the beach to the car. Next, I checked for the use of pantomime to replace
props and set pieces, as with the grocery bags and the car. Also, I tried to make sure that
the direct addresses to the audience are clear and distinct from the action of the playthat the transitions don't muddy the action--as with Charlie's opening address and
Grace's first monologue on pages 7 and 8. Finally, I was concerned about the cinematic
fluidity of over-lapping scenes as when Elsie enters the end of Charlie's scene with
Bonny, changing the location and the time while Charlie remains standing in one
location-the world changes around him, as it were.
We spent about an hour working on the scene at that point. There were several
moments we worked on in particular. I spent a few extra minutes on Ted's fly-by on
page 5 as Zac was having trouble extending his body-he tends to hunch his back and
curl his arms. I worked on getting Melissa to use a full voice when reprimanding Charlie
on pages 5 and 6. We spent a few minutes having Zac and Kevin show how a fourteen
year old would walk with his athletic supporter full of stones so that Meagan could put on
a believable strut when Elsie demonstrates Charlie's walk on page 7. I worked with
Melissa on making the transition from being in the scene with Elsie on page 7 to
addressing the audience on pages 7 and 8.
After a break, we moved on to the second scene of the morning, the lake scene
with Charlie, Ted, and Bonny. We spent about half of this session working on the
choreography for the towel fight and wrestling match that follows. Kevin and Zac are
best friends and athletes and tend to horseplay fairly roughly on their own. They
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approached the scene as a backyard wrestling match. I had to make sure that they
approached it more as choreography so that no one would get hurt on stage. I used some
basic stage combat techniques that I learned at the Georgia Thespian Conference and
from working with Simon Reynolds, a local fight coordinator, on previous productions.
The main things I'm emphasizing with the guys are timing and control, so that they
always know exactly when and where each move is to occur and exactly which one of
them is in charge of the motion and force of each move. I try to make sure that no one is
ever within range of getting hit and that no body is ever in free fall. I think the results
work well in context of the play. The boys even came up with their own comic bit in the
wrestling portion. Charlie breaks away from Ted for a moment and then attempts to put
Ted into a headlock for a take-down. Since Zac is taller than Kevin, he can stand up and
allow Kevin to kick and bounce around for a few seconds, emphasizing the age and
strength difference between Ted and Charlie. It makes for a nice comic break of tension
right before Bonny enters the scene.
We finished the second scene, paying special attention to several moments. We
worked on the timing of the towel snaps to make sure that they don't interfere with the
dialogue. I worked a bit with Mallory so that Bonny's entrance would not seem too
sophisticated or mature-I want it to appear that Bonny is just beginning to experiment
with her sexuality. We worked on the timing of Ted's exit at the top of page 10. I'm
trying to make sure that Bonny's exit at the end of the scene is not too forcefu~ as if she's
really eager to be alone with Ted. I want it to be a bit more hesitant, as if she's excited
but uncertain.
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We ran everytrung a few times, fme tuning some trungs as we went along. I'm
not too concerned with everything being perfect at this point. We have several running
days coming up--we'll actually run these scenes again next Wednesday-and it's still
too early in the kid's character development process. The scene will change as they get
further into the play and discover more about their characters. After a break for lunch,
we came back and worked through two more scenes. Mallory and Zac were excused,
since they were not in any more scenes this afternoon.
I began by letting Tom speed-through the dialogue for scenes I:3 and I:4. I then
started with I:4 and the beginning ofl:3, Elsie's scenes, so that I could excuse Meagan
and have Kevin and Melissa alone for a while to work on the car scene. Since I have
worked with Meagan several times, I was able to get into a discussion of realizations and
transitions in Elsie's monologue page 16. We then worked on the transition into the
monologue with Grace and the grocery bags. Finally, we worked on the transition from
the lake scene to the house with Charlie and Elsie on page 11. We ran those little bits
several times and then I excused Meagan.
The rest of the rehearsal was spent with Melissa and Kevin working on the car
scene. There were several places that we worked on in particular. We worked a bit on the
pantomime of the car, creating the trunk, the roof, the doors, and the windows (several
times during the scene, Charlie props his arm on "the window" of the car as he's riding).
We spent some time working on the different attitudes/moods/emotions experienced by
Charlie during this scene and how Grace is not quite successful at ameliorating any of
them. We spent some time on the timing of the "son of a beech ... nut tree" dialogue.
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Since we've edited out most vulgarities, we worked on actions for Charlie that would
lead Grace to caution him about his tone (I was pleased, incidentally, that Kevin and
Melissa had prepared for the day by having actions in their scripts). We worked on the
"go to hell" dialogue so that the audience would know very well what Charlie had said,
but Kevin would never actually voice the word "hell." Finally, we spent time on the
"nocturnal emission" scene, making sure that it was clear that while Charlie was
humiliated, Grace was more concerned about the cleanliness of his sheets than in any
emotional turmoil she was causing for him.
We ended the day with a brief discussion on some movies from the early 1940s
that could help the actors with some clothing and hair models from the era. I
recommended for Melissa The Best Years of Our Lives and some of the later Thin Man
movies. For Kevin, I suggested some of the later Andy Hardy movies. We ended
rehearsal on time, having completed the scene work that I wanted to get through, and
after two weeks off for winter holiday, that's not bad.
Monday, January 05, 2004
I am so pleased with today's rehearsal. Both Becky and Kevin came in with their
dialogue ready to rehearse. We actually spent the majority of the rehearsal acting and
working on the scene. While I know that this is what a working rehearsal is supposed to
be, with young actors that can be difficult, if they haven't done their text work
beforehand. Tom started the rehearsal with a speed-through of dialogue and then I took
over and for the next two hours, we worked half of scene 1:5, which is exactly what I
hoped to get done today. So far, we are on schedule.
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Since we had the basic blocking down, we ran the scene once. Then we went back
to the beginning of the scene on page 16 and began working with actions and subtext.
During the rehearsal, I found that while Kevin spoke mostly in terms of actions, Becky
worked mainly with subtext. For this scene that seemed to work well, though both of
them had their scripts prepared with both actions and subtext notes planned.
I really like Becky's vocal choice at the beginning of the scene. She says the
word "scram" in a low voice, adding to the seriousness of her command. Kevin kept his
voice a little higher and more tentative in response. These were nice choices on both of
their parts, I felt. We worked a bit on the top of 17 and explored different choices that
Becky could use for Anna's response to Charlie saying his father is in the Pacific. Becky
chose to soften her tone, as if Anna can see the possibility that this boy may very well be
an orphan soon, rather than accusing the father of being one of the killers she has just
spoken 0£ We worked some on when the characters pushed forward-when they
pursued and when they retreated-and came up with some interesting diagonals in the
blocking. All in all, it was a very good early rehearsal.
On the technical side, the new semester started today and I was able to see who
actually was assigned to the class that is building this show. Everyone I hoped would be
in the class was able to get their schedules arranged. I went over the plans as they stand
at this time and discussed the project groupings that they will use beginning on Thursday
to begin construction (on Tuesday and Wednesday, the class will re-certify for the use of
power tools).
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One very interesting thing happened as I was presenting the design and walking
through the acting spaces. I was describing the levels in the set, an 8" platform for
Charlie's area that steps up to a 16" level for the upstage and wings, with 24" platforms
on left and right for the "houses." Nick, one of the quieter students I've worked with,
asked, "Have you thought about raking the down stage platform from 8 to 16?" Well, no I
hadn't, to be honest. We looked at the white card model, and that could be a really neat
effect. We would have to redesign the benches for stability and the steps from the 24"
platforms to accommodate the rake, but I think it will be worth it. I'm working on
modifying the design to allow for a rake.
Tuesday, January 06, 2004
I worked with Kevin and Becky today to finish scene I:4. We began by running
the half of the scene that we worked yesterday and then began to work the next beat. We
modified some of the original blocking to allow for more diagonal movement between
the two characters. Keeping the redesigned rake in mind, I wanted to get more up and
down opportunities, since sightlines will accommodate them. The rehearsal went
smoothly, overall, and we were able to finish the scene by the end of the rehearsal. At this
point, we have worked the first 16 pages of the script.
We worked on several moments in particular. On page 18, we approached the
beat in which Anna identifies herself as the descendant of an Indian princess, the
daughter of an industry leader, and as the Pig Woman as if she is trying to scare Charlie
away. Becky mentioned that she is working off of Anna's comment from later in the
script that, ''they have to come to me," and is trying to see if the persistent Charlie is a
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potential student. Kevin is playing the beat with persistence, that is a certain amount of
defiance and cockiness, as ifhe is not going to be scared away. On page 19, Kevin had a
bit of a difficult time working up to Charlie's moment when he offers to give up sailing
for a job. He ended up running onto Anna's porch and yelling through her closed door. I
thought it was a good choice. The next beat, when Anna offers twenty-five cents an hour
is being approached as a business negotiation, with Charlie attempting to imitate his
father's business manner. The most difficult part of the rehearsal was in the beat at the
bottom of 19 when Charlie complains that he will have to tell everyone he failed. Kevin
was not finding the proper amount of"whininess" in Charlie--he was thinking too much
like an 18 year old and not like a 14 year old-he was a bit too rational and was almost
admitting defeat. I suggested the action ''unload" on Anna, and had him stomp around
and kick chairs for a bit to help him find a physical side to the action. It seems to be on
the right track now, and certainly makes the next beat-"let me see your hands"-work
better. They're having a bit of fun with the beat at the bottom of20 in which Anna lays
down the ground rules for Charlie's lessons. Kevin is working on having Charlie react to
certain parts of Anna's rules as confirmation that she is, as he has been warned,
dangerous and immoral. Some of the moments are fun.
One thing that I began to notice tonight-and I've seen this with especially
intelligent kids-is that both Becky and Kevin, but especially Kevin, have a tendency to
indicate emotion instead of play action. Since I've had both of these kids in several basic
classes, we were able to discuss this. I approached it as a sign of their intelligence, that
they're "meta-acting," for lack of a better term. That is, they're thinking about acting
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before they allow themselves to listen and react to what's happening. I'm going to try
some activities tomorrow to help break some of this.
Tomorrow's rehearsal is for the whole cast to run everything we've done so far.
My main purpose in doing this is for me to watch and make sure that the pictures have a
unifying look in the show. Also, I like to find essential pictures and gestures and make
sure that they're repeated when necessary to drive home important relationships and
actions during the play. One example that I'm looking at bookends the scene with Charlie
and Anna. When Anna first encounters Charlie, she looks at him as if she recognizes him
(she thinks from the orchard), and then at the end of the scene, she looks him over again
to see if he's Grace's son.
Another reason I like to periodically run is so that the rest of the cast can see what
is being accomplished and find moments that foreshadow or recall things that happen in
their own scenes that they may have missed during table work. For this cast, considering
that the leads tend to be less experienced, I'm also going to use tomorrow's rehearsal to
work a few improvisation games to get them listening and responding, and to help them
in physicalizing their characters more.
All in all, though, I'm still very happy with what's happening at this point. I'm
thrilled at the level of preparation the kids are bringing to rehearsal. I think they all like
the story and are seeing things in it that make it a much deeper story than just a kidcomes-of-age play. For example, I noticed today that Kevin has checked The Hero with a
Thousand Faces from the library. I mention this book so many times in class as we read
plays and discuss the ancient plays, but this is the first time that I know of anyone
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tackling Campbell. I'm not going to make a big deal out of it, but I think Kevin will draw
some meaning from the book. Also, Melissa told me that she went to Blockbuster to
check out Mrs. Miniver and Now, Voyager. They didn't have them in stock, so she and
her mother are going to track down copies so that she can see which movies Grace would
enjoy watching and why.
Wednesday, January 7, 2004
We ran scenes 1:1 through 1:5 today. I like to periodically check on everything
we've done to make sure that the kids are memorizing and practicing outside ofrehearsal.
Things went pretty well today and I'm basically pleased with the decisions we've made
so far. I did experiment some with character relationships in a few improv activities
today, though. I first had each of the actors do a brief improv based on a scene in the
play. For Charlie and Anna, I focused on getting them to listen to each other. I had them
improv a scene in which Anna teaches Charlie how to weave a basket, since neither one
of the actors had done that craft before. I'm not sure that they got the point, but I was
interested to see that they did listen and respond to each other pretty well (Kevin and
Becky have done scene work and improv together in a drama class recently). For the
others, we then used improv to create some short scenes in which characters who never
meet in the script bump into each other in town. We did several combinations, including
Ted and Grace (she tried to talk him into painting the garage), Elsie and Bonny (Bonny
was attempting to get Elsie to have Charlie ask her out on a date), and Ted and Anna
(Ted came to ask for the job, as we discussed he had probably done, anyway). The
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scenes were fun, but I was pleased that the kids were able to show some of the character's
thoughts and feelings in these situations.
Thursday, January 8, 2004
Today we worked on scene 1:6, the beach scene with Bonny and Ted. Today was
the first time that someone came to rehearsal without the dialogue totally prepared.
Mallory, who plays Bonny, tends to be somewhat of a slow study, anyway, but I'm not
convinced that she devoted the proper amount of time to preparing the dialogue. We had
to spend about 45 minutes just running dialogue before I felt we were in a place that
would be beneficial to work the scene. Zac was very helpful, though, and was kind and
patient when Mallory stumbled. I give him credit for this, and it certainly tempered my
reaction.
We took a break, and then came back and stepped through to review the blocking.
Since the scene is sandwiched in between the two monologues, I felt it was important to
show how the scene rises from Bonny's monologue, but leads inevitably to Ted's. I
began by working the scene in between the monologues. We quickly discovered that this
is a scene about shifting power. Every time Ted attempts to gain some control over
Bonny, such as when he says, "I told them you were my girl," or he asks her out on a
date, Bonny evades and ducks the inevitable, much as she does at the end of the scene.
The challenge for the actors is going to be playing these without sending the wrong
messages. While Ted is forceful and attempts to make a move on Bonny, Zac has to be
careful that he doesn't appear to be a predator. Likewise, while Bonny is coy and evades
the conclusion of Ted's advances artfully, Mallory has to be careful that Bonny doesn't
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appear to be either too naYve or too much of a temptress. Both of these characters are
experimenting with adult roles.
We worked a lot on pictures that will communicate this relationship. I really like
some of the choices that Zac made for Ted. When he first enters the scene, Bonny is
sitting on the beach on a towel. When it came time for him to sit down, rather than just
sitting beside her, he took his hand and shooed her over so that he could sit on the towel
also. Right after he did it, I stopped and asked Mallory why Ted did that. She said, "so
he wouldn't get dirty." Zac started to laugh, so I told him to tell Mallory why Ted did
that. "So he could sit closer to you without you realizing it." It was a perfect moment.
Another nice picture came at the end of the scene when Ted is talking Bonny into
going on the date by seducing her with promises of a "real date." From having worked
with me before, both Zac and Mallory know that I like moments when one character is
standing over another's shoulder whispering words to them. I call them, "Iago
moments." We were able to work the blocking so that Zac ends up over Mallory's left
shoulder in the downstage right comer. It has the effect, but still affords good sight lines
in our little room.
I decided at this point to give Mallory a little break, and worked with Ted's
monologue first, while Tom took Mallory to the hall and ran the monologue several
times. When Zac first ran his monologue, it was just too tame, too rational. We tried
several variations on verbs, including complain and argue, but settled on indict, which
seemed to appeal to Zac the intellectual and allowed him to open up. I asked Zac to put
Ted in a courtroom arguing for all Canadian kids. We worked on voice and action for a
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bit, and then I had him look at the last two lines, "I dunno. All I know is somebody ought
to write about it sometime." I told him to try a 5-count and take at least two full breaths
before he delivered those lines. I wanted to see Ted bring the emotion back down. After
a few attempts, Zac caught on and really began to find the pain in Ted's appeal. One
time, after delivering those final lines, Zac just looked out and then turned and ran off.
He said that he felt Ted would be embarrassed at having told a bunch of Americans so
much about himself. I told him that I agreed and that he should work with it.
Finally, I called Mallory back in to work on her monologue. She was better, and
we were able to work through it. The hardest part was timing and diction. She was
racing through, which Mallory tends to do anyway. It was worse because of lack of
preparation, though. Also, she was frying a lot of line endings and was not pronouncing
many word endings, especially It/, Id/, and /k/. I decided to just spend some time on the
technical parts. I'm sure that if she can deliver it correctly, after running the scene a few
times, she will pick up on the character's actions. We ended the rehearsal by running the
whole scene twice.
Friday, January 9, 2004
Today was a tough rehearsal. Everybody is so tired from the first week back at
school and five rehearsals this week has worn me out. Nonetheless, we had to work on
scene 1:8, so we did. While the students did a pretty good job with their dialogue, there
was a great deal oflistlessness when we first tried to step through the scene. Tom
suggested an extended physical warm up and took the kids for a jog around the building,
which turned out to be a good idea. It broke the routine, got them out of the room and
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gave me a chance to regroup a bit. I decided to approach the scene in reverse and tackle
the hardest part first, the tomato dialogue. Anna's monologue proved very difficult for
Becky to understand at first. While I know that some see it as sexual, and I see how they
get that, I wanted her to bring more of a sense of nature and sensuality to it and really
focus on the idea of seeds and potential. I think she gets it intellectually, but is not yet
free enough as a performer to convey that sense. Also, the ''war whoop of praise" is
coming out more like a "yip" or a "yop," rather than the ''whoo hoo" that I hope for.
Everyone in the cast had agreed to bring in a four-can pack of Play Doh that we
mixed to create the river clay that Anna brings to Charlie. The actors and I spent a little
bit of time playing with the clay and coming up with ideas of things that Charlie might
make from the clay. Kevin suggested the idea of an airplane, since Anna specifically
mentions them. We also played with the clay, making pinch pots and slab pots, using
many of the techniques that Anna would use. I feel that if she is a teacher, she needs to
demonstrate some of the proper techniques to Charlie, so we worked to find times when
Becky could cross over to Kevin and join him in working with the clay.
Probably the biggest challenge with this scene, and the reason it was not a good
one to work on a Friday, is that it is not a physically active scene. It is a very
philosophical scene, and finding opportunities for the actors to get up, move, and play
some actions proved difficult. I'm afraid that many of the crosses we tried today are
going to look contrived. I'm probably going to have to eliminate most of them, leave
Charlie sitting, and let Anna do the majority of the movement as she talks about the
tomatoes. We'll get to run this scene again next week, so I'll look at it again then.
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Monday, January 12, 2004
Today we worked on the scene I:7, the dinner scene. The dialogue was pretty
much together, so we ran through the basic blocking once to begin. The majority of the
scene takes place at the dinner table, so we spent some time figuring out where each
character should sit. Originally, I was going to put Charlie at the head of the table. Not
only would it keep him in focus, but it would help with making the point that he is ''the
man of the family" while his father is away. This didn't work, though. Kevin was not
able to move his head at all and stayed in profile to the audience the entire scene. I
needed more movement from him, so I eventually put Grace at the head (taking on the
father's role), Charlie at her right, and Elsie on Charlie's right, so that he would be
trapped in between the two women.
The big key to this scene will be pantomime work. I had Tom pull plates, cups,
silver, and a tablecloth from props and we set up a couple of rehearsal blocks as a table.
We ran the scene a time or two using props. I tried to point out all of the little things that
a family would do while eating dinner. We worked on plates being prepared and passed
by the mother to the kids. We worked a long time on utensils, how they're held, and
why. Kevin is trying several different things in this scene, including letting Charlie be
rebellious and not hold the utensils correctly. It works, considering the character and the
setting, so ifhe can do it, I'll let him. I made sure that the kids understood that they
MUST practice at home. I suggested that they really observe others eating, especially in
restaurants with cloth napkins and several glasses on the table, not just in the lunchroom
or in front of the television.
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Tuesday, January 13, 2004
Today, we worked on Act I, Scenes 9 and 10, the end of the act. In Scene 9, the
scene in Ted's car, I spent a lot of time with Zac on the car pantomime. We looked at
pictures of old cars from a magazine and from a book in the library and tried to figure out
where the ignition, door handles, brakes, etc would be in a jalopy from the 1920's. We
even spent about a half of an hour in the parking lot getting in and out of Zac' s truck,
paying attention to what the hand does as it opens and closes a door. I realized that Zac
has probably never rolled a window down manually or turned a knob to turn on a radio.
The other big issue in this scene turned out to be the subtext of the text. Since we
cut some of the more direct language from the script, Ted no longer says that he's got
potential, "in my pants." I also wanted a similar meaning to the line when Ted asks
Charlie if he has "the potential" to fight. I think they understand the meaning, but were
having some trouble communicating it. We tried a "say it in your own words" exercise,
which got a little racy with the euphemisms, not unlike an Austin Powers movie, but it
seemed to work. Zac is really a very natural actor who, once he knows what he's
supposed to say to an audience, can do it very effectively.

In scene 10, the major thing we worked on was timing. I wanted the song "Praise
the Lord and Pass the Ammunition" to begin at the point it is called for in the text, but I
wanted it to run through the end of the scene into the blackout. It's not a very long song,
so we spent most of the rest of the rehearsal planning out cue lines in the music to keep
the scene moving to the end of the play. This also kept the final dialogue between Anna
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and Charlie from becoming too maudlin, which Becky might have a tendency to do, since
Anna talks about the universe and poetry.
Wednesday, January 14, 2004
Today, we ran all of Act I. My main purposes today were to get the transitions in
place and run the entire act with music and sound effects. The rehearsal ran pretty well,
for a play that doesn't open for a month yet. I am pleased with the overall stage pictures
and with the cast's progress toward character. It was a fairly short rehearsal and ended
by 6:30.
Thursday, January 15, 2004
Today we began Act II. We worked on scene 1, the slap scene. We spent much
of the time working on the technical aspects of the slap. As a matter of fact, I let Becky
go home early as she only appears in the beginning of the scene anyway. Both Kevin and
Melissa were familiar with some of the basics of stage combat. At a recent club meeting,
a couple of kids who had taken unarmed combat workshops through Georgia Thespian
presented a mini-workshop to the club. They were at least familiar with the concepts as
we staged the slap. As you might expect, the most difficult part was getting Melissa to
overcome her fear that she would actually hurt Kevin. They actually had a few that
looked and sounded pretty good by the end of the evening, though.
The other thing we spent time on tonight was costuming, specifically for Kevin. I
had asked him to bring jockey and boxer underwear and a sleeveless white t-shirt. We
also used a suit that Mallory pulled from the back room and did a test run of what would
be involved in the scene where Charlie strips and runs to the lake. We didn't get too far
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in before we realized that Kevin would need a very loose pair of boxers to keep the scene
from being obscene in such close quarters as our little space. A pair of boxers that fits
him just doesn't have enough fabric to allow for a pair of jockeys underneath and leave a
necessary level of modesty. While researching, I found a pair of boxers on the Penny's
website that are era appropriate in style and pattern. I'm going to order some several
sizes too large for Kevin and then have a couple of darts taken up in the waist band so
that there will be some extra fullness as he moves.
Friday, January 16, 2004
Today, we continued Act II, scene 1 and brought Becky in to work on the Charlie
and Anna parts of the scene. We worked again with the costume, but Kevin is using a
pair of swim trunks until the new boxers arrive. We worked to integrate that scene into
the rest of the scene. I was not sure at first exactly what Becky's pantomime was, but
figured out that she was shelling peas. I encouraged her to take a trip to the farmer's
market and pick some up and try shelling peas at home.
On a somewhat amusing note, during a break Kevin told me that when he got
home last night, he was changing and noticed that his underarms were too hairy for a
fourteen year old, so he trimmed them. I let him know that I hadn't noticed, but I
thanked him for considering that aspect of his character and cautioned him about
changing any other parts of his appearance without telling me.
Tuesday, January 20, 2004
Today we worked on Act II, scene 2; the confrontation scene. This is a tough
scene and I have to admit that I'm not entirely sure what to do with it. It contains so
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much of the message of the play, but is long and talky. I tried starting today by
identifying what I though were some of the extremes in the two women. For Grace, I
wanted her to appear genteel and proper and then becoming threatening and dangerous
toward Anna. For Anna, I wanted her to be aloof and superior, but then have moments of
camaraderie and be a confidante to Grace. I really wanted to see both women change
during the scene.
Blocking is a challenge for this scene. The text offers few ideas, so we
experimented with pictures and crosses and then tried to figure out how to work them
naturally into the dialogue. One that I like is when Anna offers Grace a cup of wine, she
will go into the cabin to retrieve it. I also encouraged the girls to really push the pace of
the scene and to get up and move when they felt motivated. I know we'll work on it
some more tomorrow when we add Kevin.
Thursday, January 22, 2004
We continued on Act II, scene 2 today. I think having Kevin back in the scene
helped us to figure out what we want the scene to be about. Charlie is the prize to be won
by the two women, so we tried approaching the scene as a boxing match. We identified
who had the advantage at each moment. We looked for lines that showed when the
gloves came off We also tried to give each woman a neutral comer to retreat to. I'm not
sure yet if it works, but it was fun working with the scene this way.
Friday, January 23, 2004
Today was Act II, Scenes 3 and 4. These are the scenes with Bonny's monologue
and the scene just before the car crash. We ran dialogue first. Mallory was better
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Friday, January 30, 2004
Tonight, we ran all of Act II with music, sound effects, and final props, though we
were missing the box for Charlie's art work. I told the cast that we were still working on
consistency in character tonight and that while I wasn't going to tap any of them to speak
their inner monologue, I wanted them to keep that activity in mind and be prepared to at
any moment. The pace was better than Thursday, but still slow.
After running the act, we had a snack and a short discussion about the characters
polar opposites. Though it was late and we really didn't talk as long as I would have
liked, It was interesting hearing how they perceived their character. Kevin said that
Charlie moves from boy to man. Melissa said that Grace moves from tied up to free.
Meagan said that Elsie is moving from fear to confidence. Mallory said that Bonnie
moves from girl to woman. Zac said that Ted moves from follower to leader, and from
boy to man. Becky said that Anna moves from hermit to teacher, but made the
observation that Anna never realized her potential as an artist, but did as a teacher,
though she probably didn't live long enough to know it.
We ended by letting them know that they should be totally off book next week, so
that they will have a good set of runs without scripts before we open.
Monday, February 2, 2004
Today, the stagecraft class began setting lights. They've put most of the subs in
place, but will fmish tomorrow. At rehearsal, we ran both acts and used the lighting to
make notes on focus problems. During the rehearsals, I tried to focus on the pantomime.
I noticed that there are several times when the pantomime gets really general and sloppy.
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I worked on a couple of points at the end of the rehearsal. First, we worked on the car
pantomimes, agreeing on window heights, door knobs, trunks, etc. I worked with Kevin,
Melissa, and Meagan on putting things into and taking things out of the trunk. I also
spent some time working on the dinner table scene since much of it was very nonspecific
tonight. Finally, I worked with Kevin and Melissa on the slap, specifically on Melissa
following through so that she ends up turned almost open to the audience and then gives
the focus back to Kevin by turning up to him after.
Tuesday, February 3, 2004
Today, the stagecraft class reset the lights. The stagecraft kids are still going to
have to reset the lights for the car scenes, though. I really want the lights to draw in when
a car door closes and open up when they step out of the car. With our tiny stage, it would
be a good way to control the location. But, they put in the cut drops for the trees that
look really good. There's still some detail painting that needs to be done, but overall, the
set is built, secured, and base coats are painted.
During rehearsal, we ran the show again. Tonight, I had them focus on diction
and language. It's a running battle in our little room that ending consonants get buried in
the ceiling tile. I really try to push the kids to enunciate It/, Id/, /kl, Ing/ and other such
sounds. They are totally off book now, and are doing okay, except for a random time or
two when they go up on a line. Tom kept track, but no one seemed to have any more
problems than any one else, and fewer than most actors at this point in rehearsal.
Wednesday, February 4, 2004
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Today was the last run of the show before we go into tech and dress rehearsals.
The new boxers for Kevin came in and work well. Also, the stagecraft class refocused
the car lights and the change is much better. We also found a new pair of jeans for Zac
that have a better fit.
The run went well. Today is our last rehearsal for several days because this
weekend is the Georgia Thespian Conference. Most of the cast and I will attend the
conference, so we won't rehearse again until Monday for the first tech rehearsal. In the
meantime, though, both of the boys are getting their final haircuts on Sunday. While they
both wear their hair in a fairly short and conservative style, Zac has let his grow out a bit.
They are both supposed to get their hair shaped by Zac's stepmother, who is a stylist.
They have pictures from a Life magazine spread on teenagers from the 1940's and are
taking off their sideburns and tightening up the sides of their scalp. Before Zac left
tonight, he wanted to make sure that we agreed on exactly what I wanted. I should be
nervous, I suppose, but I've seen her work before and she always makes the guys look
good for a show.
Monday, February 9, 2004
This was the day of the first technical rehearsal. We began with a cue to cue for
the sound and light crew while Tom checked final placement of props and benches during
the show. The cast was in costume so that we could check them for fit and movement
and make sure of the colors and transparency issues under lights. Melissa told me that on
Sunday, her mother took her to Sears and they bought a girdle to wear under her costume
to give her the right silhouette and to make her feel a certain amount of constriction in her
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movement. It made a difference, especially in the fit of the party dress. By the way, both
Zac and Kevin have good haircuts.
The pace of the show was really nice. While we didn't run every scene in its
entirety tonight, the parts that we ran flowed very well. We basically went into a scene,
then jumped ahead to get the end and transition into the next scene. I've decided to use
tomorrow night as a dress rehearsal instead of a second tech, because I'm pleased with
the way the transitions ran.
Tuesday, February 10, 2004
Today was supposed to be a second technical rehearsal, but we actually used it as
a full dress rehearsal. The kids have worked with costume, props, sound, and lights
already, so we added make up to the show tonight. Most of the cast is in straight
corrective make-up, all of the teen characters. Melissa is using a higher arch on her brow
and a deep red lipstick for Grace. Becky is adding white to her hair and setting her make
up with a sienna powder to try to add the effect of sun tan to her very fair complexion.
The white in the hair looked good, though she could use more at the temples. However,
Becky used a her powder puff because she did not have the proper make up brush, so the
sienna powder was blotchy and looked more like a skin condition. We're going to get a
sable brush tomorrow night and try for a more even, subtler coverage. I've also asked
Mallory to work with Becky and add some more middle age to her face. I'm afraid,
though, that Becky has such a young face that there's not much we're going to be able to
do in such close quarters that won't make her look comic or scarred.
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I was really pleased with Mallory's work tonight. Her monologues are coming to
life. She is really putting out the energy of a young girl who is full of doubt. I've given
her the note to feel free to physicalize her monologues more, such as when she says she's
"shaking like a leaf' to go ahead and do it.
Some of the other notes I took included a late entrance for Charlie because they
didn't take his clothes around after he stripped in act II. I noted that Melissa needs to use
caution when sitting on the stage floor in the dress so that she doesn't expose to the
audience. I need fuller voices on the Charlie and Anna scene. We adjusted the staging
on the night scene on Grace's porch so that they wouldn't be cut across the face by the
blue side lights.
Wednesday, February 11, 2004
Our second dress rehearsal was tonight. Tonight, Meagan's mother and
grandmother came in to do the girls hair. It took forever to get them done, but Mrs.
Deason gave the girls several suggestions on how to make it easier the next night, such as
not washing their hair the morning of a show to make it set better. Becky's hair for Anna
was not difficult, at all. She ironed it, added the hair white, and then braided. She was
able to finish pretty quickly with some help. Meagan and Mallory were not too difficult,
though Mrs. Deason told me that she wished that Meagan would get her hair trimmed
because it's too long to hold the style well. It took Melissa the longest to get ready, as
she is using a rat to make the back curl and about 3 dozen pins to hold the rest in place.
All in all, it took about an hour and a half to get all four girls done, but both Mrs. Deason
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and Mrs. Owens will be back tomorrow to help them, and then Mrs. Owens will be here
each night of the run.
Mallory worked with Becky on the make up and Anna looks so much better. She
needs to bring the color further down her neck into her upper chest, since there's a
noticeable line of demarcation under stage lights. Also, Melissa is using a darker red
lipstick for Grace that works well.
As far as the dress rehearsal goes, I was pleased. The biggest issue today is that
Kevin is experimenting with his character. Unfortunately, he's getting silly with the
character. This happened in the scene with Ted and Bonnie when the boys jump out of
the car to fight. Kevin began making ad libbed comments that weren't bravado, but were
bullying, ''remember what happened last time, Ted." I especially noted this in the scene
with Anna where he's working with the clay. It was almost as ifhe was going for a
comic character. He made a plane with the clay and then flew it around with dive
bombing noises. He also addressed Anna with an almost sarcastic tone. I asked Becky
what Anna would do if Charlie were being such a smart mouth during a lesson, and she
said that she'd send him home. The point I was trying to make to Kevin was that while
some of what Charlie does will get laughs from the audience, he has to take him very
seriously. He's supposed to be the sympathetic character, but if he's sarcastic, we won't
care what happens to him.
On another notes, Anna's war whoop is still not there. It had improved, but is
now going up in pitch. I know that Becky can get a good deep tone in her voice, as when
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she says, "scram" in act I, but she's closing up and it's coming out more like a rebel yell
than a war cry.
There were several miscues with the lights tonight. Kenny, our light board
operator, found out today that his father is taking him out for his birthday on Friday night.
He was trying to train someone else to cover him on the board for Friday, but we decided
after the show that I would cover Friday night and Kenny can take over on Saturday.
A videotape of the February 11 dress rehearsal is included in the thesis materials.
Thursday, February 12, 2004
This afternoon was the final dress rehearsal. We started right after school with
costume, hair, and make up so that we were ready to go by about 5:30. While the Buffalo
women were finishing up, I worked for a few minutes with Kevin and Becky on the scene
with the clay to try to find a balance between what Kevin is trying to discover in Charlie
and what I need to make the character sympathetic. As far as the run of the show goes, it
went very well, with no stops or major problems.
The stagecraft class has essentially finished all of the setting of the sound and
light and most of the detailing of the set. There were a few things that the cast did after
rehearsal, though. They did some detail painting, like dry brushing on the pilings and
benches. They finished the wood graining on Grace's porch. They spattered the floor to
blend and break up the fields of green and ochre. Then, they worked in the room some
touching up the risers, hanging the room and lobby curtains and mounting the decorations
in the lobby. I noticed that their energy picked up when they got to take off costumes,
put on work clothes and get their hands on the set. It gave them some ownership of the
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stage. Not only that, but we finished earlier than expected and I sent them home to get a
good nights sleep before opening night.
Friday, February 13, 2004
This was opening night and Professor Robinson was in attendance. The cast was
really up for the show, and I feel we had a good opening. After the show, the cast met
with Professor Robinson and he gave them some notes on their performance. I met with
him after the show. A copy of his observations is included in the appendix.
A videotape of the February 13 performance is included in the thesis materials.
Written Evaluations of Project Committee
A copy of the written evaluation of Professor Scott Robinson is included as
Appendix O of this document.
Self-Evaluation
In evaluating, I feel it is appropriate to refer back to the learning goals set for the
production. I feel that we have achieved the goals, as evidenced by the performances
documented as part of the thesis materials.
Acting
In the area of acting, all cast members found moments when they expressed the
physical, emotional, and social dimensions of their characters. All characters had
particularly strong entrances their first times on stage and the actors sustained them by
maintaining open positions and stage pictures that established the focal character moment
by moment. All students used techniques taught in basic drama classes to score their
scripts. Some time was spent in the early rehearsal period marking beats, laugh lines, and
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basic blocking. Students were provided with a list of actable verbs to use in coming up
with actions of their characters. A copy of this list can be found in Appendix P. The
students greatly improved their vocal techniques, though there ~ere some pronunciation
problems with specifically Canadian terms, such as "Canuck," "Toronto," and "eh,"
according to Professor Robinson's observations. Finally, as an ensemble, this was one of
the hardest working, best prepared, and most congenial group of high school actors I've
yet to encounter. They are proof that the secret to a successful show is in the casting.
Designing and Producing
As part of their preparation to build the set for What I Did Last Summer, students
in the stagecraft classes demonstrated mastery of the basics of tool use, safety, and
construction of shop scenery. All students participating in the construction of the set
were certified as safety trained according to criteria established by the theatre department
at Northgate High School. Students collaborated in the design, as evidenced by student
suggestions to modify the design, such as in the use of a raked stage and the curved back
wall of the stage. Students applied technical knowledge in calculating the angle of the
raked platform and constructing the legs for the platforms that formed the main acting
area. They also laid out the curved section of the back stage and modified existing stage
scenery to execute the design. Tom, the stage manager, Kenny, the lighting technician,
and Whitney, the sound technician, each created a prompt book that contained all of the
cues of the show. Prompt book techniques are taught as part of the training for stage
management and staff at Northgate. The books then become the property of the students,
who use them as evidence of training when they interview for college admission.
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Researching
Many times during the rehearsal process, students would bring evidence of their
having researched topics in the script. Both Kevin and Melissa sought out and viewed
videotapes of movies filmed during the era. Mallory researched the clothing of the era
and was able to successfully apply her research by pulling all costumes from stock owned
by the department.
Analyzing
Students enrolled in one of the Stagecraft courses were asked to view a
videotaped performance of What I Did Last Summer and provide a written evaluation of
the effectiveness of the technical elements of the production. Five areas were identified
for comment, specifically, lighting, set, sound, costumes, and props. Students were asked
to provide examples of specific moments in the production when they felt that each of
those elements worked to the benefit of the play. They were also asked to identify
specific moments when that they would change in each of the five areas. Comments
were evaluated and the results compiled for each area.
In the area oflighting, 43% of the comments recorded by students indicated that
the use of the tree gobos enhanced the production. They made comments, such as, "the
tree gobos lit up the area really well," and "love the green effect on the floor. It sets the
mood for Anna's house." 13% of the comments complimented the use of the cut drops
for the upstage trees, and an additional 13 % of the comments particularly addressed the
use of lighting to transition between scenes, such as this comment, "the lighting when
[Charlie] goes to the cabin gives it an eerie feeling." The remaining comments addressed
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the night effect (9%), the use of tight areas oflight for the interior of the car (9%) and for
monologues (9%), and paint effects under stage lighting (4%).
When asked to identify aspects of lighting that they would change, 60% of the
comments identified dark areas in the lighting or scenes in which shadows fell across
actor's faces. One student pointed o:ut that there were "some shadows on the faces
toward the middle of the stage," while another noted that "the front of the stage looks a
little dark." The remaining comments dealt with lighting in the fight scene (13%), times
when the lighting seemed too bright (13%), dimming or cueing problems (7%), and
blending problems (7%).
When asked to evaluate the effectiveness of the set for the play, 41 % of the
students made comments noting the color scheme employed in the set. One student
wrote, ''the different colors make the set focus more [on] where the characters are."
Another student wrote that they liked ''the fact that nobody in the 'green' would cross
over into Anna's 'brown' floor." 14% of the students also made note of the raked floor
used in the main acting area, including one student who wrote that, "the raked stage and
the offset platforms of the houses add a lot of interest." Another 14% of the students
complimented the cut drops used for the forest foliage. Other items that the students
identified as working in the productions favor include symmetry in the design (9%), the
painting techniques on the dock (9%) and doors (9%), and the curved shape of the
upstage wall.
There were several aspects of the set that the students identified as needing
improvement or change. 42% of the comments were about the noise level created by the
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platform stage. They made comments, such as, "when they are fighting, there is a lot of
noise on the floor," and "a lot of foot noise on the raked part." 21 % of the students noted
that the stage floor painting could have been better blended and another 21 % commented
on negative aspects of the color scheme. One student wrote that he "would change the
yellow wall." Finally, 16% of the students commented on the limited size of the
performing space.
Students were also asked to evaluate the quality and effectiveness of the sound
design used in the production. Most student comments (65%) were about the effective
choice of music for the production. One student wrote, "I like the sounds--it sounds like
an old-time movie." Another noted specifically ''the music when [Charlie] goes to the
cabin sets the mood." Each student made a comment to the effect of this, written by one
student, ''the music in the beginning set the time and mood." Other comments included
effective cueing of sounds (25%) and vocal choices made by the actors (10%).
When asked about aspects of the sound design that they would change, there was
less agreement among the students. 34% wrote that they would add additional sound
effects. One student wrote that ''there should have been a sound effect when they go into
the water," while another noted that he would add "a car screeching noise as the car
swerves." 20% of the students noted that on the opening night video, the music sound
level was too loud as the actor playing Charlie began to speak. Another 20% again
commented on the loudness of the stage floor. 13% of the comments dealt with actor
vocal choices. One student wrote, "make sure the actors are projecting, not yelling,
especially in the small room." A final 13% of the students wrote about music choice,
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most with comments similar to that made by one student, "the music is not what I would
have chosen."
Students were asked to evaluate the effectiveness of the costumes selected for the
production. Many of the comments (40%) were about how effectively the costumes
depicted the period in which the play was set, including comments such as, "the clothes
and hairstyles fit the time period appropriately." Several students (15%) noted that the
color scheme of the costumes was effective, especially the choice of dresses in the second
act. One student wrote, "great party costumes--color coordinated." Some comments
complimented the costumes of specific characters, namely Anna (15%), Charlie (10%),
Grace (10%), Bonny (5%), and Ted (5%).
Most of the written comments dealing with aspects of the costume design that the
students would change questioned the appropriateness of specific costume choices (60%).
Some comments included, "have the guys tuck in their shirt tails because it looks 90's
with it out," "did they have Charlie's t-shirt back then," and "[Anna] looks too country
and not so much anti-social." Many of the comments made by students (30%) called for
more costume changes, especially for Charlie, while a few (10%) called for fewer
changes.
The final aspect of the production that students were asked to evaluate was
properties. Positive comments about moments when the choice or use of props enhanced
the show were more widely scattered than in the other four aspects evaluated. Of the
students asked, 23% felt that the use of the three benches worked in the shows favor.
Another 23 % agreed that the towels were used well. A smaller group, 18%,
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complimented the Play-Doh mixture used for clay in the sculpting scene, while another
18% noted the use of pantomime in place of many props. One student wrote, ''the
pantomime is great-the small stage isn't cluttered with props." Another wrote that what
he like about the pantomime employed was ''the fact that you have to use your
imagination." Smaller numbers of students wrote positive comments about other
property issues, including Grace's gloves (6%), the use of blank papers and book covers
(6%), and the overall appropriateness of props selected (6%).
When asked to write parts of the property design they would change, students
were more decisive. The majority of comments (54%) reflected a desire for more real
props and fewer pantomimed props. One student wrote, "have real props-real plates for
pie and stuff," while another wrote, "it would be cool to pull a couple of bathroom items
for props." The second largest category of comments dealt with appropriateness of the
props selected (31 %). Several students wrote that the box used for Charlie's artwork was
too big for the doorway. Another 15% of students made observations about the selection
of benches over chairs in the production, including one student who wrote, "some
authentic chairs would be nice."
Other Documentation
Other documents included in the appendices of this thesis include designs for the
cut backdrops, redesign of the back wall, lighting area sketches, costume and hair
research pages, a program from the production, and a copy of the nonprofessional license
agreement with Dramatists Play Service. Also included is a CD-ROM containing a
Power Point slide presentation of still shots from the production.
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SCRIPT TITLE

What I Did Last

ummer

PLA YWRIGHT(S) [If musical, list lyricist/composer]

A. R. Gurney

NUMBER OF ACTS_---'2= ----- ·A PPROXIMATE TOTAL PLAYING TIME_-=2'--~HOURS

00

MIN.

CAST (fill in with the appropriate numbers)
MEN,_---'2= ---_WOMEN _ _4_ _ _HlL REN _ _ O
,.___ _ OVER 40_ _.,___ _
ROLES REQUIRING PEOPLE OF COLOR~ _~o_
TOTAL NUMBER OF CAST

_ _R
, OLES COULD DOUBLE _ _~o___

6

OTHER CASTING CONCERNS: While four of the characters are teenagers, there are two roles for women, one in her late
thirties, one of a later age. However, Gurney writes in the introductory material of the play that actors older than the ages of the
characters may play the teen roles so that the audience "will have more of the sense of actors enacting their roles." I believe that
this principle will work in reverse, with younger actors enacting the roles of the older characters.

ARTISTIC STAFF (check those needed for this play or production idea)
MUSICAL DIRECTOR_ _ _ _DANCE CHOREOGRAPHER._ __ _
FIGHT CHOREOGRAPHER_ _ _DIALECT COACH_ _ _ SPECIALTY HIRE_ _ _(specify what kind)
ORCHESTRA/BAND (specify what size)
Will you be fulfilling any of the above? If so, which?

Will a guest artist be fulfilling any of the above? If so, which?

SCENERY PRO PS (check those needed for this play or your concept of the play)

I

UNIT SET? IYE
NO
(CIRCLE ONE)
NUMBER OF SETTINGS _ _~!_ __
HISTORICAL PERIOD
1945. the end ofWWll
GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION
anadi an shon!ofLak · Erie
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF SET CONCERNS OR SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: Gurney's script calls for minimal scenery,
what he describes as "simple and presentational." Simple unit pieces such as benches, platforms, tables, and chairs will serve to
define the locations in the play.
APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF PROPS
24
PERIOD
mid-20th cent111y
DIFFICULT OR UNUSUAL PROPS? ~ NO
(CIRCLE ONE)
DESCRIBE: Gurney's script calls for minimal use
of props, or as he writes, "only when it seems simpler to use them than not." The majority of the props that might be called for
will be pantomimed.
WEAPONS OR FIREARMS? HOW MANY_ _--=O_ _ _DESCRIBE:

COSTUMES (CHECK THOSE NEEDED FOR THIS PLAY OR YOUR CONCEPT OF THE PLAY)
APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF COSTUMES PER CHARACTER._ _~3_ __
HISTORICAL PERIOD
mid- 1940 's
SEASON
summer
SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: none
OVER

JUSTIFICATION FOR CHOICE OF SCRIPT
HA VE YOU SEEN THIS SCRIPT PRODUCED?

YES

Ifill

(CIRCLE ONE)
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HAVE YOU DONE THIS PLAY BEFORE? BRIEFLY DESCRIBE YOUR INVOLVEMENT IN THE PRODUCTION:
I have never been involved in a production of this script in any capacity.

WHY SHOULD YOUR ORGANIZATION PRODUCE THIS SCRIPT?
I believe that this compelling story will challenge my actors while giving them a chance to show the skills that we have worked
to develop in class since I began teaching theatre at Northgate High School three and a half years ago. Groundwork has been laid
by previous productions of contemporary dramas, such as TaiI Tal es, The Heiress, I Never aw Anolher Bultcrtly. and The
Effect of Gamma Ravs on lan-ltHhe-Moon Mari{!olds. Both Ti1ll Talcs and 1 'ever aw Another Bu11crnv had elements of
memory plays in them, with a main character narrating events from their life, much as Charlie does in hat I Did Last . um1m:r.
Both The Hei rcs. and The Effect of Gamma Rays on !VI.an-in-the-Moon M arigold are period dramas that fe ature female
characters older than forty years of age.

WHAT ARE THE DRAWBACKS (IF ANY) TO DOING THIS PRODUCTION AT YOUR SCHOOL?
One drawback to producing What 1 Did Last Summer is that this is not a well-known script among the general public. However,
we have attempted to include at least one unfamiliar title each season as our winter drama, so the groundwork is there for an
audience to view and appreciate a play such as this.
A minor drawback would be the need to edit some portions of the script to make it appropriate for th e Northgate High School
environment. We do not include any obscenities, drunkenness, cigarette smoking, sexual references, or use of religious swears in
plays we produce. The school system and the community expect this ofus. We have included references to these activities, if
they were essential to the plot, however. A rule that is followed is this: if the meaning of the play will be changed by editing the
language or removing potentially offensive references, then we select another play. It is my belief that this script would require
minimal editing to be appropriate for our situation.
Finally, a drawback we face is the lack of a dedicated performing space. We produce all of our shows in the cafeteria of the hi gh
school. The school is accustomed to this, though, and our sometimes large, elaborate sets remain in place for weeks at a time
during the run of a show. This is a large, open room (approximately eighty feet square) with a thirteen-foot ceiling. We are
converting the drama classroom into an intimate fifty-seat black box theatre, however. This might be a solution to the cafeteria
problem.

PLEASE GIVE A BRIEF SYNOPSIS OF THE SCRIPT ON A SEPARA TE SHEET OF PAPER AND ATTACH.
PLEASE INCLUDE A COPY OF THE SCRIPT FOR THE THESIS COMMITTEE TO REVIEW.

SUBMITTED BY: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _DATE SUBMITTED: _ _ _ __ _ __
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What I Did Last Summer Budget
3/27/04

Expenditures
Proposed
Royalties/Rentals
Scripts
Set/Lighting
Costumes
Props
Office Supplies
Concessions
Make Up
Miscellaneous
Total

$250.00
$60.00
$750 .00
$100.00
$150.00
$100.00
$225.00
$75.00
$200.00
$1,910 .00

Actual
Dramatists
Dramatists
Lowe's, Home Depot

Sam's Club
Sam's Club

Total

Notes

$250.00
$42.90
$522.94
$0.00
$0.00
$32.06
$109.22
$0 .00
$0.00
$957.12

Income
Proposed
Ticket Sales
Concessions
Student Script Fees
Instructional Funds
Total

$1,250 .00
$350.00
$60.00
$250 .00
$1,910.00

Actual
61 Season, 78 General

Total

$695.00
$200.23
$24.00
$250 .00
$1,169.23

Notes
5@50@5
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Room 301 Set for Production of The Effect of Gamma Rays on Man-in-the-Moon Marigolds in
February 2003.

Left: Seating for fifty audience members
arranged on floor and tiered platforms.

Right: Technical loft with room for light and
sound operators. Concession stand is
behind blue curtain below loft.

Below: Set for The Effect of Gamma Rays on Man-in-the-Moon Marigolds

What I Did Last Summer
Rehearsal Schedule
(as of November 9, 2003)

Sunday
December

Monday
7

14

Tuesday
8

15
4:30 - 7:00
Reading

Wednesday

9
4:00-7:00
Auditions

Thursday
10

16
3:45 - 6:15
Reading

4:30-6:00
Call Back
Auditions TBA
17
3:45 - 6:15
Reading

Exams

Exams

Friday

11
Cast List Posted
4:30-7:00
Reading
18
Exams
Holiday Party

21

22

23

24

28

29

30

31 January

25
1

Saturday
12

13

Chorus Cabaret

Chorus Cabaret

19

20
10:00- 7:00
Blocking and
Company Meal
27

Planning Day

2:00-7:00
Blocking
26
2
10:00-7:00
Scene Work and
Company Meal

3
Drama Dinner &
Skate Party

5
4:30-7:00
Scene Work

6
4:30-8:00
Scene Work

7
3:45 - 6:15
Check/So Far

8
4:30- 8:00
Scene Work

9
4:30-7:00
Scene Work

11

12
4:30- 7:00
Scene Work

13
4:30- 8:00
Scene Work

14
3:45 - 6:15
Check/So Far

15
4:30- 8:00
Scene Work

16
4:30-7:00
Scene Work

17

18

19
MLKHoliday

20
4:30-8:00
Scene Work

21
Drama Club
Meeting

22
4:30- 8:00
Scene Work

23
4:30- 7:00
Scene Work

25

26
4:30-7:00
Run Act I

27
4:30-8:00
Run Act II

28
3:45 - 6:15
Check/So Far

29
4:30- 8:00
Run Act I

30
4:30-7:00
Run Act II

24
10:00-7:00
Scene Work and
Company Meal
31

February
I

2
4:30-7:00
Rlm

3
4:30-8:00
Run

4
4:30-7:00
Run

5

6

7

Thespian
Conference

Thespian
Conference

Thespian
Conference

8

9
4:30- 9:00
Tech Rehearsal

10

4:30- 9:00
Tech Rehearsal

11
4:30- 10:00
Dress Rehearsal

14
4:30- 10:00
Call & Perform

4

15

16
Holiday

17

4:30 - 9:00
Dress Rehearsal

18
4:30-9:00
Dress Rehearsal

12

13

Planning Day

Planning Day

4:30- 10:00
Dress Rehearsal
19
4:30- 10:00
Call & Perform

4:30 -10:00
Call & Perform
20
4:30- 10:00
Call & Perform

10

Thespian
Conference
Plannin${ lvfeeting

21
4:30- 10:00
Call & Perform

On rehearsal and performance days that run later than 6:30, 3:45 until 4:30 is a mandatory study period for all cast, crew,
and staff Additional days including weekends may be arranged for design and construction of sets, props, and costumes.
This is a tentative schedule. We reserve the right to call additional rehearsals as needed.

NORTHGATE HIGH SCHOOL
3220 FISHER ROAD
NEWNAN, GEORGIA 30265
(770) 463-5585
FAX (770) 463-4982

THERESE REDDEKOPP
PRINCIPAL

August 4, 2003

Central Washington University
Master's of Arts
Theater Production
To Whom It May Concern:
Mr. Bob Ramseur is planning the production of What I Did LasJ tm1mer as an upcoming
performance for the 2003 - 2004 school year at Northgate High School. Actual dates of
the performance are as follows: February 13, 14, 19, 20, and 21 of 2004. This show was
approved last March for production at Northgate High School. Please let me know if I
can be of further assistance.
Sincerely,

Therese Reddekopp
Principal
Northgate High School

Please note: A signature was redacted on this page due to security concerns.
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Announcing Staff and Crew Leadership Interviews and Cast Auditions for

What I Did Last Summer
By A. R. Gurney

What I Did
Last Summer

Northgate High School will hold interviews for students interested in holding technical
and directorial leadership positions for What I Did Last Summer on Tuesday, November
25, 2003 . Auditions for cast members will be held on Tuesday, December 9, 2003 .
Students who are paid members of the Backstage Players are eligible to sign up for
interviews and auditions.

Attached are several items that will assist you in preparing for interviews and auditions. You will find a
description of the play and the characters to be cast and the leadership positions to be filled. The tentative
rehearsal schedule for the production is included as well as a set of procedures for interviews or auditions
and policies for rehearsals and workdays. Finally, there are forms that will need to be completed and/or
signed by you and your parents.
What I Did Last Summer: The Story
The setting is a well-to-do vacation colony on the shores of Lake Erie, the time 1945, during the final
stages of World War II. Charlie, a rebellious 14-year-old, is summering with his mother and sister (his
father is :fighting in the Pacific) before going off to an expensive boarding school in the fall. Although he
intended to spend the summer loafing and socializing with his two friends, the need for spending money
forces him to take a job as handyman for a bohemian art teacher, Anna Trumbull, a former member of the
"upper crust" who has lost both her fortune and her regard for the ideals of her upbringing. Sensing a
kindred spirit in Charlie, she tries to stretch his mind by teaching him painting and sculpture - and
exposing him to "radical" ideas about life and love that, in time, persuade Charlie to reject the notion of
going back to school. The result is a family crisis and, more specifically, a showdown between Anna and
Charlie's conservative mother, a clash of philosophies which raises as many questions as it answers and,
in the end, stimulates the self-awareness which will shape the man Charlie is destined to become.
Roles to be Cast
We will cast 2 male and 4 female actors. Three are major roles (designated with a*) . Actors will speak
in English without dialect. Color-blind casting will be employed for all roles .
Charlie* ..... ........ ...... .................. .. ... .... ..... .... ...... .. ............................. ....... ........... fourteen
Ted ......... .................. .. ............ ... ......... ..... ........................... ...... ..sixteen, Charlie's friend
Grace * ............... ........... ...... .......... ... ... .... ............ ....... ........... ............ ..... Charlie' s mother
Elsie .. .. .. .. .... ............. ... ............................ ..... .... ............. ............. nineteen, Charlie's sister
Bonny ... .. .. .... ...... ...... .. ... ................ .. .. .. .............. ..... .......... .......... .. ............. ...... .... fourteen
Anna * .. .. ...... .... .......... ... ..... ....... ... ....... .... ............. .... .......... ........ .... .. Charlie's art teacher
Audition Procedures
1) You must be a paid member of the Backstage Players in order to audition for this show.
2) Carefully check the rehearsal schedule. You should have no unresolved conflicts for the entire
rehearsal and performance period in order to be cast in this show. See Mr. Ramseur before
auditions if you have questions about conflicts.

3) Both you and your parents must sign the Rehearsal Agreement prior to rehearsals. This verifies
that you have reviewed the audition and rehearsal information and agree to all the rules and
requirements.
4) Get three teacher recommendations to support your audition. Use the attached teacher
recommendation form in order to do this.
5) Sign up for an audition slot on the schedule on the bulletin board in room 301. You must be
signed up before the end of the school day on Monday, December 8.
6) Prepare a monologue to present at the audition. Your monologue should last no longer than two
minutes. You may choose to present either a comedic or a serious piece, but you may NOT
choose a monologue from What I Did Last Smnmer.
7) You may be asked to do a reading from the script or from another source. Copies of the script are
available in the library and in room 301 for review.
8) You may be asked to perform a brief improvisation during your audition.
9) Callbacks (if necessary) will be held on Wednesday, December 10. You will be notified if you
should come in for a callback audition.
10) The cast list will be posted at 8:00 am on Thursday, December 11, or as soon after auditions as is
possible.
11) If you have questions about auditions or audition procedures, see Mr. Ramseur.

Leadership Positions to be Filled
This production will make wide use of several students in vital technical and directorial leadership
positions. The following positions will be filled.
Stage Manager - Serves as the technical liaison between the director and the technical crews.
Responsible for organizing the rehearsal space. Keeps accurate records of all blocking, cues, costume
notes, etc. and creates a document that serves as an archive of the show. Responsible for calling cues
during the run of a show.
Director's Assistant - Assists the director in the completion of blocking, organizes rehearsal schedules
and spaces (with the Stage Managers), keeps records of attendance, leads the cast in warm up exercises,
and serves as a the director's representative on all technical and business committees.
Properties Crew Leader - Analyzes script for required properties, gathers suitable rehearsal props in a
timely fashion, and provides final versions of the props to the director by deadline dates. This crew leader
should be safety trained as they will be responsible for tool use.
Sound Crew Leader -Analyzes the script for required sound effects, coordinates the gathering and/or
creation of sound effects and voice overs, and incorporates created sounds with purchased sound effects.
This crew leader should be safety trained and able to work nights and weekends to supervise installation
of sound equipment in the cafeteria. Will operate the sound board during dress rehearsals and
productions.

Lighting Crew Leader - Analyzes the script for required lighting effects and incorporates them with
effects required by the director. This crew leader should be safety trained and able to work nights and
weekends to supervise installation of lighting equipment in the cafeteria. Will operate the lighting board
during dress rehearsals and productions.
Costume Crew Leader - Analyzes the script for costume requirements. Coordinates the gathering,
building, and care of costumes for the duration of the production. Inventories all costume pieces and
maintains accurate records . Trains dressers and cast in fitting of costumes.
Make-Up/Hair Crew Leader - Analyzes the script for make-up and hair requirements . Assembles and
trains a crew of workers to train/assist the staff in correct application of period appropriate make-up and
hair styles. Maintains inventory of supplies.
Publicity/House Manager - Gathers information for program, posters, flyers, etc. and other items that
will be used to publicize the show. Assists in the creation of publicity materials and organizes on site
ticket sales. Maintains the house during productions and manages the safety and comfort of the audience.
Interview Procedures

1) You must be a paid member of the Backstage Players in order to hold a leadership position for
this show.
2) Carefully check the rehearsal schedule. You should have no unresolved conflicts for the entire
rehearsal and performance period in order to hold the positions of Stage Manager or Director's
Assistant. If you are interested in any other position, you must be available at all rehearsals held
in the months of December and February. You may be asked to attend other rehearsals as
necessary. See Mr. Ramseur before auditions if you have questions about conflicts.
3) Both you and your parents must sign the Interview Agreement prior to rehearsals . This verifies
that you have reviewed the audition and interview information and agree to all the rules and
requirements.
4) Get three teacher recommendations to support your application for leadership. Use the attached
teacher recommendation form in order to do this.
5) Sign up for an interview time on the schedule posted on the bulletin board in room 301. You
must be signed up before the end of the school day on Monday, November 24.
6) Bring any materials that you wish to document your previous technical or performance work in
theatre. This may include, but is not limited to, resume, portfolio, scenic design sketches, scale
models, etc.
7) The staff/crew leadership list will be posted at 8:00 am on Monday, December 1, or as soon after
interviews as is possible.
8) If you have questions about interview procedures, see Mr. Ramseur.

What I Did Last Summer
Workday Principles and Procedures
•

Be prepared for each workday with necessary materials such as tools, notebooks, plans, prop
lists, stage diagrams, prompt books, etc., as needed.

•

Dress appropriately for all workdays. You must be able to move freely and safely at all
times. You will get messy on workdays, so wear clothes that are ready to be recycled. Tie
long hair back and leave jewelry at home.

•

If you own work gloves and safety glasses, bring them with you.

•

Wear sturdy shoes with closed toes. Leather or steel-toed shoes are best. Sneakers or sports
shoes may be appropriate. Sandals and other open toed or open healed shoes are NEVER
allowed. Shoes with heels or platforms are NEVER allowed.

•

Arrange your ride so that you arrive for rehearsal around 15 minutes early.

•

Use the time before the workday begins to arrange your workspace and materials and prepare
yourself for your workday.

•

We will work during the entire workday, but take breaks when you need them. Never
continue to work if you need to take a break.

•

Do not eat or drink while working, as this can be a health hazard. Water in a bottle with a
tight fitting cap is recommended, however. Always wash hands before eating or drinking.

•

Please do not distract other students as they work.

•

Certain tools are only to be used by safety-trained students. If you are unsure of your status,
ask your crew leader, stage manager, or director for more information.

•

Accept criticism without being defensive. Use what works and discard what doesn't.

•

Be open to suggestions. There is no "right" way to success.

•

Never invite guests to attend workdays without the director's permission.

•

Take responsibility to help arrange the workspace and to clean it after each workday.

•

Attend all workdays. If you must miss a workday, make arrangements with your crew leader
in advance. It is unacceptable to miss workdays others have to do your share of the work.

•

Arrange your ride so that you are picked up on time after a workday.

•

Take the responsibility to complete your assignments on time.

•

If you have any questions or concerns, please talk with the your crew leader, the stage
manager, or the director.

What I Did Last Summer
Rehearsal Principles and Procedures
•

Be prepared for each rehearsal with your script, pencils, rehearsal clothing, and rehearsal
props (as needed).

•

Dress comfortably for all rehearsals. You must be able to move freely and safely at all times.

•

Arrange your ride so that you arrive for rehearsal around 15 minutes early.

•

Use the time before rehearsal to warm up and prepare yourself.

•

Rehearsal begins on time, so make restroom trips, finish snacks, and complete homework
before rehearsal begins.

•

We will work during the entire rehearsal, taking breaks about once an hour.

•

Do not chew gum, eat candy, or drink carbonated or dairy beverages during rehearsals.
Drinking water is appropriate and recommended.

•

Take the responsibility to do your own character research and analysis. This is part of the
acting process.

•

Never interrupt the director and actors during rehearsal.

•

Avoid walking between the director and actors.

•

Please do not coach or direct fellow actors. Suggestions should go through the director.

•

Control the impulse to cue other actors while on stage.

•

During discussions, think as an investigator, not as a director or critic.

•

Accept criticism without being defensive. Use what works and discard what doesn't.

•

Observe other actors closely and apply what you can to your role.

•

Be open to suggestions. There is no "right" way to success.

•

Avoid talking and whispering during scene work and rehearsals. Actors often perceive such
talk as negative criticism.

•

Never invite guests to attend rehearsal without the director's permission.

•

Take responsibility to help arrange the rehearsal space and to clean it after each rehearsal.

•

Attend all rehearsals. If you must miss a rehearsal, make arrangements with the director in
advance. It is unacceptable to skip a rehearsal as others are unable to complete their work.

•

Arrange your ride so that you are picked up on time after a rehearsal.

•

If you have any questions or concerns, please talk with the director.

What I Did Last Summer
Rehearsal Schedule
(as of November 18, 2003)
Sunday
December

Monday
8

9
4:00- 7:00
Auditions

14

15
4:30-7:00
Reading

21

22

16
3:45-6:15
Reading
Exams
23

28

29

30

Wednesday
10
4:30 -6:00
Call Back
Auditions IBA
17
3:45 - 6:15
Reading
Exams
24

31

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

11
Cast List Posted

12

13

Chonis Concert
18

Chorus Cabaret
19
2:00-7:00

Chorus Cabaret
20
10:00-7:00

Blocking

Blocking and
Company Meal
27

Exams
Holidav Party
25

January

1

Planning Day
26

5
4:30-7:00
Scene Work

6
4:30- 8:00
Scene Work

7
3:45-6:15
Check/So Far

8
4:30 - 8:00
Scene Work

2
10:00 - 7:00
Scene Work and
Company Meal
9
4:30 - 7:00
Scene Work

11

12
4:30-7:00
Scene Work

13
4:30-8:00
Scene Work

14
3:45 - 6:15
Check/So Far

15
4:30-8:00
Scene Work

16
4:30-7;00
Scene Work

17

18

19

20
4:30-8:00
Scene Work

21
Drama Club

22
4:30-8:00
Scene Work

23
4:30-7:00
Scene Work

25

MLKHoliday
26
4:30-7:00

Run Act I

27
4:30- 8:00
RunActll

Meeting
28
3:45 - 6:15
Check/So Far

29
4:30- 8:00
Run Act I

30
4:30- 7:00
RunActll

24
10:00- 7:00
Scene Work and
Company Meal
31

2
4:30-7:00
Run

3
4:30-8:00
Run

4
4:30- 7:00
Run

5

6

7

Thespian
Conference

9
4:30-9:00
Tech Rehearsal

10
4:30- 9:00
Tech Rehearsal

4:30- 10:00
Dress Rehearsal

Thespian
Conference
14
4:30- 10:00
Call & Perform

16

17
4:30-9:00
Dress Rehearsal

18
4:30-9:00
Dress Rehearsal

Thespian
Co11ference
13
4:30- 10:00
Call & Perform
PlanninJ{ Dav
20
4:30- 10:00
Call & Perfonn

4

February

Tuesday

7

1

8

15

11

12
4:30 ,- l 0:00
Dress Rehearsal
PlanninJ{ Dav
19
4:30- 10:00
Call & Perform

Holiday

On rehearsal and performance days that run later than 6:30, 3:45 until
4:30 is a mandatory study period for all cast, crew, and staff
Additional days including weekends may be arranged for design and
construction ofsets, props, and costumes.
This is a tentative schedule.
We reserve the right to call additional rehearsals as needed

3
Drama Dinner
& Skate Party

10
Thespian
Conference
Planning Mtg

21
4:30- 10:00
Call & Perform

What I Did Last Summer
Rehearsal Agreement
The director of the show agrees to
• provide a safe working environment.
• start and stop rehearsals on time.
• follow the rehearsal schedule unless a change is agreed to by cast members involved.

director signature

date

As a member of the cast or staff or as a crew leader of this show, I agree that
• I am to follow all Northgate High School rules of behavior at all times.
• I am to attend all rehearsals and workdays as scheduled that apply to me.
• I have reviewed the rehearsal schedule with my parents and have noted any and all
conflicts of which we are aware at this time
• if I miss more than 3 rehearsals or workdays for any reason, I may lose my role.
• ifI miss more than 15 minutes of a rehearsal, it may be counted as an absence.
• it is my responsibility to arrive on time and be picked up on time.
• I will arrange my own transportation to and from rehearsals and workdays.
• if I leave or am picked up more than 15 minutes after the scheduled ending time of a
rehearsal, it may be counted as an absence.
• I am to come to each rehearsal or workday with a script, a pencil, and proper rehearsal
clothes and or work materials.
• I am to know my blocking and lines by the date set by the director.
• I am to complete all projects assigned to me by the date set by the director.
• all rehearsals and workdays are closed and family members and visitors are not allowed
to attend without the director's approval.
• extra rehearsals and workdays may be scheduled, if agreed to by the members involved.

student signature

date

As the parent of a cast or staff member or crew leader of this show I agree that
• I have reviewed the rehearsal schedule with my child and have noted any and all conflicts
of which we are aware at this time.
• my child is responsible for adhering to the rehearsal rules outlined above and may lose
their role if they choose to not follow them.
• I will assist my child in making necessary arrangements to arrive at rehearsals on time
and be picked up on time following rehearsals.

parent signature

date

What I Did Last Summer
Teacher Recommendation Form
Directions to the Student
You must bring this completed form to your audition. You will not be seen at the audition if you
do not have it. You must get three of your current, scheduled teachers to recommend your
participation in the play. Activity and club sponsors do not count for this purpose. If you have
any questions, see Mr. Ramseur as soon as possible.
Student Name _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __
1st Block Class*

- - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - -

1st Block Teacher*

- - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - -

* CEC Students should list their.first Northgate class and teacher

To the Teacher:
The above named student has signed up to interview for a staff or crew leadership position or to
audition for the cast of What I Did Last summer. This is a demanding show that will require a
significant amount of after-school rehearsal time from the beginning of December through the
end of February. If you feel that this student is capable of holding a leadership position or of
rehearsing a role in a full-length dramatic piece while maintaining passing grades in their classes,
please provide them with a recommendation below.

Teacher

Subiect

Block

Recommended
Yes
No

What I Did Last Summer
Call Sheet
(as of December 20, 2003)
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Time
Date
12/15 4:30-7:00
12/16 3:45-6:15
12/17 3:45-6:15
12/19 2:00-7:00
12/20 10:00-2:00
3:00-7:00
01/02 10:00-1:00
2:00-6:00
01/05 4:30-7:00
01/06 4:30-8 :00
01/07 3:45-6:15
01/08 4:30-8 :00
01/09 4:30-7:00
01/12 4:30-7:00
01/13 4:30-8:00
01/14 3:45-6:15
01/15 4:30-8:00
01/16 4:30-7:00
01/20 4:30-8:00
01/22 4:30-8:00
01/23 4:30-7:00
01/24 10:00-2:00
3:00-7:00
01/26 4:30-7:00
01/27 4:30-8:00
01/28 3:45-6:15
01/29 4:30-8:00
01/30 4)0-7:00
02/02 4:30-7:00
02/03 4:30-8:00
02/04 4:30-7:00
02/09 4:30-9:00
02/10 4:30-9:00
02/11 4:30-10:00
02/12 4:30-10:00
02/13 4:30-10:00
02/14 4:30-10:00
02/17 4:30-9:00
02/18 4:30-9:00
02/19 4:30-10:00
02/20 4:30-10:00
02/21 4:30-10:00

Unit Name
Reading
Reading
Reading
Final Reading
Blockinj!;
Blocking
II, I2
Rehearsal
13, 14
Rehearsal
15
Rehearsal
15
Rehearsal
II -15
Check
Rehearsal
16
Rehearsal
18
Rehearsal
I7
Rehearsal
I9, no
Il-IlO Check
Rehearsal
III
Rehearsal
Ill
II2
Rehearsal
Rehearsal
II2
II3, II4
Rehearsal
Rehearsal
II5, II6
11-Il6 Check
II7
Rehearsal
II8
Rehearsal
II -II8 Check
Act I
Run
Act II
R1m.
Act I & II Run
Act I & II Run
Act I & II Run
Tech Rehearsal
Tech Rehearsal
Dress Rehearsal
Dress Rehearsal
Performance
Performance
Dress Rehearsal
Dress Rehearsal
Perfonnance
Performance
Performance
Scene
Act I & II
Act l
Act II
Act I & II
Act I
Act II

Pa2es

5-10
11-16
16-21
16-21
5-21
22-24
30-33
25-29
34-38
5-38
39-44
39-44
45-52
45-52
52-54
54-57
5-57
57-59
60-62
5-62
5-38
39-62
5-62
5-62
5-62
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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

February 24, 2004

WHAT I DID LAST SUMMER by A.R. Gurney at Northgate High School; Atlanta,
Georgia
Viewed:

Friday night, February 13, 2004

Directed by Robert Ramseur, in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree,
Master of Arts in Theatre Production

WHAT I DID LAST SUMMER is a charming piece that recalls memories of summer fun
and alas the growing pains of eager youth. Set in the trying times of the last years of the
Second World War, the struggles are amplified because of loved ones unknown
conditions. All the audience members can relate to the characters in some way and like
life itself each one of us really do, in spite of what we publicly admit, want it to be about
us, just as most of the characters admit private to us during the show.
Over all the play kept true to the period and locale. The theatre itself is small and
limiting space. The support staff for the production worked hard to create the very
workable space for the story to come to life. I was excited to see the professional lighting
help available to the director. It is great to be close enough to the resources.
The production was successful in several areas. First the set was well used and become
very flexible. The transitions were generally clean and smooth. The various locations
were well established yet remained flexible as the play moved from location to location.
The set was interesting in the pre-show and grew with the play. The piece maybe most
lacking was in scenic painting and then really only in the sun in the up center area. I
wished some blending would have softened the edges slightly. This did not detract from
the production.
The costume piece were well chosen and fit time and character. Some how, Anna's
overalls were least successful, but did not take anything from the play. The line created
was excellent achieved. The party dresses were especially nice. Youthful boys rang out
and the more mature ladies made nice contrasts.
The stage pictures we nicely placed and held to the production nicely. This was achieved
in large part by the versatile set. It was able to be everything the production needed. The
traffic patterns were well directing and w01~ for the various scene and transitioned very
Theatre Arts
400 East University 'Way . Ellensburg WA 98926-7460 . Office: 509-963-1766 . Fax: 509-963-1767
EEO/ANTITLE IX INSTITUTION • TDD 509-963-2143

ATTRACT
ENCOURAGE
impel
worship

INCITE
promote
addle
confide
discuss

ENLIGHTEN
detect
verify
debate
defraud
substantiate
subject

BUILD
strengthen
rejoin
recreate
entertain
hallow

CONVINCE
beseech
induce
swindle
pervert
cajole
coerce

REASSURE
imitate
endure
affirm

PREPARE
check
anticipate
safeguard
introduce

salute
boost
entrust

comply
commend
humor

praise
lead on
goad

promote
help

incite
elicit
corroborate
stimulate
suggest

spark
instigate
pose
electrify
enamor

envy
enkindle
egg on
tell
shock

reiterate
rectify
invite
provoke

study
indoctrinate
surprise
communicate
direct
deduce
marshal

educate
divine
vindicate
estimate
propound
entreat
enliven

supplicate
understand
pray
awaken
read
welcome
challenge

intrigue
enlighten
mystify
accept

better
dazzle
delight
mimic
magnetize
graft

include
mobilize
elevate
encourage
muster
extend

expand
collude
magnify
heighten
pamper
amplify

screen
stretch
cram
confine

inform
indict
acquite
appeal
assess
convince
urge

consider
please
charm
allow
propagandize
negotiate
beg

clarify
sway
persuade
talk into
address
perform
summon

clown
indulge
amend
bribe
ratify
coax
bid

insinuate
pet
comfort
still

promise
reminisce
conciliate
assure

purify
settle
absolve
comfort

enlarge
confirm
query

lead
pledge
put up
meet
inform

tolerate
lecture
protect
embroil
shelter

guage
interview
shield
secure
intensify

instruct
lure
inspect

ATTRACT
SEDUCE
preoccupy
instill
pursue
flirt
flatter
draw
court
turn on
enthrall
implicate
caress
romance
enslave
pacify

INSPIRE
move
honor
astonish

AWAKEN
connect
touch

HELP
bear
converse
aid
nourish
calm
relieve
propose
sober
exchange
remedy
excuse

acquaint
titillate
excite
dance
baby
spoil
molest
ensnare
impress
embrace
tickle
adore
exploit
hit on
hold

infatuate
pleasure
catch
manipulate
covet
enmesh
entrap
attract
lavish
trap
trick
stroke
bewilder
coddle
grope

mesmerize
satisfy
relax
enchant
arouse
elucidate
bewitch
captivate
beguile
flaunt
entangle
cradle
bait
tantalize
astound

butter up
approach
awe
fascinate
spellbind

call
overcome
pontificate
brighten

endear
dare
influence
sanctify

engross
remind
reassure
repair

amuse
amaze
cheer

alert
pull out
search

investigate
validate
retrieve

question
pull
dramatize

beckon
extract

guide
feed
house
harbor
assist
refuge
herd
find
free
grab
grasp
ensure

place
affect
orient
save
rescue
soothe
appease
organize
motivate
plan
unburden
ease

cure
console
nurse
evaluate
mend
condescend
rave
placate
facilitate
peruse
support
preserve

bless
cloak
notify
liberate
defend
prevail
guard
conceal
release

wow
string along
gladden
tempt
hypnotize
entice
elope
win over
woo
allure

REPEL
OVERWHELM
cross-examine
tangle
repel
replace
crowd
nag
annoy
confuse
overrun
overpower

SUPPRESS
convey
shuffle
interrupt
eradicate
concern
caution
trouble
obstruct
block
restrain
withhold
dishonor

TEASE
bluff
disturb
josh
retract
wheedle

HURT
dishearten
bruise
push
buck
mangle
twist
kick
upset

stupefy
force
unload
terrify
overthrow
revolt
harangue
outrage
stir
spurn
argue

confound
extinguish
boggle
baffle
stymie
scheme
worry
irritate
befuddle
tyrannize
nauseate

horrify
cover
frighten
antagonize
spook
silence
blame
brainwash
slander
smother
startle

admonish
mortify
consign
blitz
stuff
mask
divert
quench

bind
warn
squelch
disencumber
stop
cut off
press
purge
propel
distress
prevent
thwart
capture

resist
pressure
inhibit
subdue
perplex
gag
wrangle
hold back
censure
shroud
impede
repress
deter

dodge
hide
nullify
prosecute
impair
duck
defile
discourage
eschew
derail
halt
deny
defy

suffocate
hush
sedate
parry
dictate
oppose
declaim
muffle
calculate
trammle

puzzle
mislead
mock
exasperate
scare
somber

hamper
hassle
henpeck
hoodwink
heckle
inflame

agitate
torment
spuron
shove
hinder
deceive

parrot
get on to
frustrate
cramp
urk

displease
choke
ail
badger
gossip
tortue
reprehend
prick
burn

strike
swap
abuse
hit
suffer
shake
disrobe
vanquish
disgrace

reject
shun
snare
discriminate
punch
delude
misuse
pulverize
dispirit

afflict
repulse
twist the knife
sting
victimize
prod
poke
trouble

REPEL
GET EVEN
cheat
contradict
trade

BOMBARD
arrange
conquer
rack

DESTROY
ravage
dominate
maul
seer
abolish
annihilate
squash
damn

HUMILIATE
chide
reprimand
cheapen
affront
abase
trample
scorch
humble

scandalize
ruin
libel
blast

squeeze
assault
bushwhack
berate

renege
relegate
correct
rebuke

switch
con

lambaste
command
lampoon
counter attack

scold
interject
alarm
charge

attack
maneuver
ambush
panic

anger
condemn

dismantle
shatter
crush
execute
crucify
devastate
exile
butcher
sicken

strip
tarnish
mar
disconcert
uproot
slur
threaten
terrorize
taint

quash
currupt
crunch
consume
deflate
demolish
defeat
fry
ape

crumple
denegrate
deflower
dissuade
obliterate
malign

vililfy
chastise
belittle
offend
ridicule
get out
scrutinize
prosecute
overlook

gull
shame
frame
scorn
simplify
evade
judge
denunciate
discredit

unsettle
criticize
curse
discuss
embarrass
contest
insult
patronize
fuddle

demoralize
degrade
defame
demean
deface
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Please note: The following pages have been redacted for copyright concerns.

Production Managers
Costumes & Make Up M<1nager ................ . .. Mallory Femiapo T
Properties Manager ..•............................. Tom Waddington T
House M.µiager ..•............ ........................... Ashley Bµtler T
Light and Sound Manager .. .................... Whitney CumJllings T
Video Technician . .......... ..... ..... ..... . ..•.............. l'hillip Sims
Shop Foremen ..•............... Meghan Broady r, Amanda Tc1ylor T

[

NonTHOATE HIOH SCHOOL
~ACJ{STAGE fLAYERS
PROUDLY PRESENT

Production Crew
Ashley Butler T
Sarah Cicerella r
Whitney Cummings T
Krystal Dorough
Evan Easley
Troy Hines
Kenny Hughes
Brooke Hutcheson
Andrew Kreeger r
Erin McCulloch T
Vita J\tleshkqvaya
r

Justin Moak T
Elizabeth Murphy
Brittney Sovik
Kylie Stradley
Nicole We.-rr
Stephanie Whittle l'
CaitliQ Wilbor
Michael Wood r
& the students of 1st & 2nd

Block St:l\gecraft

= Member of the International Thespian Society

Aoknowledgeme11ts
Coweta County Sch90IJ:1 ....... Dr. Peggy Connel1 1 Superintendent
..... Donald Ni?Con, fine Arts Coordinator
Northgate Administration ............ Therese Reddekopp, Principal
........ Deborah Ford, Assistant Principal
..... ....... Jan Franks, Assistant Principal
......... Bill 1-Jarrison, Assistant Principal
Edie Williams
flachel Gordon
Northgate High School Faculty and Staff
Brenda Hubb~rd
Derek Lane
Scott Robinson
Graduate Faculty of Central Washington University
Family and Friends of the Cast and Crew
Paul and Barbara Robbfns
Elizabeth Robbins

.What I Did
Last Summer
February 13, 14, 19, 20, & 21, 2004
Northgate High School
7:30 PM Room 301

NON-PROFESSIONAL LICENSE ROYALTY INVOICE

DRAMATISTS PLAY SERVICE,

INC.

440 Park Avenue South, New York, NY 10016
Telephone: (212) 683-8960 • Facsimile (212) 213-1539
e-mail: postmaster@dramatists.com • web: www.dramatists.com
March 3, 2003

NORTHGATE HIGH SCHOOL
3220 FISHER ROAD
NEWNAN, GA 30265

Re:

What I Did Last Summer
By A.R. Gurney

License Period: February 13, 2004- February 21, 2004
Invoice Number:
Customer Number:
Purchase Order Number: WHAT I DID

Total Fee (Amount Due): $250.00
Payment Due Date: January 30, 2004
All fees must be paid in U.S. funds.
Number of Perfonnances: 5

The non-exclusive, nonprofessional stage perfonnance rights to What I Did Last Summer are hereby granted to NORTHGATE
HIGH SCHOOL for the period February 13, 2004 through February 21, 2004, contingent upon payment of the perfonnance
royalty and subject to the conditions listed below:
(1)

The play must be presented only as published in the Dramatists Play Service acting edition, without any changes,
alterations or deletions to the text, title or gender of the characters. These restrictions shall include, without limitation,
not altering, updating or amending the time, locales or settings of the play in any way.

(2)

The author(s) shall receive credit as sole and exclusive author(s) of the play in all programs distributed in connection with
perfonnances of the play and in all instances in which the title of the play appears for purposes of advertising, publicizing
or otherwise exploiting the play and/or a production thereof; the name of the author must appear on a separate line in
which no other name appears, immediately beneath the title and in size and prominence of type equal to 50% of the
largest letter used for the title of the play.
(a)

All programs must also include any additional acknowledgment set forth on the copyright page of the Dramatists
Play Service acting edition under the paragraph entitled SPECIAL NOTE.

(b)

All programs must include the following statement: "Produced by special arrangement with Dramatists Play
Service, Inc."
·

(3)

Performances must take place on the dates stated above, in the location designated and limited to 5 performances. Any
proposed changes must be approved in writing by Dramatists Play Service, Inc. If your production is canceled, for any
reason, you must notify Dramatists Play Service, Inc. in writing.

(4)

This authorization applies to non-professional stage performance rights only. All other rights of every kind and nature,
including but not limited to television, video or sound taping, in whole or part, or any other form of mechanical or
electronic reproduction, such as information storage and retrieval systems and photocopying, are reserved by the author
and are not included in this authorization.

(5)

In addition, amateur leasing rights for this production or for any of the plays listed in our catalogue may be withdrawn at
any time and without prior notice. Any Fees previously paid will be promptly refunded, and Dramatists Play Service
shall have no other financial or legal responsibility with regard to such withdrawal.

Add itional Conditions:
Please use your customer number on all checks, purchase orders and production requests. This will help us speed the
processing of your materials.

Please note: Personally Identifying Information has been redacted from this page.

The N orthgate High School Backstage Players
present

What I Did
Last Summer

Cast
Charlie .. .. ... ........ . ........... Kevin Work T
·1·ec I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Zac·hary Garuner
-1
T

Grace ............. .. .... .... . Melissa Murphy T
Elsie ....... . ............... .. Meagan Owens T

A play by

Bonny ...... .. ............. Mallory Femiano ·,

A. R. Gurney

Anna . .. ... ..... ... .. ..... ... ... Becky Moody ·,

Directed and Designed by

Bob Ramseur

= Member of the [nternational Thespian Society

• There will be one ten-minute intermission
• The taking of flash photog1·aphy is strictly prohibited

Stage Manager

"fom Waddington

1

1

Hair Design by

Lynne Owens
Eva Deason
Make Up Design by

Mallory Femiano T
Lighting Consultant

Amy Humes-Lee, Barbizon Atlanta

• Turn off all phones and pagers during the show
• Due to the darkness of blackouts in the theatre, we ask Ivou
to remain seated during the performance
• Please keep aisles clear at all times

Special Appreciation is Extended to the
Patrons of the 2003-2004 Backstage Players
Benefactors
Mike and ShclT)' Johnson

Sponsors
What I Did Last Summer is produced hy special
arrangement with Dramatists Play Service, Inc.
A project report ~/'this pracluction n·i/1 be presented by the director to the wa,hwtc
Jacult.y Central 1Fasliint1ton llniil'rsi~1· in partir1l.fi1!/illmcnt aj'thc fC</lliremcnts
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for the /)ewce of'Master of'Arts in Theatre Proclurtion.
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